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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a display panel unlikely to generate electric

discharge in its anode electrode, capable of suppressing the voltage drop within a

certain extent irrespective of the number of selected electrodes to be fed with video

signals at the rear panel and achieving stabilization of the brightness on the display

screen.

SOLUTION: The display panel AP is composed of a base board 20, a plurality of unit

phosphor layers 21 formed on the base board 20, anode electrode, and a discharge

preventive layer 24, wherein the anode electrode is composed of a plurality of anode

electrode units 23 which are formed on the unit phosphor layers 21 in the specified

number, and the discharge preventive layer 24 covers at least the edges of each anode

electrode unit 23.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] (A) A substrate and two or more unit fluorescent substance layers

which emit light with the electron which was formed on the (B) substrate and

came flying from a vacuum sky period, It is the panel for a display which changes

and has (D) discharge prevention layer further. (C) — the anode electrode for

guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance layer — since -- an

anode electrode It is the panel for a display which it consists of two or more

anode electrode units, and each anode electrode unit is formed on the unit

fluorescent substance layer of a predetermined number, and is characterized by

the discharge prevention layer having covered the edge of an anode electrode

unit at least.

[Claim 2] A discharge prevention layer is a panel for a display according to claim

1 characterized by consisting of high electrical resistance materials.

[Claim 3] A discharge prevention layer is a panel for a display according to claim



1 characterized by filling the clearance between Hazama of an adjoining anode

electrode unit.

[Claim 4] A discharge prevention layer is a panel for a display according to claim

1 characterized by being formed all over an anode electrode.

[Claim 5] Opposite arrangement of the panel for a display and the back panel

which has two or more electron emission objects is carried out across vacuum

space. The panel for a display (A) A substrate and two or more unit fluorescent

substance layers which emit light with the electron which was formed on the (B)

substrate and came flying from a vacuum sky period, It changes. (C) - the

anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance

layer, and (D) discharge prevention layer - since — an anode electrode It is the

display which it consists of two or more anode electrode units, and each anode

electrode unit is formed on the unit fluorescent substance layer of a

predetermined number, and is characterized by the discharge prevention layer

having covered the edge of an anode electrode unit at least.

[Claim 6] A discharge prevention layer is a display according to claim 5

characterized by consisting of high electrical resistance materials.

[Claim 7] A discharge prevention layer is a display according to claim 5



characterized by filling the clearance between Hazama of an adjoining anode

electrode unit.

[Claim 8] A discharge prevention layer is a display according to claim 5

characterized by being formed all over an anode electrode.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the display with which the panel

for a display which carries out excitation luminescence of the fluorescent

substance layer in more detail with the electron which came flying from a

vacuum sky period, and this panel for a display were incorporated about the

display which used the panel for a display, and this.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] As an image display device which replaces the

cathode-ray tube (CRT) of the current mainstream, the display of a flat-surface

mold (flat panel format) is examined variously. As a display of such a flat-surface

mold, a liquid crystal display (LCD), a electroluminescence display (ELD), and a

plasma display (PDP) can be illustrated. Moreover, it is not based on thermal

excitation, but the indicating equipment of the cold cathode field emission mold

which can emit an electron into a vacuum from a solid-state, and the so-called

cold cathode field-electron-emission indicating equipment (a field emission



display, FED) are also proposed, and attention is attracted from the brightness of

a screen, and a viewpoint of a low power.

[0003] The example of a configuration of the conventional cold cathode

field-electron-emission display is shown in drawing 49 . In this cold cathode

field-electron-emission display, opposite arrangement of the panel for a display

(anode panel AP) and the back panel (cathode panel CP) is carried out, and

both the panels AP and CP of each other are pasted up through the frame which

is not illustrated in each periphery section, and let closing space between both

the panels AP and CP be vacuum space. The cathode panel CP is equipped

with the cold cathode field-electron-emission component (a field emission

component is called hereafter) as an electron emission object. Drawing 49

shows the so-called Spindt (Spindt) mold field emission component which has

the electron emission section 15 of a cone form as an example of a field

emission component. The Spindt mold field emission component consists of the

electron emission sections 15 of the cone form formed in the opening 14

prepared in the cathode electrode 11 formed on the base material 10, the layer

insulation layer 12 formed on the cathode electrode 1 1 and the base material 10,

the gate electrode 13 formed on the layer insulation layer 12, the gate electrode



13, and the layer insulation layer 12. Usually, much electron emission sections

15 are matched with one of the fluorescent substance layers 121 mentioned

later. A negative electrical potential difference (video signal) is relatively

impressed to the electron emission section 15 through the cathode electrode 1

1

from the cathode electrode drive circuit 30, and a forward electrical potential

difference (scan signal) is impressed to it relatively [ electrode / 13 / gate ] from

the gate electrode drive circuit 31. According to the electric field produced by

these electrical-potential-difference impression, an electron is emitted from the

tip of the electron emission section 15 based on the quantum tunnel effect. In

addition, as an electron emission object, it may not be restricted to the above

Spindt mold field emission components, but the field emission component of

other types, such as an edge mold, so-called flat-surface mold, so-called crown

mold, etc., may be used. Moreover, contrary to ****, a scan signal may be

inputted into the cathode electrode 11, and a video signal may be inputted into

the gate electrode 1 3.

[0004] On the other hand, the anode panel AP has the anode electrode 123

which functions also as reflective film formed on two or more fluorescent

substance layers 121 formed the shape of a matrix, and in the shape of a stripe



on the substrate 20 which consists of glass etc., the fluorescent substance layer

121, and the substrate 20. In the anode electrode 123, a forward electrical

potential difference higher than the forward electrical potential difference

impressed to the gate electrode 13 is impressed from the acceleration power

source (anode electrode drive circuit) 32, and the role which guides the electron

emitted to throughout [ vacuum sky ] from the electron emission section 15

toward the fluorescent substance layer 121 is played. Moreover, the anode

electrode 123 reflects in a substrate side luminescence of the function protect

the fluorescent substance particle which constitutes the fluorescent substance

layer 121 from sputtering by particles, such as ion, and the fluorescent

substance layer 121 produced by electronic excitation, and also has the function

which raises the brightness of the display screen observed from the outside of a

substrate 20, and the function prevent superfluous electrification and stabilize

the potential of the anode panel AP. That is, the anode electrode 123 serves as

the function which the member known for the field of a cathode-ray tube (CRT)

as metal back film achieves. The anode electrode 123 is usually constituted

using the aluminum thin film around 0.07 micrometers in thickness.

[0005] the typical part to which the fluorescent substance layer (green



fluorescent substance layer 121 red fluorescent substance layer 121 R, G and

blue fluorescent substance layer 121B) showed the typical top view of the panel

for a display formed in the shape of a matrix to (A) of drawing 50 , and met it at

line X-X of (A) of drawing 50 at (B) of drawing 50 - a sectional view is shown.

The field where the fluorescent substance layers 121 R, 121G, and 121 B are

arranged is a service area which achieves the practical function as a cold

cathode field-electron-emission display, and the formation field of the anode

electrode 123 is mostly in agreement with this service area, and has the

configuration of the shape of a sheet of one sheet. The slash was given to the

field in which the anode electrode 123 was formed for clarification in (A) of

drawing 50 . The perimeter of a service area is an invalid field which supports

functions of a service area, such as hold of a circumference circuit, and

mechanical support of the display screen. The anode electrode 123 is formed in

the electric supply section 125 for connecting with a 5-kilovolt acceleration

power source (seeing the acceleration power source 32 of drawing 49 ) on the

substrate 20. Moreover, between the acceleration power source 32 and the

anode electrode 123, the resistance member (the illustrated example with a

resistance [ of 100 M omega
]

resistor) for preventing an overcurrent and



discharge is usually arranged. This resistance member is arranged out of the

substrate.

[0006] the typical part to which the fluorescent substance layer 121 showed the

typical top view of the panel for a display formed in the shape of a stripe to (A) of

drawing 51 , and met it at line X-X of drawing 51 at (B) of drawing 51 - a

sectional view is shown. The reference mark of drawing 51 is as common as

drawing 50 in part, and omits detailed explanation about an intersection, the

formation field of the anode electrode 123 - the service area of the panel for a

display — the whole surface is covered mostly.

[0007]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] According to the number of the pixel

chosen by the cathode panel side, or subpixel, the problem of changing the

brightness of the display screen is shown in the conventional cold cathode

field-electron-emission indicating equipment. The typical top view of the cathode

panel CP is typically shown in (A) of drawing 52 , and (B) of drawing 52 . For

clarification, the cathode electrode 11 (the electrical potential difference of +50

volts is impressed from the cathode electrode drive circuit 30) in the condition of

not choosing is expressed with thin hatching, and deep hatching expresses the



cathode electrode 11 (similarly the electrical potential difference of 0 volt is

impressed) of a selection condition in these drawings. Although the video signal

impressed to the cathode electrode 11 of a selection condition can take the

value of 0 volts or more and less than +50 volts according to gradation, since it is

easy here, it is made into 0 volt. On the other hand, the gate electrode 13 (the

electrical potential difference of 0 volt is impressed from the gate electrode drive

circuit 31) in the condition of not choosing is displayed by void, and the gate

electrode 13 (similarly the electrical potential difference of +50 volts is

impressed) of a selection condition is expressed with hatching. The field (a

duplication field is called hereafter) with which the projection image of the

cathode electrode 11 and the gate electrode 13 laps is equivalent to 1 subpixel

with a monochrome cold cathode field-electron-emission indicating equipment

with 1 pixel and a color cold cathode field-electron-emission indicating

equipment. Two or more field emission components are usually formed in one

duplication field. The duplication field of the selected cathode electrode 11 and

the selected gate electrode 13 is a selection pixel (or selection subpixel), and is

expressed as with a circle [ white ] among drawing. The gate electrode 13 is

made to call the m-th line and the cathode electrode 1 1 the n-th train from the left



in order from a top to the bottom on the right.

[0008] As now shown in (A) of drawing 52 , supposing the gate electrode 13 of

the 1st line and the cathode electrode 1 1 of the 1st train are chosen, an electron

will be emitted from the field emission component arranged to the duplication

field located in the 1st line 1st train, and the fluorescent substance layer 121

which counters will emit light. Here, supposing the current of ImicroA flows

towards the cathode panel CP from the anode panel AP, the voltage drop at this

time will become 1 micro Ax1 00 M omega = 0.1 kilovolts. That is, between the

cathode panel CP and the anode panel AP, 5-0.1=4.9 kilovolt acceleration

voltage is added. However, as shown in (B) of drawing 52 , supposing five

cathode electrodes, the 2nd train, the 6th train, the 9th train, the 11th train, and

the 14th train, 1 1 are chosen as opposed to selection of the gate electrode 13 of

the 2nd line The acceleration voltage which the current which flows towards the

cathode panel CP is set to a total of 5microA from the anode panel AP, and a

voltage drop becomes 0.5 kilovolts, therefore is added between the cathode

panel CP and the anode panel AP decreases to 5-0.5=4.5 kilovolt. This leads to

the fall of electronic energy which collides with the fluorescent substance layer

121, as a result the brightness fall of the display screen. That is, the brightness



of the display screen is changed according to the number of the cathode

electrode 1 1 chosen for every line of the gate electrode 13.

[0009] Therefore, the purpose of this invention cannot depend on the selection

number of the electrode by which a video signal is inputted for example, into a

back panel side, can suppress a voltage drop within fixed limits, with can attain

stabilization of the brightness of the display screen, and is to offer the display

with which the panel for a display which discharge cannot produce easily in an

anode electrode, and this panel for a display were moreover incorporated.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The panel for a display of this invention for

attaining the above-mentioned purpose (A) A substrate and two or more unit

fluorescent substance layers which emit light with the electron which was formed

on the (B) substrate and came flying from a vacuum sky period, It is the panel for

a display which changes and has (D) discharge prevention layer further. (C) —

the anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance

layer — since — an anode electrode It consists of two or more anode electrode

units, each anode electrode unit is formed on the unit fluorescent substance

layer of a predetermined number, and a discharge prevention layer is



characterized by having covered the edge of an anode electrode unit at least.

[0011] Moreover, the display of this invention for attaining the above-mentioned

purpose Opposite arrangement of the panel for a display and the back panel

which has two or more electron emission objects is carried out across vacuum

space. The panel for a display (A) A substrate and two or more unit fluorescent

substance layers which emit light with the electron which was formed on the (B)

substrate and came flying from a vacuum sky period, It changes. (C) — the

anode electrode for guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance

layer, and (D) discharge prevention layer - since — an anode electrode It

consists of two or more anode electrode units, each anode electrode unit is

formed on the unit fluorescent substance layer of a predetermined number, and

a discharge prevention layer is characterized by having covered the edge of an

anode electrode unit at least.

[0012] The panel for a display or display of this invention is defined as a unit

fluorescent substance layer being a fluorescent substance layer which

generates the one luminescent spot on the panel for a display. That is, it is

equivalent to 1 pixel. Although 3 set [ 1 ] of the red unit fluorescent substance

layer corresponding to the three primary colors of the light of R (red), G (green),



and B (blue), a green unit fluorescent substance layer, and a blue unit

fluorescent substance layer is called a "pixel" and this is made into the

description unit of screen definition in the field of displays, such as a color

cathode-ray tube, in many cases, the unit fluorescent substance layer in this

invention differs from a pixel.

[0013] If shown in the panel for a display or display for color displays, each of a

red unit fluorescent substance layer, a green unit fluorescent substance layer,

and a blue unit fluorescent substance layer may be arranged in the shape of a

dot matrix on the substrate, and two or more unit fluorescent substance layers

may be arranged on the substrate with the gestalt which gathered in the shape

of a stripe. Here, two or more unit fluorescent substance layers call for

convenience the fluorescent substance layer of the gestalt which gathered in the

shape of a stripe a stripe-like fluorescent substance group. In addition, in the

array format of the shape of the shape of a dot matrix, or a stripe, the clearance

between an adjacent unit fluorescent substance layer or a unit fluorescent

substance layer may be embedded by the black matrix aiming at the

improvement in contrast.

[0014] In the panel for a display or display of this invention, the anode electrode



unit may be formed on one unit fluorescent substance layer, and may be formed

on two or more unit fluorescent substance layers (namely, a predetermined

number = 1). In the case of the latter, especially the flat-surface configuration of

each anode electrode unit is not limited, but it is desirable that it is the

flat-surface configuration which does not produce the clearance between

irregular magnitude from a viewpoint which equalizes the luminance distribution

in a service area between adjoining anode electrode units. It is the case where it

is formed on two or more unit fluorescent substance layers. A red unit

fluorescent substance layer, When each of a green unit fluorescent substance

layer and a blue unit fluorescent substance layer is arranged in the shape of a

dot matrix on the substrate, Can consider as the configuration in which one

anode electrode unit is formed on the set (it is equivalent to 1 pixel) of a red unit

fluorescent substance layer, a green unit fluorescent substance layer, and a blue

unit fluorescent substance layer, and It can also consider as the configuration in

which one anode electrode unit is formed on the set of the unit fluorescent

substance layer equivalent to two or more pixels. Moreover, when it is the case

where it is formed on two or more unit fluorescent substance layers and two or

more unit fluorescent substance layers are arranged on the substrate with the



gestalt which gathered in the shape of a stripe, On each of a red stripe-like

fluorescent substance group, a green stripe-like fluorescent substance group,

and a blue stripe-like fluorescent substance group, every one The anode

electrode unit may be formed and 1 set of red stripe-like fluorescent substance

groups, One anode electrode unit may be formed so that a green stripe-like

fluorescent substance group and a blue stripe-like fluorescent substance group

may be covered, and One anode electrode unit may be formed so that the

plurality of the group of a red stripe-like fluorescent substance group, a green

stripe-like fluorescent substance group, and a blue stripe-like fluorescent

substance group may be covered.

[0015] As for a discharge prevention layer, in the panel for a display or display of

this invention, it is desirable to consist of high electrical resistance materials.

Specifically as high electrical resistance materials, CrOX, aluminum 203, SiC

and SiN, an amorphous silicon, etc. can be mentioned. When the discharge

prevention layer is formed above the unit fluorescent substance layer, the

electron which came flying from a vacuum sky period needs to pass a discharge

prevention layer certainly, the thickness of the discharge prevention layer above

a unit fluorescent substance layer needs to consider as thickness which collides



with a unit fluorescent substance layer, and, specifically, it is desirable

[ thickness ]
preferably 1nm thru/or to be referred to as 10nm thru/or 15nm 50nm.

[0016] In the panel for a display or display of this invention, the discharge

prevention layer may be filling the clearance between adjoining anode electrode

units that what is necessary is just to have covered the edge of an anode

electrode unit at least, and may be formed all over the anode electrode. When

the clearance between the anode electrode units which a discharge prevention

layer adjoins is being filled, or when being formed all over the anode electrode

again, as for the resistance of the discharge prevention layer between adjoining

anode electrode units, it is desirable preferably 100ohms thru/or 100komega,

and that they are 200ohms thru/or 10kohm. In addition, when the resistance of a

discharge prevention layer is too low, it becomes the same as having constituted

the anode electrode from an electrical conducting material of one sheet, and the

semantics which divided the anode electrode into the anode electrode unit is lost.

On the other hand, when the resistance of a discharge prevention layer is too

high, a possibility that a discharge prevention layer may be charged arises.

[0017] It is desirable to consider each anode electrode unit as the configuration

connected to an acceleration power source (anode electrode drive circuit)



through a feeder. When the anode electrode unit is formed corresponding to the

one unit fluorescent substance layer top, a feeder should just consider as the

configuration connected to each anode electrode unit. Namely, what is

necessary is just to consider a feeder as the configuration prepared

corresponding to each anode electrode unit. What is necessary is on the other

hand, just to consider as the configuration with which the feeder is connected to

each anode electrode unit, also when the anode electrode unit is formed on two

or more unit fluorescent substance layers (for example, set of a stripe-like

fluorescent substance group, 1, or the unit fluorescent substance layer

corresponding to two or more pixels). In these cases, two or more feeders

extend an invalid field top to the connection terminal prepared in one place of the

edge of for example, the panel for a display, and can be considered as the

configuration connected to an acceleration power source through wiring from

this connection terminal. It is desirable to arrange the die length of each feeder

as much as possible from a viewpoint which equalizes the luminance distribution

in a service area, and to equalize wiring resistance. A feeder and an anode

electrode unit may be formed in coincidence, and may be formed separately.

When the discharge prevention layer is formed all over the anode electrode, it



can also consider as the configuration which connects a discharge prevention

layer to an acceleration power source (anode electrode drive circuit) depending

on the case.

[0018] As an electron emission object in the display of this invention, a cold

cathode field-electron-emission component (a field emission component is

called hereafter) can be mentioned. Especially the form of a field emission

component may not be limited, but may be any of the Spindt mold field emission

component, a crown mold field emission component, a flat mold field emission

component, a flat-surface mold field emission component, a crater mold field

emission component, and an edge mold field emission component. In addition,

the electron emission object is arranged on the field to which the projection

image of the 1st electrode group usually prolonged in the one direction where a

scan signal is inputted, and the 2nd electrode group which the video signal was

inputted and also was prolonged in the direction overlaps mutually.

[0019] in the display of this invention, an anode electrode unit is arranged in the

shape of a stripe from a viewpoint of preventing fluctuation of the brightness of

the display screen according to the number of the selected 2nd electrode group

« having - and the 2nd electrode group and abbreviation - having extended in



the parallel direction is suitable. When it is the case where an electron emission

object is a field emission component and the 1st electrode group is a gate

electrode, the 2nd electrode group is a cathode electrode. Moreover, when the

1st electrode group is a cathode electrode, the 2nd electrode group is a gate

electrode.

[0020] The substrate used in the panel for a display or display of this invention

can mention a glass substrate, the glass substrate with which the insulator layer

was formed in the front face, a quartz substrate, the quartz substrate with which

the insulator layer was formed in the front face, and the semi-conductor

substrate with which the insulator layer was formed in the front face that the front

face should just consist of insulating members at least. The base material which

constitutes a back panel can also consist of the same ingredients as a substrate.

[0021] An anode electrode unit can consist of an aluminum (aluminum) thin film

and a nickel (nickel) thin film with a thickness of 0.05-0.1 micrometers, and a

silver (Ag) thin film. A feeder can also be constituted from same ingredient as an

anode electrode unit, and it can also constitute from a component of the

following 1st electrode group or the 2nd electrode group, and same ingredient

depending on the case. In order to form an anode electrode unit, the thin film



which consists of an above-mentioned component is formed on a unit

fluorescent substance layer by well-known thin film coating technology, such as

a CVD method, the sputtering method, vacuum deposition, the ion plating

method, the electrolysis galvanizing method, a nonelectrolytic plating method,

screen printing, the laser ablation method, and a sol-gel method. When a thin

film is formed in the whole surface at this time, patterning of the thin film is

carried out using a well-known patterning technique, and an anode electrode

unit is formed. Moreover, if the resist pattern is beforehand formed on the unit

fluorescent substance layer before forming a thin film, formation of the anode

electrode unit by the lift-off method is possible. Furthermore, if it vapor-deposits

or screen-stencils using the screen which has this opening using the mask which

has opening according to the configuration of an anode electrode unit or a

feeder, patterning after membrane formation will become unnecessary.

[0022] As a component of the 1st electrode group or the 2nd electrode group, a

tungsten (W), Niobium (Nb), a tantalum (Ta), molybdenum (Mo), chromium (Cr),

Aluminum (aluminum), copper (Cu), gold (Au), silver (Ag), titanium (Ti), metals,

such as nickel (nickel), the alloy containing these metallic elements, or a

compound (for example, nitrides, such as TiN, -) Semi-conductors, such as



conductive metallic oxide, such as silicide of WSi2, MoSi2, TiSi2, and TaSi2

grade, ITO (an indium and stannic acid ghost), indium oxide, and a zinc oxide, or

silicon (Si), can be illustrated. In order to produce these electrode groups, the

thin film which consists of an above-mentioned component is formed on the

body formed membranes by well-known thin film coating technology, such as a

CVD method, the sputtering method, vacuum deposition, the ion plating method,

the electrolysis galvanizing method, a nonelectrolytic plating method, screen

printing, the laser ablation method, and a sol-gel method. When a thin film is

formed all over the body formed membranes at this time, patterning of the thin

film is carried out using a well-known patterning technique, and each electrode

group is formed. Moreover, if the resist pattern is beforehand formed on the body

formed membranes before forming a thin film, formation of each electrode group

by the lift-off method is possible. Furthermore, if it vapor-deposits or

screen-stencils using the screen which has this opening using the mask which

has opening according to the configuration of the 1st electrode group or the 2nd

electrode group, patterning after membrane formation will become unnecessary.

[0023] In this invention, since the anode electrode consists of two or more anode

electrode units, for example, it does not depend on the selection number of the



electrode by which a video signal is inputted into a back panel side, but a voltage

drop can be suppressed within fixed limits. And since the edge of an anode

electrode unit is covered with the discharge prevention layer at least, it is hard to

produce discharge between adjoining anode electrode units. Furthermore, since

the anode electrode consists of two or more anode electrode units Even if

small-scale discharge occurs, so that this may not be grown up even into spark

discharge An anode electrode unit can be held down to the magnitude of extent

which does not urge the stored energy between an anode electrode unit and a

cathode electrode to growth to spark discharge. That is, the electrostatic

capacity between an anode electrode unit and a cathode electrode can be

reduced, and it becomes possible to prevent spark discharge effectively.

[0024]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, with reference to a drawing, this

invention is explained based on the gestalt (it is called the gestalt of operation for

short) of implementation of invention.

[0025] (Gestalt 1 of operation) some typical panels for a display of the gestalt 1

of operation (it is hereafter called the anode panel AP) — a sectional view is

shown in (A) (A) - (D) of drawing 1 , and the typical plot plan of an anode



electrode unit is shown in (A), (B), and drawing 4 of drawing 3 . [ of - (D) and

drawing 2 ] In addition, illustration of a discharge prevention layer is omitted in

(A), (B), and drawing 4 of drawing 3 .

[0026] The anode panel AP is formed on a substrate 20 and a substrate 20, and

consists of two or more unit fluorescent substance layers 21 which emit light with

the electron which came flying from a vacuum sky period, the anode electrode

for guiding an electron toward a unit fluorescent substance layer, and the

discharge prevention layer 24. And the anode electrode consists of two or more

anode electrode units 23. Moreover, each anode electrode unit 23 was formed

on the unit fluorescent substance layer 21 of a predetermined number, and the

discharge prevention layer 24 has covered the edge of the anode electrode unit

23 at least.

[0027] If it is in the anode panel AP of the gestalt 1 of operation, the unit

fluorescent substance layer 21 consists of a red unit fluorescent substance layer,

a green unit fluorescent substance layer, and a blue unit fluorescent substance

layer. In the example shown in (A) of drawing 3 , and (B), each of a red unit

fluorescent substance layer, a green unit fluorescent substance layer, and a blue

unit fluorescent substance layer is arranged with the gestalt which gathered in



the shape of a stripe on the substrate 20, and constitutes the red stripe-like

fluorescent substance group R, the green stripe-like fluorescent substance

group G, and the blue stripe-like fluorescent substance group B. Moreover, in

the example shown in drawing 4 , each of a red unit fluorescent substance layer,

a green unit fluorescent substance layer, and a blue unit fluorescent substance

layer is arranged in the shape of a dot matrix on the substrate 20. The clearance

between the unit fluorescent substance layers 21 is embedded by the black

matrix 22 aiming at the improvement in contrast.

[0028] In the anode panel AP of the gestalt 1 of operation, the anode electrode

unit 23 is formed on two or more unit fluorescent substance layers. In addition,

the anode electrode unit 23 may be formed on one unit fluorescent substance

layer.

[0029] In the example ((A) a part of typical drawing 1 of - (D) also a sectional

view reference) shown in (A) of drawing 3 , the anode electrode unit 23 is formed

on each of the red stripe-like fluorescent substance group R, the green

stripe-like fluorescent substance group G, and the blue stripe-like fluorescent

substance group B. Moreover, in the example ((A) a part of typical drawing 2 of -

(D) also a sectional view reference) shown in (B) of drawing 3 , the anode



electrode unit 23 is formed on 1 set of red stripe-like fluorescent substance

groups, the green stripe-like fluorescent substance group, and the blue

stripe-like fluorescent substance group ("RGB" shows (B) of drawing 3 ). In

addition, the anode electrode unit 23 may be formed so that the plurality of the

group (RGB) of a red stripe-like fluorescent substance group, a green stripe-like

fluorescent substance group, and a blue stripe-like fluorescent substance group

may be covered. In the example shown in drawing 4 , each of a red unit

fluorescent substance layer, a green unit fluorescent substance layer, and a blue

unit fluorescent substance layer is arranged in the shape of a dot matrix on the

substrate, and the anode electrode unit 23 is formed on the set (it is equivalent

to 1 pixel and "RGB" shows in drawing 4 ) of a red unit fluorescent substance

layer, a green unit fluorescent substance layer, and a blue unit fluorescent

substance layer. In addition, after that the unit fluorescent substance layers

equivalent to two or more pixels gather, the anode electrode unit 23 may be

formed.

[0030] In the example shown in (A) of drawing 1 and (B), and a list at (A) of

drawing 2 , and (B), the discharge prevention layer 24 has covered the edge of

the anode electrode unit 23. here, in the example shown in (A) of drawing 1 , and



(A) of drawing 2 , the discharge prevention layer 24 has covered a part of anode

electrode unit 23 (namely, a edge top - extending - ****), and each discharge

prevention layer 24 has covered each whole anode electrode unit 23 in the

example shown in (B) of drawing 1 , and (B) of drawing 2 . In the example shown

in (C) of drawing 1 , and (C) of drawing 2 , the discharge prevention layer 24 is

filling the clearance between the adjoining anode electrode units 23, and has

extended even on the edge of the anode electrode unit 23. In the example

shown in (D) of drawing 1 , and (D) of drawing 2 , the discharge prevention layer

24 is formed all over the anode electrode. The resistance of the discharge

prevention layer 23 between the anode electrode units 23 which adjoin (C) of

drawing 1 and (C) of drawing 2 , and a list in the example shown in (D) of

drawing 1 and (D) of drawing 2 was set to 1 kohm.

[0031] In the gestalt 1 of operation, the anode electrode unit 23 consists of

aluminum thin films with a thickness of about 0.07 micrometers, and the

discharge prevention layer 24 consists of chrome oxide (CrOX)

(volume-resistivity 0.02 ohm-m) with a thickness of about 10nm. In addition, if

the thickness of the anode electrode unit 23 and the discharge prevention layer

24 is thickness of this level, as for an electron, the anode electrode unit 23 and



the discharge prevention layer 24 can be passed easily.

[0032] In addition, the field where the unit fluorescent substance layer 21 is

arranged is a service area which achieves the practical function as a display,

and the formation field of the anode electrode unit 23 is mostly in agreement with

this service area. The perimeter of a service area is an invalid field which

supports functions of a service area, such as hold of a circumference circuit, and

mechanical support of the display screen. The anode electrode unit 23 is formed

in the feeder 25 (refer to drawing 3 and drawing 4 ) for connecting with a

5-kilovolt acceleration power source (seeing the acceleration power source 32 of

drawing 6 ) on the substrate 20. In addition, in drawing 3 and drawing 4 , in order

to clarify a feeder 25, the slash was given to the feeder 25. Moreover, between

the acceleration power source 32 and the anode electrode unit 23, the

resistance member (for example, with a resistance [ of 100 M omega ] resistor)

for preventing an overcurrent and discharge is usually arranged. This resistance

member is arranged out of the substrate.

[0033] An example of the manufacture approach of the panel for a display

(anode panel AP) is hereafter explained with reference to drawing 5 . First, a

luminescent crystal grain child constituent is prepared. Therefore, for example,



pure water is made to distribute a dispersant and churning is performed for 1

minute in 3000rpm using a homomixer. Next, it supplies in the pure water with

which the dispersant distributed the luminescent crystal grain child, and churning

is performed for 5 minutes in 5000rpm using a homomixer. Then, for example,

polyvinyl alcohol and an ammonium dichromate are added, and it fully agitates

and filters.

[0034] In manufacture of the anode panel AP, the photosensitive coat 40 is

formed the whole surface on the substrate 20 which consists, for example of

glass (spreading). And it is injected from the exposure light source (not shown),

and by the exposure light which passed the opening 44 prepared in the mask 43,

the photosensitive coat 40 formed on the substrate 20 is exposed, and the

sensitization field 41 is formed (refer to (A) of drawing 5 ). Then, the

photosensitive coat 40 is developed, and it removes alternatively, and leaves the

remainder (photosensitive coat after exposure and development) 42 of a

photosensitive coat on a substrate 20 (refer to (B) of drawing 5 ). Next, a carbon

agent (carbon slurry) is applied to the whole surface, after drying and calcinating,

by removing the remainder 42 of a photosensitive coat, and the carbon agent on

it by the lift-off method, the black matrix 22 which consists of a carbon agent is



formed on the exposed substrate 20, it combines, and the remainder 42 of a

photosensitive coat is removed (refer to (C) of drawing 5 ). Then, red, green, and

each blue unit fluorescent substance layer 21 are formed on the exposed

substrate 20 (refer to (D) of drawing 5 ). The luminescent crystal grain child

constituent prepared from each luminescent crystal grain child (fluorescent

substance particle) is specifically used, for example, a luminescent

photosensitive red crystal grain child constituent (fluorescent substance slurry) is

applied to the whole surface, and is exposed and developed. Subsequently

What is necessary is to apply a luminescent photosensitive green crystal grain

child constituent (fluorescent substance slurry) to the whole surface, to expose

and develop it, to apply to the whole surface, to expose and just to develop a

luminescent, photosensitive, still bluer crystal grain child constituent (fluorescent

substance slurry). Subsequently, after forming an aluminum thin film with a

thickness of about 0.07 micrometers by the sputtering method on the unit

fluorescent substance layer 21 and the black matrix 22, the anode electrode unit

23 can be obtained by carrying out patterning. Then, the discharge prevention

layer 24 which consists of CrOX by the sputtering method is formed on the whole

surface. In this way, the anode panel AP can be obtained. In addition, each unit



fluorescent substance layer 21 can also be formed with screen printing etc.

[0035] some typical displays (specifically cold cathode field-electron-emission

display) of the gestalt 1 of operation — end view is shown in drawing 6 .

Moreover, the typical perspective view of the panel for a display (anode panel

AP) and a back panel (cathode panel CP) is shown in drawing 7 . Opposite

arrangement of the panel for a display (anode panel AP) which has the structure

explained by drawing 1 - drawing 4 , and the back panel (it is called the cathode

panel CP) which has two or more electron emission objects is carried out across

vacuum space, and this display changes. The anode panel AP and the cathode

panel CP of each other are pasted up through the frame which is not illustrated

in each periphery section, and let closing space between both the panels AP and

CP be vacuum space. The cathode panel CP is equipped with the cold cathode

field-electron-emission component (a field emission component is called

hereafter) as an electron emission object. Drawing 6 shows the so-called Spindt

(Spindt) mold field emission component which has the electron emission section

15 of a cone form as an example of a field emission component. The Spindt

mold field emission component consists of the electron emission sections 15 of

the cone form formed in the opening 14 prepared in the cathode electrode 11



formed on the base material 10, the layer insulation layer 12 formed on the

cathode electrode 11 and the base material 10, the gate electrode 13 formed on

the layer insulation layer 12, the gate electrode 13, and the layer insulation layer

12. Usually, much electron emission sections 15 are matched with one of the

unit fluorescent substance layers 21

.

[0036] A negative electrical potential difference (video signal) is relatively

impressed to the electron emission section 15 through the cathode electrode 11

(the 2nd electrode group) from the cathode electrode drive circuit 30, and a

forward electrical potential difference (scan signal) is impressed to it relatively

[ electrode / 13 (the 1st electrode group) / gate ] from the gate electrode drive

circuit 31. According to the electric field produced by these

electrical-potential-difference impression, an electron is emitted based on the

quantum tunnel effect from the tip of the electron emission section 15. In addition,

contrary to ****, a scan signal may be inputted into the cathode electrode 1 1 , and

a video signal may be inputted into the gate electrode 13.

[0037] The typical top view of the anode panel AP is shown in (A) of drawing 8 .

In this anode panel AP, the anode electrode unit 23 is arranged in the shape of a

stripe corresponding to the stripe-like fluorescent substance group which



consisted of two or more unit fluorescent substance layers, and is connected to

the acceleration power source (anode electrode drive circuit) 32 through the

feeder 25. In addition, in (A) of drawing 8 , for clarification, hatching was

performed to the anode electrode unit 23, and illustration of the discharge

prevention layer 24 was omitted. This number is only instantiation although the

number of the illustrated anode electrode units 23 is 16. At the edge of the

anode panel AP, the connection terminal which is not illustrated is prepared in

the end of a feeder 25, and each feeder 25 is connected to the acceleration

power source 32 through the connection terminal. Thus, since it has the

configuration which divided the anode electrode, the reduction effectiveness of

electrostatic capacity can be acquired. The forward electrical potential difference

of 5 kilovolts is impressed to each anode electrode unit 23 through each feeder

25 from the power source built in the acceleration power source 32.

[0038] The typical top view of the cathode panel CP which has two or more

electron emission objects by which opposite arrangement is carried out across

the above-mentioned anode panel AP and vacuum space is shown in (B) of

drawing 8 . The electron emission object is arranged on the field (namely,

duplication field) to which the projection image of the 1st electrode group



(specifically two or more gate electrodes 13) prolonged in the one direction

where a scan signal is inputted, and the 2nd electrode group (specifically two or

more cathode electrodes 11) which the video signal was inputted and also was

prolonged in the direction overlaps mutually. A scan signal is inputted from the

gate electrode drive circuit 31, and a video signal is inputted from the cathode

electrode drive circuit 30. the anode electrode unit 23 shown in (A) of drawing 8

- the 2nd electrode group 11, i.e., two or more cathode electrodes, and

abbreviation - it has extended in the parallel direction. Here, although the

number of the anode electrode unit 23 and the number of the cathode electrode

1 1 were made the same, two or more cathode electrodes 1 1 and one anode

electrode unit 23 may correspond. In this configuration, an electron is

substantially emitted to coincidence from a desired duplication field in the

duplication field located on each electrode which constitutes the 1st electrode

group.

[0039] In (B) of drawing 8 , for clarification, the cathode electrode 11 (the

electrical potential difference of +50 volts is impressed from the cathode

electrode drive circuit 30) in the condition of not choosing is expressed with thin

hatching, and the cathode electrode 11 (similarly the electrical potential



difference of 0 volt is impressed) of a selection condition is expressed with deep

hatching. That the value of 0 volts or more and less than +50 volts can be taken

according to gradation (middle gradation), since it is easy here, the video signal

impressed to the cathode electrode 1 1 of a selection condition is considered as

0 volt from which the maximum brightness (full gradation) is obtained. On the

other hand, about the gate electrode 13, the condition (the electrical potential

difference of 0 volt is impressed from the gate electrode drive circuit 31) of not

choosing is displayed by void, and a selection condition (similarly the electrical

potential difference of +50 volts is impressed) is expressed with hatching. The

field (duplication field) with which the projection image of the cathode electrode

11 and the gate electrode 13 laps is equivalent to 1 pixel with monochromatic

specification equipment, and equivalent to 1 subpixel in a electrochromatic

display, two or more field emission components are allotted to one duplication

field, and the unit fluorescent substance layer is usually further allotted to it. The

duplication field of the selected cathode electrode 11 and the selected gate

electrode 13 is a selection pixel (or selection subpixel), and is expressed as with

a circle [ white ] all over drawing. The gate electrode 13 is made for the m-th line,

the cathode electrode 1 1 , and the anode electrode unit 23 to call the n-th train



from the left in order from a top to the bottom on the right.

[0040] As now shown in (B) of drawing 8 , selection of the gate electrode 13 of

the 2nd line is received. For example, five cathode electrodes, the 2nd train, the

6th train, the 9th train, the 11th train, and the 14th train, 11 are chosen.

Supposing the current of ImicroA flows at the time of full gradation from each of

five anode electrode units, the 2nd train which meets each of these cathode

electrodes 1 1 , the 6th train, the 9th train, the 1 1th train, and the 14th train, 23, a

voltage drop will become 1 micro Ax100 M omega = 0.1 kilovolts. That is,

acceleration voltage becomes 5-0.1=4.9 kilovolt between the cathode electrode

11 of which train, and the anode electrode unit 23. Since there are few currents

than ImicroA at the time of middle gradation, a voltage drop also becomes

smaller than 0.1 kilovolts. Anyway, by having divided the anode electrode into

two or more anode electrode units 23, it does not depend on the number of the

selected cathode electrode 11, a voltage drop always cannot happen only within

fixed limits (the above-mentioned example 0.1 kilovolts), and the brightness of

the display screen is stable with this. And since the discharge prevention layer

24 has covered the edge of the anode electrode unit 23 at least, it can control

generating of discharge between the adjoining anode electrode units 23. In



addition, what is necessary is just to arrange the anode electrode unit 23 to the

gate electrode 13 and abbreviation parallel contrary to the example mentioned

above, in inputting a scan signal into the cathode electrode 1 1 and inputting a

video signal into the gate electrode 13, respectively.

[0041] (Gestalt 2 of operation) In the gestalt 2 of operation, various kinds of field

emission components which constitute an electron emission object are

explained.

[0042] A field emission component can be classified into the following three

criteria. Namely, the stripe-like cathode electrode with which the field emission

component of the 1st structure was prepared on the (b) base material and the (b)

base material, The insulating layer formed on the base material and the cathode

electrode, and the gate electrode of the shape of a stripe established on the (d)

insulating layer, (Ha) the electron emission section prepared on the cathode

electrode which penetrates opening which penetrated the (e) gate electrode, and

an insulating layer, and is located in opening, the pore which was open for free

passage, and the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of a (**) pore -- since — it

changes and has the structure where an electron is emitted, from the electron

emission section exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of a pore.



[0043] As a field emission component which has such 1st structure, it is the

Spindt mold (the electron emission section of a cone form). The field emission

component prepared on the cathode electrode located in the pars basilaris ossis

occipitalis of a pore, A crown mold (field emission component prepared on the

cathode electrode with which the crown-like electron emission section is located

in the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of a pore), and a flat mold (field emission

component prepared on the cathode electrode with which the electron emission

section of an approximate plane is located in the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis

of a pore) can be mentioned.

[0044] The stripe-like cathode electrode with which the field emission component

of the 2nd structure was prepared on the (b) base material and the (b) base

material, The insulating layer formed on the base material and the cathode

electrode, and the gate electrode of the shape of a stripe established on the (d)

insulating layer, (Ha) Penetrate opening which penetrated the (e) gate electrode,

and an insulating layer, and are open for free passage with opening, the pore

which the cathode electrode exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis —

since - it changes, the part of the cathode electrode exposed to the pars

basilaris ossis occipitalis of a pore is equivalent to the electron emission section,



and it has the structure which emits an electron from the part of the cathode

electrode exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of this pore.

[0045] As a field emission component which has such 2nd structure, the crater

mold field emission component which emits an electron can be mentioned from

the heights of the front face of a cathode electrode in which the flat-surface mold

field emission component which emits the front face of a flat cathode electrode

to an electron, and irregularity were formed.

[0046] The cathode electrode of the shape of a stripe which the field emission

component of the 3rd structure is prepared above a (b) base material and a (b)

base material, and has the edge section, The insulating layer formed on the

cathode electrode at least, and the gate electrode of the shape of a stripe

established on the (d) insulating layer, (Ha) (e) Opening which penetrated the

gate electrode, and an insulating layer are penetrated at least, opening and the

pore which was open for free passage - since - it changes, the edge section of

the cathode electrode exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis or side

attachment wall of a pore is equivalent to the electron emission section, and it

has the structure which emits an electron from the edge section of the cathode

electrode exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis or side attachment wall



of a pore. The field emission component which has such structure is also called

an edge mold field emission component.

[0047] If it is in the Spindt mold field emission component, at least one kind of

ingredient chosen from the group which consists of a tungsten, a tungsten alloy,

molybdenum, a molybdenum alloy, titanium, a titanium alloy, niobium, a niobium

alloy, a tantalum, a tantalum alloy, chromium, a chromium alloy, and the silicon

(polish recon and amorphous silicon) containing an impurity as an ingredient

which constitutes the electron emission section can be mentioned. The electron

emission section of the Spindt mold field emission component can be formed

with vacuum deposition, the sputtering method, and a CVD method.

[0048] If it is in a crown mold field emission component, the combination of a

conductive particle or a conductive particle, and a binder can be mentioned as

an ingredient which constitutes the electron emission section. As a conductive

particle, transparence electrical conducting materials, such as refractory metal [,

such as carbon system ingredient; tungsten (W), such as a graphite, niobium

(Nb), a tantalum (Ta), titanium (Ti), molybdenum (Mo), and chromium (Cr), ]; or

ITO (an indium and stannic acid ghost), can be mentioned. As a binder, glass

and general-purpose resin which are called water glass can be used. As



general-purpose resin, thermosetting resin, such as thermoplastics, such as

vinyl chloride system resin, polyolefine system resin, polyamide system resin,

cellulose ester system resin, and fluororesin, and epoxy system resin, acrylic

resin, polyester system resin, can be illustrated. For improvement in electron

emission effectiveness, it is desirable that the particle size of a conductive

particle is fully small compared with the dimension of the electron emission

section. Although a globular form, a polyhedron, tabular, a needle, a column, an

indeterminate form, etc. are not limited, as for especially the configuration of a

conductive particle, it is desirable that it is the configuration from which the

outcrop of a conductive particle can serve as a sharp projection. The conductive

particle from which a dimension and a configuration differ may be mixed and

used. The electron emission section of a crown mold field emission component

can be formed by the applying method combined for example, with the lift-off

method, vacuum deposition, and the sputtering method.

[0049] If it is in a flat mold field emission component, as an ingredient which

constitutes the electron emission section, it is more desirable than the ingredient

which constitutes a cathode electrode to constitute from a small ingredient of a

work function phi, and it should just determine what kind of ingredient is chosen



again based on the work function of the ingredient which constitutes a cathode

electrode, the potential difference between a gate electrode and a cathode

electrode, the magnitude of the emission-electron current density demanded, etc.

As a typical ingredient which constitutes the cathode electrode in a field

emission component, a tungsten (phi= 4.55eV), niobium (phi= 4.02-4.87eV),

molybdenum (phi= 4.53-4.95eV), aluminum (phi= 4.28eV), copper (phi= 4.6eV),

a tantalum (phi= 4.3eV), chromium (phi= 4.5eV), and silicon (phi= 4.9eV) can be

illustrated. As for the electron emission section, it is desirable to have the work

function phi smaller than these ingredients, and, as for the value, it is desirable

that it is 3eV or less in general. As this ingredient, carbon (phi< 1eV), caesium

(phi= 2.14eV), LaB6 (phi= 2.66-2.76eV), BaO (phi= 1.6-2.7eV), SrO (phi=

1.25-1.6eV), Y203 (phi= 2.0eV), and CaO (phi= 1.6-1.86eV), BaS (phi= 2.05eV),

TiN (phi= 2.92eV) and ZrN (phi= 2.92eV) can be illustrated. It is much more

desirable to constitute the electron emission section from an ingredient whose

work function phi is 2eV or less. In addition, the ingredient which constitutes the

electron emission section does not necessarily need to be equipped with

conductivity.

[0050] as the component of the especially desirable electron emission section -



carbon — an amorphous diamond can more specifically be mentioned also in a

diamond. When it constitutes the electron emission section from an amorphous

diamond, emission-electron current density required for a display can be

obtained with the field strength of 5x107 or less V/m. Moreover, since an

amorphous diamond is an electric resistance object, it can equalize the

emission-electron current acquired from each electron emission section, and,

therefore, the control of brightness dispersion at the time of being included in a

display of it is attained. Furthermore, since an amorphous diamond has very

high resistance to the spatter operation by the ion of the residual gas in a display,

it can attain reinforcement of a field emission component.

[0051] Or you may choose from an ingredient with which the secondary electron

gain delta of this ingredient becomes larger than the secondary electron gain

delta of the conductive ingredient which constitutes a cathode electrode again as

an ingredient which constitutes the electron emission section suitably. Namely,

silver (Ag), aluminum (aluminum), gold (Au), cobalt (Co), Copper (Cu),

molybdenum (Mo), niobium (Nb), nickel (nickel), Metals, such as platinum (Pt), a

tantalum (Ta), a tungsten (W), and a zirconium (Zr); Silicon (Si),

Semi-conductors, such as germanium (germanium); Inorganic simple



substance; and aluminum oxides (aluminum 203), such as carbon and a

diamond, It can choose suitably from compounds, such as the barium oxide

(BaO), beryllium oxide (BeO), a calcium oxide (CaO), magnesium oxide (MgO),

tin oxide (Sn02), barium fluoride (BaF2), and a calcium fluoride (CaF2). In

addition, the ingredient which constitutes the electron emission section does not

necessarily need to be equipped with conductivity.

[0052] If it is in the field emission component (a flat-surface mold field emission

component or crater mold field emission component) which has the 2nd

structure, or the field emission component (edge mold field emission

component) which has the 3rd structure As an ingredient which constitutes the

cathode electrode equivalent to the electron emission section, a tungsten (W)

and a tantalum (Ta), Niobium (Nb), titanium (Ti), molybdenum (Mo), chromium

(Cr), metal [, such as aluminum (aluminum), copper (Cu), gold (Au), and silver

(Ag). ]; — these alloys and compounds (for example, nitrides, such as TiN, ~)

Silicide of WSi2, MoSi2, TiSi2, and TaSi2 grade; carbon thin films, such as

semi-conductors [, such as silicon (Si), ]; or a diamond, can be illustrated. About,

0.05-0.5 micrometers, although it is desirable to consider as the range of 0.1-0.3

micrometers preferably as for the thickness of this cathode electrode, it is not



limited to this range. As the formation approach of a cathode electrode, the

combination of vacuum deposition, the sputtering method, CVD methods and

the ion plating methods, such as for example, electron beam vacuum deposition

and heat filament vacuum deposition, and the etching method, screen printing,

plating, etc. can be mentioned. According to screen printing or plating, it is

possible to form a stripe-like cathode electrode directly.

[0053] Or if it is in the field emission component (edge mold field emission

component) which has the 2nd structure (a flat-surface mold field emission

component or crater mold field emission component) and the 3rd structure, or

the field emission component which has the 1st structure which consists of a flat

mold field emission component again, a cathode electrode and the electron

emission section can also be formed using the conductive paste which

distributed the conductive particle. The diamond particle or diamond-like carbon

powder; carbon nano tube powder;(Sr, Ba, calcium) C03 powder which contains

impurities, such as graphite powder; nitrogen of graphite powder; barium-oxide

powder, strontium-oxide powder, and metal powder which mixed a kind at least,

Lynn, boron, and triazole, as a conductive particle; silicon carbide powder can be

illustrated. It is desirable from a viewpoint of reduction of threshold electric field,



or the endurance of the electron emission section to choose graphite powder as

a conductive particle especially. The configuration of a conductive particle can

be made into the fixed form configuration and indeterminate form configuration

of arbitration besides the shape of a globular shape and a scale. Moreover, the

particle size of a conductive particle should just be below the thickness and

pattern width of face of a cathode electrode or the electron emission section.

There is a possibility that the conductivity of a cathode electrode or the electron

emission section may deteriorate if too not much small although the one where

particle size is smaller can increase the number of emission electron per unit

area. Therefore, the range of a desirable particle size is 0.01-4.0 micrometers

about. After mixing this conductive particle with the suitable binder of a glass

component and others, preparing a conductive paste and forming a desired

pattern with screen printing using this conductive pace, the cathode electrode

which functions as the electron emission section, and the electron emission

section can be formed by calcinating a pattern. Or the cathode electrode which

functions as the electron emission section, and the electron emission section

can also be formed with the combination of a spin coating method and an

etching technique.



[0054] Moreover, if it is in the field emission component which has the 1st

structure which consists of the Spindt mold field emission component or a crown

mold field emission component As an ingredient which constitutes a cathode

electrode, a tungsten (W), niobium (Nb), A tantalum (Ta), molybdenum (Mo),

chromium (Cr), aluminum (aluminum), metal [, such as copper (Cu), ]; - the alloy

containing these metallic elements, or compound (for example, nitrides [, such

as TiN ] and silicide of WSi2, MoSi2, TiSi2, and TaSi2 grade); - semi-conductors

[, such as silicon (Si), ]; - ITO (an indium and stannic acid ghost) can be

illustrated. As the formation approach of a cathode electrode, the combination of

vacuum deposition, the sputtering method, CVD methods and the ion plating

methods, such as for example, electron beam vacuum deposition and heat

filament vacuum deposition, and the etching method, screen printing, plating, etc.

can be mentioned. According to screen printing or plating, it is possible to form a

stripe-like cathode electrode directly.

[0055] In the field emission component which has the 1st structure - the 3rd

structure, the one electron emission section may exist in one opening prepared

in the gate electrode and the insulating layer, and a pore, and Two or more

electron emission sections may exist in one opening prepared in the gate



electrode and the insulating layer, and a pore, and 1 or two or more electron

emission sections may exist in one pore which prepared two or more openings in

the gate electrode, prepared this opening and one pore open for free passage in

the insulating layer, and was prepared in the insulating layer.

[0056] In the field emission component which has the 1st structure - the 3rd

structure, a resistor layer may be prepared between a cathode electrode and the

electron emission section. Or when the front face or its edge section of a

cathode electrode is equivalent to the electron emission section, it is good again

also as 3 lamination of the electron emission layer which is equivalent to an

electrical conducting material layer, a resistor layer, and the electron emission

section in a cathode electrode. By preparing a resistor layer, stabilization of a

field emission component of operation and equalization of the electron emission

characteristic can be attained. As an ingredient which constitutes a resistor layer,

refractory metal oxides, such as semiconductor materials, such as a carbon

system ingredient called silicon carbide (SiC), SiN, and an amorphous silicon,

ruthenium oxide (Ru02), tantalum oxide, and tantalum nitride, can be illustrated.

As the formation approach of a resistor layer, the sputtering method, a CVD

method, and screen printing can be illustrated. What is necessary is just to set



preferably 1x105 to 1x107 ohms of resistance to several M omega in general.

[0057] As a conductive ingredient which constitutes the gate electrode in various

kinds of field emission components A tungsten (W), niobium (Nb), a tantalum

(Ta), molybdenum (Mo), metal [, such as chromium (Cr), aluminum (aluminum),

and copper (Cu) ];
-- the alloy containing these metallic elements, or a

compound (for example, nitrides, such as TiN, —) Semi-conductors, such as

silicide [ of WSi2, MoSi2, TiSi2, and TaSi2 grade ]; or silicon (Si), a diamond,

carbon, and ITO (an indium and stannic acid ghost) can be illustrated.

[0058] independent [ in Si02, SiN, SiON, and SOG (spin-on glass) ] as a

component of an insulating layer — or it can be used, combining suitably.

Well-known processes, such as a CVD method, the applying method, the

sputtering method, and screen printing, can be used for formation of an

insulating layer.

[0059] Hereafter, various kinds of field emission component and its manufacture

approach are explained.

[0060] The field emission component shown in (C) of [Spindt mold field emission

component] drawing 10 is the so-called Spindt mold field emission component

which has the electron emission section 15 of a cone form. The stripe-like



cathode electrode 1 1 with which the Spindt mold field emission component was

prepared on the base material 10 and the base material 10, The insulating layer

12 formed on the base material 10 and the cathode electrode 11, and the gate

electrode 13 of the shape of a stripe established on the insulating layer 12,

Opening which penetrated the gate electrode 13, and an insulating layer 12 are

penetrated, and it consists of the conic electron emission section 15 established

on the cathode electrode 11 located in opening, the pore which was open for

free passage, and the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of a pore, and has the

structure where an electron is emitted, from the electron emission section 15

exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of a pore. The outline of the

manufacture approach of this Spindt mold field emission component is hereafter

explained with reference to typical drawing 9 and typical drawing 10 which are

end view a part, such as a base material.

[0061] [Process-A1] First, after forming the cathode electrode 11 of the shape of

a stripe which consists of niobium (Nb) on the base material 10 which consists of

glass, the insulating layer 12 which consists of Si02 is formed in the whole

surface, and the stripe-like gate electrode 13 is further formed on an insulating

layer 12. Formation of the gate electrode 13 can be performed based on for



example, the sputtering method, a lithography technique, and a dry etching

technique.

[0062] The resist layer 16 which functions on [process-A2] next the gate

electrode 13, and an insulating layer 12 as a mask for etching is formed with a

lithography technique (refer to (A) of drawing 9 ). then, RIE (reactive ion etching)

- opening is formed in the gate electrode 13 in law, and a pore is further formed

in an insulating layer 12. In addition, in the following explanation, especially, as

long as there is no notice, opening and a pore are named generically and it is

expressed as opening 14. The cathode electrode 11 is exposed to the pars

basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 (pore). Then, an ashing technique

removes the resist layer 16. In this way, the structure shown in (B) of drawing 9

can be acquired.

[0063] The electron emission section 15 is formed on [process-A3], next the

cathode electrode 1 1 exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening

14. Specifically, stratum disjunctum 17 is first formed by carrying out the slanting

vacuum evaporationo of the aluminum. Stratum disjunctum 17 can be formed on

the gate electrode 13 and an insulating layer 12, without making most aluminum

deposit on the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 by choosing greatly



enough the incident angle of the vacuum evaporationo particle to the normal of a

base material 10 at this time. This stratum disjunctum 17 is jutted out of the open

end of opening 14 in the shape of eaves, and, thereby, the diameter of opening

14 is reduced substantially (refer to (C) of drawing 9 ).

[0064] The perpendicular vacuum evaporationo of the molybdenum (Mo) is

carried out all over [process-A4] next. Since the electrical conducting material

layer 18 which consists of the molybdenum which has an overhang configuration

on stratum disjunctum 17 follows on growing up and the substantial diameter of

opening 14 is gradually reduced at this time as shown in (A) of drawing 10 , the

vacuum evaporationo particle which contributes to deposition in the pars

basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 comes to be restricted to what passes

through near the center of opening 14 gradually. Consequently, the deposit of a

cone form is formed in the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14, and the

deposit which consists of the molybdenum of this cone form serves as the

electron emission section 15.

[0065] After that [
[process-A5] ], according to an electrochemical process and a

wet process, stratum disjunctum 17 is exfoliated from the front face of an

insulating layer 12 and the gate electrode 13, and an insulating layer 12 and the



upper electrical conducting material layer 18 of the gate electrode 13 are

removed alternatively. Consequently, as shown in (B) of drawing 10 , it can

leave the electron emission section 15 of a cone form on the cathode electrode

11 located in the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14. Then, it is

desirable to etch an insulating layer 12 isotropic and to expose the opening edge

of the gate electrode 13 (refer to (C) of drawing 10 ). The dry etching which uses

a radical as a main etching kind like chemical dry etching, or the wet etching

using an etching reagent can perform isotropic etching. As an etching reagent,

for example, a fluoric acid water solution and 1:100 (volume ratio) mixed liquor of

pure water can be used 49%.

[0066] The typical typical perspective view of the field emission component

which consists of a [crown mold field emission component] crown mold field

emission component which showed end view in part to (A) of drawing 12 , and

cut and lacked the part is shown in (B) of drawing 12 . The crown mold field

emission component consists of electron emission section 15A of the crown

(crown) mold formed on the cathode electrode 1 1 located in the insulating layer

12 formed on the cathode electrode 11 formed on the base material 10, and a

base material 10 and the cathode electrode 11, the gate electrode 13 formed on



the insulating layer 12, the opening 14 which penetrated the gate electrode 13

and the insulating layer 12, and the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14

(pore).

[0067] Hereafter, the manufacture approach of a crown mold field emission

component is explained with reference to typical drawing 11 which is end view

etc. a part, such as a base material, - drawing 12 .

[0068] [Process-B1] The stripe-like cathode electrode 11 is first formed for

example, on the base material 10 which consists of glass. In addition, the

cathode electrode 11 is prolonged in the space longitudinal direction of a

drawing. The stripe-like cathode electrode 11 can be formed by carrying out

patterning of the ITO film, after covering the thickness of about 0.2 micrometers

by the sputtering method on the whole surface and forming the ITO film for

example, on a base material 10. The cathode electrode 11 may be a single

ingredient layer, and can also be constituted by carrying out the laminating of

two or more ingredient layers. For example, in order to control dispersion in the

electron emission characteristic of each electron emission section formed at a

next process, the surface section of the cathode electrode 1 1 can consist of

ingredients with electrical resistivity higher than the remainder. In addition, the



configuration of such a cathode electrode is applicable to the cathode electrode

of other field emission components. Next, an insulating layer 12 is formed on a

base material 10 and the cathode electrode 11. Here, a glass paste is

screen-stenciled in thickness of about 3 micrometers as an example on the

whole surface. Next, in order to remove the moisture and solvent which are

contained in an insulating layer 12 and to carry out flattening of the insulating

layer 12, two steps of baking, such as 100-degreeC, temporary baking for 10

minutes and 500-degreeC, and this baking for 20 minutes, is performed. In

addition, it may change to the screen-stencil using the above glass pastes, for

example, Si02 film may be formed by the plasma-CVD method.

[0069] Next, the stripe-like gate electrode 13 is formed on an insulating layer 12.

In addition, the gate electrode 13 is prolonged to the space perpendicular

direction of a drawing. That is, the direction where the projection image of the

gate electrode 13 is prolonged accomplishes the direction where the projection

image of the stripe-like cathode electrode 1 1 is prolonged, and 90 degrees.

[0070] Like [process-B-2], next [process-A2], the gate electrode 13 and an

insulating layer 12 are etched based on the RIE method, opening 14 is formed in

the gate electrode 13 and an insulating layer 12, and the cathode electrode 1 1 is



exposed at the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 (pore). The diameter

of opening 14 is set to about 2-50 micrometers.

[0071] Stratum disjunctum 51 is formed on [process-B3] next the gate electrode

13, an insulating layer 12, and the side-attachment-wall side of opening 14 (refer

to (A) of drawing 11 ). What is necessary is to apply a photoresist ingredient to

the whole surface with a spin coating method, and just to perform patterning

which removes a part of pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14, in order to

form this stratum disjunctum 51. At this time, the diameter of the substantial

diameter of opening 14 is reduced by about 1-20 micrometers.

[0072] As shown in (B) of [process-B4], next drawing 11 , the conductive

constituent layer 52 which consists of a constituent raw material is formed in the

whole surface. The constituent raw material used here contains the graphite

particle of about 0.1 micrometers of mean diameters as for example, a

conductive particle, and contains the water glass of No. 4 40% of the weight as a

binder 60% of the weight. The spin coat of this constituent raw material is carried

out to the whole surface the condition for for example, 1400rpm and 10 seconds.

The front face of the conductive constituent layer 52 in opening 14 originates in

the surface tension of a constituent raw material, and it has been pressed for it



along the side-attachment-wall side of opening 14, and it becomes depressed

toward the center section of opening 14. Then, temporary baking for removing

the moisture contained in the conductive constituent layer 52 is performed for 30

minutes by 400-degreeC for example, among atmospheric air.

[0073] a constituent raw material - setting - a binder - (1) itself - the dispersion

medium of a conductive particle - you may be - (2) conductivity particle -

covering - **** -- (3) - the dispersion medium of a conductive particle may be

constituted by distributing or dissolving in a suitable solvent. The example of a

type of the case of (3) is water glass, and can use No. 1 specified to Japanese

Industrial Standards (JIS) K1408 thru/or No. 4, or these equivalent devices, the

mol of the oxidation silicon (Si02) to one mol (Na20) of sodium oxide No. 1

thru/or whose No. 4 are the constituents of water glass — it is four steps of

grades based on the difference in a number (about 2-4 mols), and viscosity

differs greatly, respectively. Therefore, in case water glass is used in a lift-off

process, it is desirable to choose the water glass of the optimal grade, or to

prepare and use water glass equivalent to these grades in consideration of

terms and conditions, such as a class of conductive particle which water glass is

made to distribute, a content, compatibility with stratum disjunctum 51, and an



aspect ratio of opening 14.

[0074] To the content of the conductive particle in a constituent raw material,

since a binder is generally inferior to conductivity, when there are too many

contents of a binder, the electric resistance value of electron emission section

15A formed rises, and there is a possibility that electron emission may no longer

be performed smoothly. When the constituent raw material which follows, for

example, is made to distribute a carbon system ingredient particle as a

conductive particle, and changes in water glass is taken for an example, as for

the rate of the carbon system ingredient particle occupied in the total weight of a

constituent raw material, it is desirable to choose it as 30 - 95% of the weight of

the range in general in consideration of the properties of the electric resistance

value of electron emission section 15A, the viscosity of a constituent raw

material, and conductive particles, such as an adhesive property. While fully

lowering the electric resistance value of electron emission section 15A formed

by choosing the rate of a carbon system ingredient particle as this within the

limits, it becomes possible to keep good the adhesive property of carbon system

ingredient particles. However, since there is an inclination for the adhesive

property of conductive particles to fall when an alumina particle is mixed and



used for a carbon system ingredient particle as a conductive particle, it is

desirable to raise the rate of a carbon system ingredient particle according to the

content of an alumina particle, and especially the thing to consider as 60 % of

the weight or more is desirable. In addition, additives, such as a dispersant for

stabilizing the distributed condition of a conductive particle, and pH regulator, a

drying agent, a curing agent, antiseptics, may be contained in the constituent

raw material. In addition, the constituent raw material which is made to distribute

the fine particles which covered the conductive particle with the coat of a binder

(binder) in a suitable dispersion medium, and changes may be used.

[0075] When the diameter of crown-like electron emission section 15A is set in

general to 1-20 micrometers and a carbon system ingredient particle is used as

a conductive particle as an example, as for the particle size of a carbon system

ingredient particle, it is desirable to consider as the range of 0.1 micrometers - 1

micrometer in general. By choosing the particle size of a carbon system

ingredient particle as this range, the edge of crown-like electron emission

section 15A is equipped with a mechanical strength high enough, and the

adhesion of electron emission section 15A to the cathode electrode 1 1 becomes

good.



[0076] As shown in [process-B5], next (C) of drawing 11 , stratum disjunctum 51

is removed. Exfoliation is performed by being immersed for 30 seconds into 2%

of the weight of a sodium-hydroxide water solution. You may exfoliate at this

time, adding supersonic vibration. Thereby, the part of the conductive

constituent layer 52 on stratum disjunctum 51 is removed with stratum

disjunctum 51 , and only the part of the conductive constituent layer 52 on the

cathode electrode 1 1 exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening

14 (pore) is left behind. This part that remained is set to electron emission

section 15A. A front face becomes depressed toward the center section of

opening 14, and the configuration of electron emission section 15A becomes

crown-like. The condition at the time of ending [process-B5] is shown in drawing

12 . (B) of drawing 12 is the typical perspective view showing a part of field

emission component, and (A) of drawing 12 met line A-A of (B) of drawing 12 —

typical - it is end view a part. In (B) of drawing 12 , some of insulating layers 12

and gate electrodes 13 are cut and lacked so that the whole electron emission

section 15A can be seen. In addition, it is enough for one electron emission field

to prepare about 5-100 electron emission section 15A. In addition, etching may

remove the binder exposed to the front face of electron emission section 15A so



that a conductive particle may be certainly exposed to the front face of electron

emission section 15A.

[0077] Baking of [process-B6], next electron emission section 15A is performed.

Baking is performed the condition for 400-degreeC and 30 minutes among

desiccation atmospheric air. In addition, what is necessary is just to choose

burning temperature according to the class of binder contained in a constituent

raw material. For example, what is necessary is just to heat-treat at the

temperature which can calcinate an inorganic material, when a binder is an

inorganic material like water glass. What is necessary is just to heat-treat at the

temperature which can harden thermosetting resin, when a binder is

thermosetting resin. However, in order to maintain the adhesion of conductive

particles, it is suitable to heat-treat at temperature without a possibility of

thermosetting resin decomposing too much or carbonizing. Even if it uses which

binder, it is necessary to make heat treatment temperature into the temperature

which neither damage nor a defect produces in a gate electrode, a cathode

electrode, and an insulating layer. As for a heat treatment ambient atmosphere,

considering as an inert gas ambient atmosphere is desirable so that the

electrical resistivity of a gate electrode or a cathode electrode may not go up by



oxidation or neither a defect nor damage may arise in a gate electrode or a

cathode electrode. In addition, heat treatment may not be needed when

thermoplastics is used as a binder.

[0078] a part of typical field emission component which consists of the [flat mold

field emission component -1] flat mold field emission component -1 — a sectional

view is shown in (C) of drawing 13 . The flat mold field emission component -1

consists of flat electron emission section 15B prepared on the cathode electrode

11 located in the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 (pore) at the

opening 14 which penetrated the gate electrode 13, the gate electrode 13, and

insulating layer 12 which were formed on the insulating layer 12 formed on the

cathode electrode 11 formed on the base material 10 which consists of glass,

the base material 10, and the cathode electrode 11, and the insulating layer 12,

and a list. Here, electron emission section 15B is formed on the cathode

electrode 11 of the shape of a stripe prolonged to the space perpendicular

direction of (C) of drawing 13 . Moreover, the gate electrode 13 is prolonged in

the space longitudinal direction of (C) of drawing 13 . The cathode electrode 11

and the gate electrode 13 consist of chromium (Cr). Specifically, electron

emission section 15B consists of thin layers which consist of graphite powder.



Moreover, the resistor layer 60 which consists of SiC is formed between the

cathode electrode 11 and electron emission section 15B for stabilization of a

field emission component of operation, and equalization of the electron emission

characteristic. In the flat mold field emission component -1 shown in (C) of

drawing 13 , although it continues throughout the front face of the cathode

electrode 11 and the resistor layer 60 and electron emission section 15B are

formed, it does not limit to such structure and, in short, electron emission section

15B should just be prepared in the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14

at least.

[0079] Hereafter, with reference to typical drawing 13 which is sectional views a

part, such as a base material, the manufacture approach of the flat mold field

emission component -1 is explained.

[0080] [Process-C1] After forming first the electrical conducting material layer for

cathode electrodes which consists of chromium (Cr) by the sputtering method on

a base material 10, based on a lithography technique and a dry etching

technique, patterning of the electrical conducting material layer for cathode

electrodes is carried out. By this, the stripe-like cathode electrode 11 can be

formed on a base material 10 (refer to (A) of drawing 13 ). In addition, the



cathode electrode 11 is prolonged to the space perpendicular direction of

drawing 13 .

[0081] Electron emission section 15B is formed on [process-C2], next the

cathode electrode 11. The resistor layer 60 which consists of SiC by the

sputtering method is specifically first formed in the whole surface, subsequently

to the resistor layer 60 top, electron emission section 15B which consists of a

graphite powder coating is formed with a spin coating method, and electron

emission section 15B is dried. Then, based on a well-known approach,

patterning of electron emission section 15B and the resistor layer 60 is carried

out (refer to (B) of drawing 13 ). An electron is emitted from electron emission

section 15B.

[0082] An insulating layer 12 is formed all over [process-C3] next. Specifically,

the insulating layer 12 which consists of Si02 by the sputtering method is formed

on electron emission section 15B and a base material 10. In addition, it can also

form based on the approach of screen-stenciling a glass paste for an insulating

layer 12, and the approach of forming SiO two-layer with a CVD method. Then,

the stripe-like gate electrode 13 is formed on an insulating layer 12.

[0083] Based on [process-C4], next the same approach as [process-A2],



opening 14 is formed in the gate electrode 13 and an insulating layer 12, and

electron emission section 15B is exposed at the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of

opening 14 (pore). Then, in order to remove the organic solvent in electron

emission section 15B, 400-degreeC and heat treatment for 30 minutes are

performed. Then, it is desirable to etch an insulating layer 12 isotropic and to

expose the opening edge of the gate electrode 13. In this way, the field emission

component -1 shown in (C) of drawing 13 can be obtained.

[0084] a part of typical [flat mold field emission component -2] flat mold field

emission component -2 » a sectional view is shown in (C) of drawing 14 . In the

flat mold field emission component -2 shown in (C) of drawing 14 , the structures

of electron emission section 15B differ the flat mold field emission component -1

shown in (C) of drawing 13 , and a little. Hereafter, with reference to typical

drawing 14 which is sectional views a part, such as a base material, the

manufacture approach of the starting flat mold field emission component -2 is

explained.

[0085] [Process-D1] The electrical conducting material layer for cathode

electrodes is first formed on a base material 10. After forming a resist ingredient

layer (not shown) all over a base material 10, specifically, the resist ingredient



layer of the part which should form a cathode electrode is removed. Then, the

electrical conducting material layer for cathode electrodes which consists of

chromium (Cr) is formed in the whole surface by the sputtering method.

Furthermore, the resistor layer 60 which consists of SiC by the sputtering

method is formed in the whole surface, subsequently to the resistor layer 60 top,

a graphite powder coating layer is formed with a spin coating method, and a

graphite powder coating layer is dried. Then, if a resist ingredient layer is

removed using exfoliation liquid, the electrical conducting material layer for

cathode electrodes, the resistor layer 60, and graphite powder coating layer

which were formed on the resist ingredient layer will also be removed. In this

way, based on the so-called lift-off method, the structure where the laminating of

the cathode electrode 11, the resistor layer 60, and the electron emission section

15B (electron emission layer) was carried out can be acquired (refer to (A) of

drawing 14 ).

[0086] After forming an insulating layer 12 all over [process-D2] next, the

stripe-like gate electrode 13 is formed on an insulating layer 12 (refer to (B) of

drawing 14 ). Then, based on the same approach as [process-A2], electron

emission section 15B is exposed at the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening



14 (pore) by forming opening 14 in the gate electrode 13 and an insulating layer

12 (refer to (C) of drawing 14 ). Then, it is desirable to etch an insulating layer 12

isotropic and to expose the opening edge of the gate electrode 13. An electron is

emitted from electron emission section 15B prepared in the front face of the

cathode electrode 1 1 exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening

14.

[0087] a part of another typical modification of the [flat mold field emission

component -3] flat mold field emission component - end view is shown in (B) of

drawing 16 . In this flat mold field emission component -3, electron emission

section 15C consists of carbon thin films formed based on the CVD method.

[0088] The carbonaceous (C) work function of constituting the electron emission

section from a carbon thin film is low, and since a high emission-electron current

can be attained, it is desirable. What is necessary is just to consider as the

condition that the carbon thin film was placed into suitable electric field (for

example, electric field which have the reinforcement which is 106 volts/about m),

in order to make an electron emit from a carbon thin film.

[0089] By the way, when a resist ingredient is used as a mask for etching and

plasma etching of a carbon thin film like a diamond thin film is performed using



oxygen gas, carbon system polymers, such as a system or (CFx) a system,

generate as deposition nature matter as a reaction by-product (CHx) in the

etching system of reaction. Generally, when the deposition nature matter

generates to the etching system of reaction in plasma etching, this deposition

nature matter is deposited on the side-attachment-wall side of the low resist

ingredient of an ion incidence probability, or the processing end face of an

etching substance, forms the so-called side-attachment-wall protective coat, and

contributes it to achievement of the configuration acquired by anisotropy

processing of an etching substance. However, when oxygen gas is used as gas

for etching, even if it generates the side-attachment-wall protective coat which

consists of a carbon system polymer, it will be immediately removed by oxygen

gas. Moreover, when oxygen gas is used as gas for etching, consumption of a

resist ingredient is also intense. In the oxygen plasma etching of the

conventional diamond thin film, a dimension conversion difference [ as opposed

to the dimension of the mask of a diamond thin film by these reasons ] is large,

and anisotropy processing is also difficult in many cases.

[0090] What is necessary is just to consider as the configuration which forms a

carbon thin film selective growth field in the front face of for example, a cathode



electrode, and forms the electron emission section which consists of a carbon

thin film on a carbon thin film selective growth field, in order to solve such a

problem. That is, in manufacture of this flat mold field emission component -3,

after forming a cathode electrode on a base material, a carbon thin film selective

growth field is formed in the front face of a cathode electrode, and a carbon thin

film (it is equivalent to the electron emission section) is formed on a carbon thin

film selective growth field after that. In addition, the process which forms a

carbon thin film selective growth field in the front face of a cathode electrode is

called a carbon thin film selective growth field formation process.

[0091] Here, as for a carbon thin film selective growth field, it is desirable that

they are the part of the cathode electrode with which metal particles adhered to

the front face, or the part of the cathode electrode with which the metal thin film

was formed in the front face. In addition, in order to make selective growth of the

carbon thin film in a carbon thin film selective growth field into a much more

positive thing, in the front face of a carbon thin film selective growth field, it is

desirable for sulfur (S), boron (B), or Lynn (P) to have adhered, it is considered

that these matter achieves the operation as a kind of catalyst, and can raise the

selection growth possibility of a carbon thin film further by this on it. In addition,



the carbon thin film selective growth field may be formed so that it may extend

on the front face of the part of cathode electrodes other than the pars basilaris

ossis occipitalis of opening from the part of the cathode electrode located in the

pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening that what is necessary is to just be

formed in the front face of the part of the cathode electrode located in the pars

basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening. Moreover, the carbon thin film selective

growth field may be partially formed, even if formed all over the front face of the

part of the cathode electrode located in the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of

opening.

[0092] As for a carbon thin film selective growth field formation process, it is

desirable to obtain the carbon thin film selective growth field which consists of

the part of the cathode electrode with which it consisted of the process which

metal particles are made to adhere to the front face (for it to only be hereafter

called the front face of a cathode electrode) of the part of the cathode electrode

which should form a carbon thin film selective growth field, or forms a metal thin

film in it, metal particles adhered to the front face, or the metal thin film was

formed in the front face. Moreover, in order to make selective growth of the

carbon thin film in a carbon thin film selective growth field into a much more



positive thing in this case, it can be desirable to make sulfur (S), boron (B), or

Lynn (P) adhere to the front face of a carbon thin film selective growth field, and

it can raise the selection growth possibility of a carbon thin film further by this.

The compound layer which consists of a compound including sulfur, boron, or

Lynn, for example as an approach of making sulfur, boron, or Lynn adhering to

the front face of a carbon thin film selective growth field can be formed in the

front face of a carbon thin film selective growth field, the compound which

constitutes a compound layer by heat-treating subsequently to a compound

layer can be made to be able to disassemble, and the approach of leaving sulfur,

boron, or Lynn to the front face of a carbon thin film selective growth field can be

mentioned. Thionaphthene, thiophthene, and a thiophene can be illustrated as a

compound containing sulfur. Triphenyl borane can be illustrated as a compound

containing boron. Triphenylphosphine can be illustrated as a compound

including Lynn.

[0093] Or in order to make selective growth of the carbon thin film in a carbon

thin film selective growth field into a much more positive thing, after making

metal particles adhere to the front face of a cathode electrode or forming a metal

thin film in it again, it is desirable to remove the metallic oxide (the so-called



natural oxidation film) of the front face of metal particles or the front face of a

metal thin film. It is desirable to perform removal of the metallic oxide of the front

face of metal particles or the front face of a metal thin film by washing processing

using the acids and bases for example, in a hydrogen gas ambient atmosphere,

such as plasma reduction processing based on the microwave plasma method,

the transformer coupling mold plasma method, the inductive-coupling mold

plasma method, the electron cyclotron resonance plasma method, the RF

plasma method, etc., spatter processing in an argon gas ambient atmosphere,

or fluoric acid. In addition, after preparing opening in an insulating layer, before

forming a carbon thin film on a carbon thin film selective growth field, it is

desirable, when it includes the process which makes sulfur, boron, or Lynn

adhere to the front face of a carbon thin film selective growth field, or the process

which removes the metallic oxide of the front face of metal particles, or the front

face of a metal thin film again to perform these processes.

[0094] The approach of removing a solvent and leaving metal particles after

forming in the front face of the parts of a solvent and the cathode electrode

which should form a carbon thin film selective-growth field for the layer which

consists of metal particles, where fields other than the field of the cathode



electrode which should form for example, a carbon thin film selective-growth field

as an approach of making metal particles adhering to the front face of a cathode

electrode are covered with a suitable ingredient (for example, mask layer) in

order to obtain a carbon thin film selective-growth field can mention. Again as a

process which makes metal particles adhere to the front face of a cathode

electrode or fields other than the field of the cathode electrode which should

form a carbon thin film selective growth field in for example, the condition of

having covered with the suitable ingredient (for example, mask layer) After

making the metallic-compounds particle containing the metal atom which

constitutes metal particles adhere to the front face of a cathode electrode, the

approach of obtaining the carbon thin film selective growth field which consists of

the part of the cathode electrode with which it decomposed by heating a

metallic-compounds particle, with metal particles adhered to the front face can

be mentioned. In this case, after specifically forming in the front face of the parts

of a solvent and the cathode electrode which should form a carbon thin film

selective growth field for the layer which consists of a metallic-compounds

particle, a solvent can be removed and the approach of leaving a

metallic-compounds particle can be illustrated. As for a metallic-compounds



particle, it is desirable to consist of at least one kind of ingredient chosen from

the group which consists of the halogenides (for example, an iodide, a chloride,

a bromide, etc.), the oxide, hydroxide, and organic metal of the metal which

constitutes metal particles. In addition, in these approaches, it is a suitable

phase and the ingredient (for example, mask layer) which covered fields other

than the field of the cathode electrode which should form a carbon thin film

selective growth field is removed.

[0095] electrolysis plating in the condition of having covered with the suitable

ingredient fields other than the field of the cathode electrode which should form

for example, a carbon thin film selective growth field as an approach of forming a

metal thin film in the front face of a cathode electrode in order to obtain a carbon

thin film selective growth field, an electroless deposition method, and MOCVD —

well-known approaches, such as a CVD method (chemical vapor deposition)

including law and physical vapor growth (PVD and Physical Vapor Deposition

law), can be mentioned. As physical vapor growth, in addition, (a)

electron-beam-heating method, a resistance heating method, Various vacuum

deposition methods, such as flash plate vacuum evaporationo, (b) plasma

vacuum deposition, the (c) 2 pole sputtering method, A DC-sputtering method,



the direct-current magnetron sputtering method, a RF-sputtering method, The

various sputtering methods, such as the magnetron sputtering method, the ion

beam sputtering method, and the bias sputtering method, (d) — DC (direct

current) — the various ion plating methods, such as law, the RF method, a

multi-cathode method, the activation reacting method, electric-field vacuum

deposition, the high frequency ion plating method, and the reactant ion plating

method, can be mentioned.

[0096] Here, as for metal particles or a metal thin film, it is desirable to consist of

at least one kind of metals chosen from the group which consists of molybdenum

(Mo), nickel (nickel), titanium (Ti), chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co), a tungsten (W), a

zirconium (Zr), a tantalum (Ta), iron (Fe), copper (Cu), platinum (Pt), and zinc

(Zn).

[0097] As a carbon thin film, a graphite thin film, an amorphous carbon thin film,

a diamond-like carbon thin film, or a fullerene thin film can be mentioned. As the

formation approach of a carbon thin film, the CVD method based on the

microwave plasma method, the transformer coupling mold plasma method, the

inductive-coupling mold plasma method, the electron cyclotron resonance

plasma method, the RF plasma method, etc. and the CVD method using an



parallel monotonous mold CVD system can be illustrated. As for the shape of a

thin film, a carbonaceous whisker and a carbonaceous nanotube (hollow and a

solid are included) are included from the first by the gestalt of a carbon thin film.

[0098] In addition, as structure of a cathode electrode, it can also consider as 1

lamination of an electrical conducting material layer, and can also consider as 3

lamination of the upper electrical conducting material layer formed on the lower

layer electrical conducting material layer, the resistor layer formed on the lower

layer electrical conducting material layer, and the resistor layer. In the case of

the latter, a carbon thin film selective growth field is formed in the front face of

the upper electrical conducting material layer. Thus, equalization of the electron

emission characteristic in the electron emission section can be attained by

preparing a resistor layer.

[0099] Hereafter, with reference to typical drawing 15 and typical drawing 16

which are end view a part, such as a base material, an example of the

manufacture approach of the flat mold field emission component -3 is explained.

[0100] [Process-E1] The stripe-like cathode electrode 11 is formed on a base

material 10 by forming the electrical conducting material layer for cathode

electrodes for example, on the base material 10 which consists of glass, and



subsequently carrying out patterning of the electrical conducting material layer

for cathode electrodes first, based on a well-known lithography technique and

the well-known RIE method. The stripe-like cathode electrode 11 is prolonged in

the space longitudinal direction of a drawing. The cathode electrode 11 consists

for example, of a chromium (Cr) layer with a thickness of about 0.2 micrometers

formed by the sputtering method.

[0101] Specifically, an insulating layer 12 is formed on a base material 10 and

the cathode electrode 1 1 all over after that [ [process-E2] ].

[0102] [Process-E3] Subsequently to an insulating-layer 12 top, after forming the

stripe-like gate electrode 13, based on the same approach as [process-A2],

opening 14 is formed in the gate electrode 13 and an insulating layer 12, and the

cathode electrode 1 1 is exposed at the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening

14 (pore) (refer to (A) of drawing 15 ). The stripe-like gate electrode 13 is

prolonged to the space perpendicular direction of a drawing. The flat-surface

configuration of opening 14 is a round shape with a diameter of 1 micrometer -

30 micrometers. What is necessary is just to form opening 14 in one - about

3000 fields for 1 pixel (electron emission field).

[0103] Electron emission section 15C is formed on [process-E4], next the



cathode electrode 1 1 exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening

14. Specifically, the carbon thin film selective growth field 70 is first formed in the

front face of the cathode electrode 11 located in the pars basilaris ossis

occipitalis of opening 14. Therefore, the mask layer 71 which the front face of the

cathode electrode 1 1 exposed is first formed in the center section of the pars

basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 (refer to (B) of drawing 15 ). After

specifically forming a resist ingredient layer all over including the inside of

opening 14 with a spin coating method, the mask layer 71 can be obtained by

forming a pore in the resist ingredient layer located in the center section of the

pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 based on a lithography technique.

The mask layer 71 has covered some cathode electrodes 1 1 located in the pars

basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14, the side attachment wall of opening 14,

the gate electrode 13, and the insulating layer 12. Although a carbon thin film

selective growth field is formed in the front face of the cathode electrode 1

1

located in the center section of the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14

at the following process by this, it can prevent certainly that the cathode

electrode 11 and the gate electrode 13 short-circuit by metal particles.

[0104] Next, metal particles are made to adhere on the mask layer 71 including



the front face of the exposed cathode electrode 11. The solution (isopropyl

alcohol is used as a solvent) which distributed the nickel (nickel) particle in the

polysiloxane solution is specifically applied to the whole surface with a spin

coating method, and the layer which consists of a solvent and metal particles is

formed in the front face of the part of the cathode electrode 1 1 which should form

the carbon thin film selective growth field 70. Then, the carbon thin film selective

growth field 70 can be obtained by removing the mask layer 71, removing a

solvent by heating about [ 400 degrees ] to C, and leaving metal particles 72 to

the front face of the exposed cathode electrode 1 1 (refer to (A) of drawing 16 ).

In addition, a polysiloxane has the function (the so-called adhesion function) in

which metal particles 72 are made to fix to the front face of the exposed cathode

electrode 1 1

.

[0105] After that [
[process-E5] ], the carbon thin film 73 with a thickness of about

0.2 micrometers is formed on the carbon thin film selective growth field 70, and

electron emission section 15C is obtained. This condition is shown in (B) of

drawing 16 . The membrane formation conditions of the carbon thin film 73

based on a microwave plasma-CVD method are illustrated to the following table

1.



[0106] [Table 1]

[The membrane formation conditions of a carbon thin film]

Gas used : CH4/H2=100 / 10SCCM pressure : 1.3x103Pa microwave power:

500W (13.56MHz)

Membrane formation temperature : 500-degreeC [0107] a part of typical

[flat-surface mold field emission component -1] flat-surface mold field emission

component -1 - a sectional view is shown in (C) of drawing 17 . The gate

electrode 13 and an insulating layer 12 are penetrated in the gate electrode 13 of

the shape of a stripe formed on the insulating layer 12 formed on the cathode

electrode 11 of the shape of a stripe formed on the base material 10 which

consists of glass, the base material 10, and the cathode electrode 11, and the

insulating layer 12, and a list, and this flat-surface mold field emission

component -1 changes from the opening 14 which the cathode electrode 11

exposed to them at a pars basilaris ossis occipitalis. The cathode electrode 1

1

was prolonged to the space perpendicular direction of (C) of drawing 17 , and

the gate electrode 13 is prolonged in the space longitudinal direction of (C) of

drawing 17 . The cathode electrode 11 consists of chromium (Cr), and an

insulating layer 12 consists of Si02. Here, the part of the cathode electrode 11



exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 is equivalent to

electron emission section 15D.

[0108] Hereafter, with reference to typical drawing 17 which is sectional views a

part, such as a base material, the manufacture approach of the flat-surface mold

field emission component -1 is explained.

[0109] [Process-F1] The cathode electrode 11 which functions as electron

emission section 15D is first formed on a base material 10. After specifically

forming the electrical conducting material layer for cathode electrodes which

consists of chromium (Cr) by the sputtering method on a base material 10,

based on a lithography technique and a dry etching technique, patterning of the

electrical conducting material layer for cathode electrodes is carried out. By this,

the stripe-like cathode electrode 11 can be formed on a base material 10 (refer

to (A) of drawing 17 ). In addition, the cathode electrode 11 is prolonged to the

space perpendicular direction of drawing 17 .

[0110] [Process-F2], next the insulating layer 12 which consists of Si02 with a

CVD method are formed on a base material 10 and the cathode electrode 1 1. In

addition, an insulating layer 12 can also be formed from a glass paste based on

screen printing.



[0111] The stripe-like gate electrode 13 is formed on an insulating layer 12 after

that [ [process-F3] ]
(refer to (B) of drawing 17 ). In addition, the gate electrode

13 is prolonged in the space longitudinal direction of drawing 17 . For example,

with screen printing, the stripe-like gate electrode 13 can also be directly formed

on an insulating layer 12.

[0112] Based on [process-F4], next the same approach as [process-A2],

opening 14 is formed in the gate electrode 13 and an insulating layer 12, and the

cathode electrode 1 1 which functions on the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of

opening 14 (pore) as electron emission section 15D is exposed (refer to (C) of

drawing 17 ). Then, it is desirable to etch an insulating layer 12 isotropic and to

expose the opening edge of the gate electrode 13.

[0113] The point that the typical flat-surface mold field emission component -2

which is the modification of the flat-surface mold field emission component -1

which shows a sectional view a part is different from the flat-surface mold field

emission component -1 shown at (C) of drawing 17 at (A) of [flat-surface mold

field emission component -2] drawing 18 is in the point that minute concave

heights 1 1A is formed on the front face (it is equivalent to the electron emission

section) of the cathode electrode 11 exposed to the pars basilaris ossis



occipitalis of opening 14. Such a flat-surface mold field emission component -2

can be manufactured by the following manufacture approaches.

[0114] [Process-G1] First, like [process-F1] - [process-F3] and abbreviation, after

forming the stripe-like cathode electrode 11 on a base material 10 and forming

an insulating layer 12 in the whole surface, the stripe-like gate electrode 13 is

formed on an insulating layer 12. That is, on the base material 10 which consists,

for example of glass, a tungsten layer with a thickness of about 0.2 micrometers

is formed by the sputtering method, patterning of this tungsten layer is carried

out to the shape of a stripe according to the usual procedure, and the cathode

electrode 1 1 is formed. Next, an insulating layer 12 is formed on a base material

10 and the cathode electrode 11. An insulating layer 12 can be formed with the

CVD method which uses TEOS (tetra-ethoxy silane) as material gas.

Furthermore, the gate electrode 13 is formed on this insulating layer 12. The

condition that the process so far was completed is the same in having been

shown in (B) of drawing 17 substantially.

[0115] Like [process-G2], next [process-F4], opening 14 is formed in the gate

electrode 13 and an insulating layer 12, and the cathode electrode 1 1 is exposed

at the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14. Then, minute concave



heights 11A is formed in the part of the cathode electrode 11 exposed to the

pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14. On the occasion of formation of

minute concave heights 1 1 A, conditions which the direction of the etch rate of a

grain boundary becomes from the etch rate of the tungsten crystal grain which

constitutes the cathode electrode 1 1 early are set up, using SF6 as etching gas,

and dry etching based on the RIE method is performed. Consequently, minute

concave heights 11A which has the dimension which reflected the diameter of

crystal grain of a tungsten mostly can be formed.

[0116] In the configuration of such a flat-surface mold field emission component

-2, minute concave heights 1 1A of the cathode electrode 1 1 and big electric field

join a concrete target from the gate electrode 13 more at the heights of minute

concave heights 1 1 A. At this time, since it is large compared with the case where

the electric field concentrated on heights have the smooth front face of the

cathode electrode 11, from heights, an electron is efficiently emitted by the

quantum tunnel effect. Therefore, compared with the flat-surface mold field

emission component -1 which the only smooth cathode electrode 11 has

exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14, improvement in the

brightness at the time of being included in a display is expectable. So, according



to the flat-surface mold field emission component -2 shown in (A) of drawing 18 ,

even if the potential difference between the gate electrode 13 and the cathode

electrode 11 is comparatively small, sufficient emission-electron current density

can be obtained and high brightness-ization of a display is attained. Or it is

possible for gate voltage required in order to attain the same brightness to be

low, and to end, with to attain low-power-ization.

[0117] In addition, although the pore was formed and minute concave heights

11A was formed in the cathode electrode 1 1 after an appropriate time based on

the anisotropic etching technique by etching an insulating layer 12, it is also

possible to form minute concave heights 11A in coincidence by etching for

forming opening 14. That is, in case an insulating layer 12 is etched, minute

concave heights 11A can be formed in the part of the cathode electrode 11

exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 by adopting the

different direction etching conditions which can expect a certain amount of ion

spatter operation, and continuing etching, even after the opening 14 which has a

perpendicular wall is formed. Then, what is necessary is just to perform isotropic

etching of an insulating layer 12.

[0118] Moreover, after forming the electrical conducting material layer for



cathode electrodes which consists of a tungsten on a base material 10 by the

sputtering method in the same process as [process-G1], Based on a lithography

technique and a dry etching technique, patterning of the electrical conducting

material layer for cathode electrodes is carried out. Subsequently After forming

minute concave heights 1 1A in the front face of the electrical conducting material

layer for cathode electrodes, the same field emission component is also

producible with having been shown in (A) of drawing 18 by performing the same

process as [process-F2] - [process-F4].

[01 19] In the process same again as [process-G1] or on a base material 10 After

forming the electrical conducting material layer for cathode electrodes which

consists of a tungsten by the sputtering method, minute concave heights 11A is

formed in the front face of the electrical conducting material layer for cathode

electrodes. Subsequently After carrying out patterning of the electrical

conducting material layer for cathode electrodes based on a lithography

technique and a dry etching technique, the same field emission component is

also producible with having been shown in (A) of drawing 18 by performing the

same process as [process-F2] - [process-F4].

[0120] The modification of the field emission component shown in (A) of drawing



18 is shown in (B) of drawing 18 . In the field emission component shown in (B)

of drawing 18 , the average height location of the point of minute concave

heights 11A exists in the base material side rather than the

inferior-surface-of-tongue location of an insulating layer 12 (that is, it has fallen).

What is necessary is just to extend the duration of the dry etching in

[process-G2], in order to form this field emission component. According to such

a configuration, the field strength near the center section of opening 14 can be

raised further.

[0121] The flat-surface mold field emission component by which enveloping

layer 11B is formed in the front face (concrete at least on minute concave

heights 11 A) of the cathode electrode 11 equivalent to the electron emission

section is shown in drawing 19 .

[0122] As for this enveloping layer 11B, it is more desirable than the ingredient

which constitutes the cathode electrode 1 1 to constitute from a small ingredient

of a work function phi, and it should just determine what kind of ingredient is

chosen based on the work function of the ingredient which constitutes the

cathode electrode 1 1 , the potential difference between the gate electrode 13 and

the cathode electrode 1 1 , the magnitude of the emission-electron current density



demanded, etc. An amorphous diamond can be illustrated as a component of

enveloping layer 11B. When enveloping layer 11B is constituted using an

amorphous diamond, emission-electron current density required for a display

can be obtained with the field strength of 5x107 or less V/m.

[0123] The thickness of enveloping layer 11B is chosen as extent which may

reflect minute concave heights 11 A. This is because the semantics which

prepared minute concave heights 11A is lost, if the crevice of minute concave

heights 1 1A will be embedded by enveloping layer 1 1 B and the front face of the

electron emission section will be graduated. Therefore, although it depends also

on the dimension of minute concave heights 11 A, when minute concave heights

11A is formed reflecting the diameter of crystal grain of the electron emission

section, for example, it is desirable to choose the thickness of enveloping layer

1 1B as about 30-1 OOnm in general. Moreover, when lowering the average height

location of the point of minute concave heights 11A rather than the

inferior-surface-of-tongue location of an insulating layer 12, it is much more

desirable strictly to lower the average height location of the point of enveloping

layer 1 1 B rather than the inferior-surface-of-tongue location of an insulating layer

12.



[0124] What is necessary is just to specifically form in the whole surface after

[process-F2] enveloping layer 11B which consists of an amorphous diamond

with a CVD method. In addition, although enveloping layer 11B is deposited also

on the resist layer (not shown) formed on the gate electrode 13 and the

insulating layer 12, this deposition part is removed by coincidence at the time of

removal of a resist layer. Enveloping layer 1 1B can be formed based on the CVD

method which used for example, CH4/H2 mixed gas and CO/H2 mixed gas as

material gas, and enveloping layer 11B which consists of an amorphous

diamond by the pyrolysis of the compound which contains carbon, respectively

is formed.

[0125] In the process same again as [process-F1] or on a base material 10 After

forming the electrical conducting material layer for cathode electrodes which

consists of a tungsten by the sputtering method, Based on a lithography

technique and a dry etching technique, patterning of the electrical conducting

material layer for cathode electrodes is carried out, and minute concave heights

11A is formed in the front face of the electrical conducting material layer for

cathode electrodes after that. Subsequently After forming enveloping layer 11B,

the field emission component shown in drawing 19 is also producible by



performing the same process as [process-F2] - [process-F4].

[0126] In the process same again as [process-F1] or on a base material 10 After

forming the electrical conducting material layer for cathode electrodes which

consists of a tungsten by the sputtering method, minute concave heights 11A is

formed in the front face of the electrical conducting material layer for cathode

electrodes. Subsequently an enveloping layer —11 — B — having formed — after

— lithography — a technique — and — dry etching - a technique — being based —

an enveloping layer — 1 1 — B — a cathode - an electrode — ** - an electrical

conducting material — a layer - patterning — having carried out - after — [- a

process - F — two —] - [-- a process - F — four —] - being the same - a process ~

performing — things — The field emission component shown in drawing 19 is also

producible.

[0127] Or an ingredient with which the secondary electron gain delta of this

ingredient becomes larger than the secondary electron gain delta of the

conductive ingredient which constitutes a cathode electrode again as an

ingredient which constitutes an enveloping layer can also be chosen suitably.

[0128] In addition, an enveloping layer may be formed in electron emission

section 15D (front face of the cathode electrode 1 1) of the flat-surface mold field



emission component shown in (C) of drawing 17 . In this case, it sets to

[process-F1] again that what is necessary is just to form enveloping layer 1 1B in

the front face of the cathode electrode 1 1 exposed to the pars basilaris ossis

occipitalis of opening 14 after [process-F4]. For example, what is necessary is to

form enveloping layer 1 1B on the electrical conducting material layer for cathode

electrodes, and just to carry out patterning of these layers subsequently based

on a lithography technique and a dry etching technique, after forming the

electrical conducting material layer for cathode electrodes on a base material 10.

[0129] a part of typical [crater mold field emission component -1] crater mold field

emission component -1 -- a sectional view is shown in (B) of drawing 23 . In the

crater mold field emission component -1, it has the cathode electrode 111 which

has two or more ridge 11 1A which emits an electron, and crevice 11 1B

surrounded by each ridge 111A on the base material 10. In addition, the typical

perspective view which removed the insulating layer 12 and the gate electrode

13 is shown in (B) of drawing 22 .

[0130] Although especially the configuration of a crevice is not limited, the

abbreviation spherical surface is accomplished typically. A solid sphere is used

in the manufacture approach of this crater mold field emission component, and



this is connected with crevice 111B being formed reflecting a part of spherical

configuration. Therefore, when crevice 11 1B accomplishes the abbreviation

spherical surface, ridge 1 1 1A surrounding crevice 1 1 1 B becomes in a circle, and

crevice 1 1 1 B and ridge 1 1 1A in this case present a crater or a configuration like

a caldera as a whole. Since ridge 1 1 1A is a part which emits an electron, from a

viewpoint which raises electron emission effectiveness, it is desirable that the

point 1 1 1C is especially acute. The profile of point 1 1 1C of ridge 1 1 1A may have

irregular irregularity, or may be smooth. Arrangement of ridge 111A in 1 pixel

may be regular, or may be random. In addition, crevice 1 1 1 B may be surrounded

by ridge 111A which continued along the hoop direction of crevice 111B, and

may be surrounded by discontinuous ridge 111A along the hoop direction of

crevice 1 1 1 B depending on the case.

[0131] In the manufacture approach of such a crater mold field emission

component, the process which forms a stripe-like cathode electrode on a base

material The process which more specifically forms the cathode electrode of the

shape of a stripe which covered two or more solid spheres on a base material,

and by removing a solid sphere the process which forms the cathode electrode

which has the crevice which was surrounded by two or more ridges which



remove the part of the cathode electrode which covered the solid sphere, with

emit an electron, and each ridge, and reflected a part of spherical configuration

since — it changes.

[0132] It is desirable to remove a solid sphere by a spherical change of state

and/or a spherical chemical change. Here, a spherical change of state and/or a

chemical change mean change of expansion, sublimation, foaming, the

generation of gas, decomposition, combustion, carbonization, etc., or these

combination. For example, when a solid sphere consists of an organic material,

it is much more desirable to remove by burning a solid sphere. In addition,

spherical removal and removal of the part of the cathode electrode which covers

a solid sphere do not necessarily need to take place to coincidence. For

example, what is necessary is just to perform spherical removal which remained

later, when the spherical part remains after removing the part of the cathode

electrode which covers a solid sphere.

[0133] If a solid sphere is burned, for example when a solid sphere consists of

an organic material especially, for example, a carbon monoxide, a carbon

dioxide, and a steam are generated, the pressure of the closing space near the

solid sphere increases, and when the cathode electrode near the solid sphere



exceeds a certain proof-pressure limitation, it will explode. Of the vigor of this

burst, the part of the cathode electrode which covers a solid sphere disperses, a

ridge and a crevice are formed, and, moreover, a solid sphere is removed. Or

based on the same device, if a solid sphere is burned, for example, when a

cathode electrode exceeds a certain proof-pressure limitation, it will explode

again. Of the vigor of this burst, the part of the cathode electrode which covers a

solid sphere disperses, a pore is formed in a ridge and a crevice, and

coincidence, and, moreover, a solid sphere is removed. That is, before removing

a solid sphere, a pore does not exist in a cathode electrode, but a pore is formed

with spherical removal. Since the initial process of spherical combustion

advances in closing space at this time, a spherical part may be carbonized. It is

desirable to make thin to extent which may disperse by burst thickness of the

part of the cathode electrode which covers a solid sphere.

[0134] It may be simpler for external force to remove, since it is not accompanied

by the burst of a cathode electrode in the crater mold field emission component

-3 or the crater mold field emission component -4 mentioned later, although a

solid sphere is removable with a spherical change of state and/or a spherical

chemical change. Here, external force is physical force, such as air or a spray



pressure of inert gas, a spray pressure of a penetrant remover,

magnetic-attraction force, electrostatic force, and a centrifugal force. In addition,

in the crater mold field emission component -3, since it is not necessary to

disperse the cathode electrode of the part which covers a solid sphere unlike the

crater mold field emission component -1, there is an advantage of being hard to

generate the residue of a cathode electrode.

[0135] As for the solid sphere used with the crater mold field emission

component -3 or the crater mold field emission component -4 mentioned later, it

is desirable that the front face consists of ingredients which have big boundary

tension compared with the boundary tension (surface tension) of the ingredient

which constitutes a cathode electrode at least. In the crater mold field emission

component -3 or the crater mold field emission component -4 mentioned later,

the solid sphere should just fulfill this condition concerning [ a front face
]

boundary tension at least. That is, the part which has bigger boundary tension

than the boundary tension of a cathode electrode may be only a spherical front

face, or may be the whole, and a spherical front face and/or the whole

component may be any of the combination of an inorganic material, an organic

material or an inorganic material, and an organic material. In the crater mold field



emission component -3 or the crater mold field emission component -4, when

the cathode electrode etc. consists of usual metal system ingredients, the

hydroxyl group which originates in adsorption moisture in the front face of a

metal system ingredient, and the hydroxyl group which originates in the dangling

bond and adsorption moisture of Si-O association in the front face of an

insulating layer exist, and, usually it is in the high condition of a hydrophilic

property. Therefore, it is especially effective to use the solid sphere which has a

hydrophobic surface treatment layer. Fluororesin, for example,

polytetrafluoroethylene, can be mentioned as a component of a hydrophobic

surface-preparation layer. If the part inside a hydrophobic surface treatment

layer will be called a core material when a solid sphere has a hydrophobic

surface treatment layer, the components of a core material may be any of

polymeric materials other than glass, the ceramics, and fluororesin.

[0136] Although especially the organic material that constitutes a solid sphere is

not limited, general-purpose polymeric materials are suitable. However,

polymerization degree is extremely large, or combustion temperature becomes

high too much in polymeric materials with extremely many multiple bond

contents, and there is a possibility that a bad influence may attain to a cathode



electrode, at the time of the spherical removal by combustion. So, it is desirable

to choose polymeric materials with possible making it burn or carbonize at

temperature without a possibility that the bad influence to these may arise. When

forming an insulating layer especially using the ingredient which requires baking

in a back process like a glass paste, it is suitable to choose the polymeric

materials in which combustion or carbonization is possible with the burning

temperature of a glass paste from a viewpoint which decreases a man day if

possible. Since a typical burning temperature of a glass paste is about

530-degreeC, as for the combustion temperature of these polymeric materials, it

is desirable that it is [ 350-500 degree ] about C. As typical polymeric materials,

the homopolymer or copolymer of a styrene system, an urethane system, acrylic,

a vinyl system, a divinylbenzene system, a melamine system, a formaldehyde

system, and a polymethylene system can be mentioned. Or as a solid sphere, in

order to secure the positive arrangement on a base material, the fixing type solid

sphere which has adhesion force can also be used again. As a fixing type solid

sphere, the solid sphere which consists of acrylic resin can be illustrated.

[0137] Or for example, a vinylidene-chloride acrylonitrile copolymer can be made

into an outer shell, and the heating expansion mold microsphere which connoted



and encapsulated the isobutane as foam can be used as a solid sphere again. In

the crater mold field emission component -1, if a thermal-expansion mold

microsphere is heated using this heating expansion mold microsphere, the

polymer of an outer shell softens, and as a result of the isobutane by which

endocyst was carried out gasifying and expanding moreover, as compared with

particle size's expansion before, the hollow object of about about 4-time real ball

will be formed. Consequently, in the crater mold field emission component -1,

the crevice which was surrounded by the ridge which emits an electron, and the

ridge, and reflected a part of spherical configuration can be formed in a cathode

electrode. In addition, expansion by heating of a thermal-expansion mold

microsphere is also included to the concept of spherical removal in this

specification. Then, what is necessary is just to remove a thermal-expansion

mold microsphere using a suitable solvent.

[0138] What is necessary is just to form the cathode electrode which covers a

solid sphere in the crater mold field emission component -1, after arranging two

or more solid spheres on a base material. In this case, in the crater mold field

emission component -3 or the crater mold field emission component -4 which

sets or is mentioned later again, the dry process which sprinkles a solid sphere



on a base material can be mentioned as two or more spherical configuration

methods to a base material top. In the manufacture field of a liquid crystal

display, the technique which sprinkles the spacer for maintaining panel spacing

uniformly is applicable to spherical spraying. Specifically, the so-called spray

gun which injects a solid sphere from a nozzle with a squeezing gas can be used.

In addition, in case a solid sphere is injected from a nozzle, it is good also as a

condition of having distributed the solid sphere in the volatile solvent. Or a solid

sphere can also be sprinkled in the field of electrostatic powder coating using

equipment and the approach which are usually used. For example, the solid

sphere which electrified negative according to the electrostatic fine-particles

spraying gun can be sprayed toward the grounded base material using corona

discharge. Since it is very small, if the solid sphere to be used is sprinkled on a

base material, it will adhere according to electrostatic force on the surface of a

base material, and does not drop out of a base material easily in subsequent

processes, so that it may mention later. If a solid sphere is pressurized after two

or more solid spheres arrange on a base material, two or more spherical laps on

a base material can be canceled, and a solid sphere can be densely arranged to

a monolayer on a base material.



[0139] Or a dispersion medium is also removable after covering a solid sphere

with the cathode electrode which forms the constituent layer which consists of

the constituent which is made to distribute a solid sphere and a cathode

electrode material in a dispersion medium, and changes like the crater mold field

emission component -2 mentioned later on a base material, with arranges two or

more solid spheres and consists of a cathode electrode material on a base

material. What is necessary is for a slurry and a paste to be possible and just to

choose a presentation and viscosity of a dispersion medium suitably as

description of a constituent, according to the description of these requests. As an

approach of forming a constituent layer on a base material, screen printing is

suitable. Typically, it is suitable for a cathode electrode material that it is a

particle with a settling velocity slower than a solid sphere in a dispersion medium.

Carbon, barium, strontium, and iron can be mentioned as an ingredient which

constitutes this particle. After removing a dispersion medium, a cathode

electrode is calcinated if needed. As an approach of forming a constituent layer

on a base material, an atomizing process, a dropping test, a spin coating method,

and screen printing can be mentioned. In addition, while a solid sphere is

arranged, a solid sphere is covered with the cathode electrode which consists of



a cathode electrode material, but if it depends on the formation approach of a

constituent layer, it is necessary to perform patterning of this cathode electrode.

[0140] Or a dispersion medium is removable, after forming the constituent layer

which consists of the constituent which is made to distribute a solid sphere in a

dispersion medium, and changes on a base material, with arranging two or more

solid spheres on a base material, if it is in the crater mold field emission

component -3 or the crater mold field emission component -4 mentioned later.

What is necessary is for a slurry and a paste to be possible and just to choose a

presentation and viscosity of a dispersion medium suitably as description of a

constituent, according to the description of these requests. Typically, a

dispersion medium is removable with evaporation, using organic solvents, such

as isopropyl alcohol, as a dispersion medium. As an approach of forming a

constituent layer on a base material, an atomizing process, a dropping test, a

spin coating method, and screen printing can be mentioned.

[0141] By the way, the gate electrode and the cathode electrode are prolonged

in the mutually different direction (the include angle which the projection image

of the gate electrode of the shape for example, of a stripe and the projection

image of a stripe-like cathode electrode accomplish is 90 degrees), and



patterning is carried out to the shape for example, of a stripe, and an electron is

emitted from the ridge located in an electron emission field. Therefore, a ridge

should exist only in an electron emission field on a function. However, even if the

ridge and the crevice exist in fields other than an electron emission field, such a

ridge and a crevice will not achieve at all the function to emit an electron, while it

had been covered by the insulating layer. Therefore, even if it arranges a solid

sphere on the whole surface, a problem is not produced at all.

[0142] On the other hand, since each spherical arrangement location and the

formation location of opening correspond to one to one when removing each part

of the layer which constitutes the electrical conducting material layer for cathode

electrodes, insulating layer, and gate electrode which covered the solid sphere,

opening is formed also in fields other than an electron emission field. Hereafter,

opening formed in fields other than an electron emission field is distinguished

from "invalid opening" and original opening which contributes to a call and

electron emission. By the way, even if invalid opening is formed in fields other

than an electron emission field, this invalid opening does not function at all as a

field emission component, and does not have a bad influence on actuation of the

field emission component formed in an electron emission field at all. It is



because the gate electrode is not formed in the upper limit section of invalid

opening even if the ridge and the crevice are exposed to the pars basilaris ossis

occipitalis of invalid opening. Or [ whether even if the gate electrode is formed in

the upper limit section of invalid opening, the ridge and the crevice are exposed

to a pars basilaris ossis occipitalis again, and ] Or a ridge and a crevice were not

exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of invalid opening, moreover, a

gate electrode was not formed in the upper limit section, the front face of a base

material is only exposed, or it is because it is in
********. Therefore, even if it

arranges a solid sphere on the whole surface, a problem is not produced at all.

In addition, the hole formed on the boundary line of an electron emission field

and the other field is contained in opening.

[0143] Although a spherical diameter can be chosen according to the diameter of

desired opening, the diameter of a crevice, the display screen dimension of the

display constituted using a field emission component, the number of pixels, the

dimension of an electron emission field, and the number of the field emission

component which should constitute 1 pixel, choosing in 0.1-10 micrometers is

desirable. For example, it is suitable for the solid sphere marketed as a spacer of

a liquid crystal display that it uses this with 1 - 3% since particle size distribution



is good. Although it is ideal that it is a real ball as for a spherical configuration, it

is not necessary to be necessarily a real ball. On a base material, it is suitable to

arrange a solid sphere by the consistency of about [ 100-5000 //mm ] two. For

example, when about 1 000 solid spheres /were arranged on the base material

by the consistency of 2 mm, for example the dimension of an electron emission

field is temporarily set to 0.5mmx0.2mm, in this electron emission field, about

100 solid spheres will exist and about 100 ridges will be formed. If the ridge of

the number of this level is formed in one electron emission field, dispersion in the

diameter of the crevice resulting from spherical particle size distribution or

dispersion of sphericity will be equalized mostly, and the emission-electron

current density and the brightness of per 1 pixel (or 1 subpixel) will serve as

homogeneity mostly practically.

[0144] It is reflected in the configuration of a crevice where a part of spherical

configuration constitutes the electron emission section, in the crater mold field

emission component -1 , or the crater mold field emission component -2 - the

crater mold field emission component -4 mentioned later. Although the profile of

the point of a ridge may have irregular irregularity or may be smooth, since this

point is formed of fracture of a cathode electrode, in the crater mold field



emission component -1 or the crater mold field emission component -2, the point

of a ridge tends
[
especially ] to serve as an irregular configuration. If a point is

radicalized in a ridge with fracture, since a point may function as the efficient

electron emission section, it is convenient. In the crater mold field emission

component -1 - the crater mold field emission component -4, it becomes in

general in a circle [ the ridge surrounding a crevice / all ], and the crevice and

ridge in this case present a crater or a configuration like a caldera as a whole.

[0145] Arrangement of the ridge on a base material may be regular, or may be

random, and it depends for it on a spherical configuration method. When an

above-mentioned dry process or an above-mentioned wet method is adopted,

arrangement of the ridge on a base material becomes random.

[0146] In the crater mold field emission component -1 - the crater mold field

emission component -4, after formation of an insulating layer, after obtaining a

ridge so that damage may not arise in the point of a ridge although opening is

formed in an insulating layer, a protective layer can be formed and it can also

consider as the configuration which removes a protective layer after formation of

opening. Chromium can be illustrated as an ingredient which constitutes a

protective layer.



[0147] Hereafter, although the manufacture approach of the crater mold field

emission component -1 is explained with reference to drawing 20 - drawing 23 It

is end view a part. (A) of drawing 20 , (A) of drawing 21 , and (A) of drawing 22 -

typical (A) of drawing 23 and (B) are typical — it is a sectional view a part and

(B) of drawing 20 , (B) of drawing 21 , and (B) of drawing 22 show typically the

range larger than (A) of drawing 20 , (A) of drawing 21 , and (A) of drawing 22 -

it is a perspective view a part.

[0148] [process-H1] -- the solid sphere of plurality first - the cathode electrode

111 which covered 80 is formed on a base material 10. the whole surface on the

base material 10 which specifically consists of glass first - a solid sphere - 80 is

arranged. Solid sphere 80 consists of the polymeric materials of for example, a

polymethylene system, and is the average diameter of about 5 micrometers, and

less than 1% of particle size distribution. Solid sphere 80 is arranged about at

random [ mm ] 1000 pieces /by the consistency of 2 on a base material 10 using

a spray gun. Any of the method which is mixed with a volatile solvent and sprays

a solid sphere, or the method injected from a nozzle with a powder condition are

sufficient as spraying using a spray gun. the arranged solid sphere - 80 is held

on the base material 10 by electrostatic force. This condition is shown in (A) of



drawing 20 , and (B).

[0149] The cathode electrode 111 is formed on [process-H2], next solid sphere

80 and a base material 10. The condition of having formed the cathode electrode

111 is shown in (A) of drawing 21 , and (B). The cathode electrode 111 can be

formed by screen-stenciling carbon paste in the shape of a stripe, this time — a

solid sphere — since 80 is arranged the whole surface on a base material 10 — a

solid sphere — in 80, as shown in (B) of drawing 21 , naturally what is not

covered with the cathode electrode 111 exists. Next, in order to remove the

moisture and solvent which are contained in the cathode electrode 1 1 1 and to

carry out flattening of the cathode electrode 111, the cathode electrode 1 1 1 is

dried in 150-degreeC. this temperature - a solid sphere - 80 does not cause a

change of state and/or a chemical change at all. In addition, it changes to the

screen-stencil using the above carbon paste, and the electrical conducting

material layer for cathode electrodes which constitutes the cathode electrode

111 is formed in the whole surface, patterning of this electrical conducting

material layer for cathode electrodes can be carried out using a usual

lithography technique and a usual dry etching technique, and the stripe-like

cathode electrode 111 can also be formed, if the rotational frequency of the base



material 10 at the time of spin coating is 500rpm extent and turnover time is

usually several second about room, although a resist ingredient layer is formed

with a spin coating method when applying a lithography technique — a solid

sphere - 80 may be held on a base material 10, without dropping out or

displacing.

[0150] [process-H3], next a solid sphere — removing 80 -- a solid sphere — it

surrounds to two or more ridge 111A which removes the part of the cathode

electrode 111 which covered 80, with emits an electron, and each ridge 111A -

having -- and a solid sphere - the cathode electrode 111 which has crevice

1 1 1 B reflecting a part of configuration of 80 is formed. This condition is shown in

(A) of drawing 22 , and (B). serving as baking of the cathode electrode 111 and

specifically heating in about 530-degreeC — a solid sphere — 80 is burned,

combustion of solid sphere 80 — following — a solid sphere — the pressure of the

closing space in which 80 was confined — going up — a solid sphere — it is

exploded and removed when the part of the cathode electrode 111 which covers

80 exceeds a certain proof-pressure limitation. Consequently, ridge 111A and

crevice 111B are formed in some cathode electrodes 111 formed on the base

material 10. In addition, what is necessary is just to remove residue using a



suitable penetrant remover, although it depends also on the ingredient which

constitutes the solid sphere to be used when a spherical part remains as residue

after removing a solid sphere.

[0151] An insulating layer 12 is formed on the cathode electrode 111 and a base

material 10 after that [ [process-H4] ]. Specifically, a glass paste is

screen-stenciled in thickness of about 5 micrometers on the whole surface. Next,

in order to remove the moisture and solvent which are contained in an insulating

layer 12 and to carry out flattening of the insulating layer 12, an insulating layer

12 is dried in 150-degreeC. It may change to the screen-stencil using the above

glass pastes, for example, Si02 film may be formed by the plasma-CVD method.

[0152] The stripe-like gate electrode 13 is formed on [process-H5], next an

insulating layer 12 (refer to (A) of drawing 23 ). The direction where the

projection image of the stripe-like gate electrode 13 is prolonged has

accomplished the direction and the include angle of 90 degrees to which the

projection image of the stripe-like cathode electrode 1 1 1 extends.

[0153] After that
[
[process-H6] ], in the electron emission field to which the

projection image of the gate electrode 13 and the projection image of the

cathode electrode 111 overlap, based on the same approach as [process-A2],



opening 14 is formed in the gate electrode 13 and an insulating layer 12, with

two or more ridge 1 1 1A and crevice 1 1 1 B of two or more are exposed at the pars

basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 (pore). In addition, it is desirable to etch

on the conditions which can secure etch selectivity high enough to the cathode

electrode 111. Or after forming ridge 111A (for example, after forming the

protective layer which consists of chromium and forming opening 14), it is

desirable to remove a protective layer again. In this way, the field emission

component shown in (B) of drawing 23 can be obtained.

[0154] In addition, as a modification of the manufacture approach of the crater

mold field emission component -1, [process-H4] - [process-H6] may be

performed after [process-H2] and, subsequently [process-H3] may be performed.

In this case, what is necessary is just to calcinate to coincidence the ingredient

which constitutes combustion, the spherical gate electrode 13, and a spherical

insulating layer 12.

[0155] Or [process-H4] is performed after [process-H2], and in the still more

nearly same process as [process-H5], [process-H3] is performed again, after

forming the layer which constitutes the gate electrode of the shape of a stripe

which does not have opening on an insulating layer, this - a solid sphere, while



the opening 14 which each part of the layer which constitutes the cathode

electrode 111, the insulating layer 12, and the gate electrode 13 which covered

80 was removed, with penetrated the gate electrode 13 and the insulating layer

12 is formed it surrounds to ridge 1 1 1A which emits an electron, and ridge 1 1 1

A

- having - and a solid sphere - the electron emission section which consists of

crevice 1 1 1 B reflecting a part of configuration of 80 can be formed in the cathode

electrode 111 located in the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14. namely,

a solid sphere - combustion of 80 - following - a solid sphere - the pressure of

the closing space in which 80 is confined rises, when the cathode electrode 111

of the part which covers a solid sphere, an insulating layer 12, and the layer that

constitutes the gate electrode 13 exceed a certain proof-pressure limitation, it

explodes, and ridge 111A and crevice 111B, simultaneously opening 14 form —

having — moreover — a solid sphere — 80 is removed, opening 14 -- the gate

electrode 13 and an insulating layer 12 - penetrating - and a solid sphere - a

part of configuration of 80 is reflected, moreover, it surrounds to ridge 111A

which emits an electron to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14, and

ridge 111A - having - and a solid sphere - crevice 11 1B reflecting a part of

configuration of 80 remains.



[0156] Although explained with reference to drawing 24 of the manufacture

approach of the [crater mold field emission component -2] crater mold field

emission component -2 The constituent layer 81 which consists of the

constituent which is made to distribute 80 and a cathode electrode material in a

dispersion medium, and changes is formed on a base material 10. the solid

sphere of plurality
[ top / base material 10 ] - the process which arranges 80 » a

solid sphere - with, the solid sphere of plurality [ top / base material 10 ]
- 80 is

arranged, after covering a solid sphere with the cathode electrode 111 which

consists of a cathode electrode material, it consists of the process which

removes a dispersion medium, namely, the point which consists of a wet method

is different from the manufacture approach of the crater mold field emission

component -1.

[0157] [process-J1] - the solid sphere of plurality [ top / base material 10 ] first -

80 is arranged, concrete — a solid sphere - the constituent layer 81 which

consists of the constituent which is made to distribute 80 and cathode electrode

material 81 B in dispersion-medium 81 A, and changes is formed on a base

material 10. namely, - for example, the solid sphere which uses isopropyl

alcohol as dispersion-medium 81 A, and consists of the polymeric materials of a



polymethylene system with an average diameter of about 5 micrometers — the

constituent which sets 80 and a carbon particle with an average diameter of

about 0.05 micrometers to cathode electrode material 81 B, is distributed in

dispersion-medium 81A, and changes is screen-stenciled in the shape of a

stripe on a base material 10, and the constituent layer 81 is formed. The

condition immediately after formation of the constituent layer 81 is shown in (A)

of drawing 24 .

[0158] the inside of the constituent layer 81 held at the [process-J2] base

material 10 - soon — a solid sphere - while 80 sediments and being arranged

on a base material 10, it continues on the solid sphere base material 10 from 80,

cathode electrode material 81 B sediments, and the cathode electrode 1 1 1 which

consists of cathode electrode material 81 B is formed, this — the solid sphere of

plurality
[ top / base material 10 ] - the cathode electrode 1 1 1 which arranges 80

and consists of a cathode electrode material — a solid sphere — 80 can be

covered. This condition is shown in (B) of drawing 24 .

[0159] It removes by evaporating dispersion-medium 81A after that

[ [process-J3] ], for example. This condition is shown in (C) of drawing 24 .

[0160] [Process-J4] The same field emission component can be completed with



having been shown in (B) of drawing 23 by subsequently performing the same

process as [process-H3] - [process-H6] of the crater mold field emission

component -1 , or the modification of the manufacture approach of the crater

mold field emission component -1.

[0161] [Crater mold field emission component -3] in the manufacture approach of

this crater mold field emission component -3, the process which forms a

stripe-like cathode electrode on a base material The process which more

specifically arranges two or more solid spheres on a base material, and two or

more ridges which emit an electron, the process which prepares the cathode

electrode with which it has the crevice which was surrounded by each ridge and

reflected a part of spherical configuration, and each ridge was formed in the

spherical perimeter on a base material, and the process which removes a solid

sphere — since — it changes. Spherical spraying performs two or more spherical

arrangement of a up to [ a base material ]. Moreover, a solid sphere has a

hydrophobic surface treatment layer. Hereafter, the manufacture approach of

this field emission component is explained with reference to drawing 25 .

[0162] [process-K1] - the solid sphere of plurality [ top / base material 10 ] first -

180 is arranged, the whole surface on the base material 10 which specifically



consists of glass — two or more solid spheres — 180 is arranged. This solid

sphere 180 covers core material 180A which consists of the polymeric materials

of for example, a divinylbenzene system with surface treatment layer 180B

which consists of polytetrafluoroethylene system resin, changes, and is the

average diameter of about 5 micrometers, and less than 1% of particle size

distribution. Solid sphere 180 is arranged about at random [ mm ] 1000 pieces

/by the consistency of 2 on a base material 10 using a spray gun. the arranged

solid sphere -- 180 is adsorbed on the base material 10 by electrostatic force.

The condition that the process so far was completed is shown in (A) of drawing

25 .

[0163] it surrounds to [process-K2] next two or more ridge 1 1 1A which emits an

electron, and each ridge 111A — having — and a solid sphere — crevice 111B

reflecting a part of configuration of 180 — having - each ridge 111A — a solid

sphere — the cathode electrode 111 formed in the perimeter of 180 is formed on

a base material 10. although carbon paste is specifically screen-stenciled in the

shape of a stripe similarly [ described / the crater mold field emission component

-1 ] - the crater mold field emission component -3 — a solid sphere — since the

front face of 180 takes on hydrophobicity by surface treatment layer 180B - a



solid sphere - the carbon paste screen-stenciled on 180 is flipped immediately -

having — falling -- a solid sphere — it deposits on the perimeter of 180 and ridge

111A is formed. Point 111C of ridge 111A does not become as acute as the

case of the crater mold field emission component -1. The part of the cathode

electrode 111 which entered between solid sphere 180 and a base material 10 is

set to crevice 111B. Although it is illustrated in (B) of drawing 25 so that a

clearance may exist between solid sphere 180 as the cathode electrode 111,

solid sphere 180 may touch as the cathode electrode 111. Then, the cathode

electrode 111 is dried for example, in 150-degreeC. The condition that the

process so far was completed is shown in (B) of drawing 25 .

[0164] [process-K3], next a solid sphere - solid sphere 180 is removed from on

a base material 10 by giving external force to 180. Spraying of washing and a

squeezing gas can be mentioned as the concrete removal approach. The

condition that the process so far was completed is shown in (C) of drawing 25 .

In addition, spherical removal can also more specifically remove a solid sphere

by combustion based on a spherical change of state and/or a spherical chemical

change.

[0165] The same field emission component as abbreviation [ showed / in (B) of



drawing 23 ] can be obtained by performing [process-H4] - [process-H6] of the

crater mold field emission component -1 after that [ [process-K4] ].

[0166] In addition, [process-H4] - [process-H6] in the crater mold field emission

component -1 may be performed after [process-K2] as a modification of the

manufacture approach of the crater mold field emission component -3, and,

subsequently [process-K3] may be performed.

[0167] In the manufacture approach of the [crater mold field emission

component -4] crater mold field emission component -4, the process which forms

a stripe-like cathode electrode on a base material the process which prepares

the cathode electrode with which it has the crevice which was more specifically

surrounded by the process which arranges two or more solid spheres on a base

material, two or more ridges which emit an electron, and each ridge, and

reflected a part of spherical configuration, and each ridge was formed in the

spherical perimeter on a base material — since — it changes. In addition, in case

an insulating layer is prepared in the whole surface, the insulating layer by which

opening was formed in the spherical upper part is prepared on a cathode

electrode and a base material. Spherical removal is performed after formation of

opening. In the manufacture approach of the crater mold field emission



component -4, spherical spraying performs two or more spherical arrangement

of a up to [ a base material ]. Moreover, a solid sphere has a hydrophobic

surface treatment layer. Hereafter, the manufacture approach of the crater mold

field emission component -4 is explained with reference to drawing 26 and

drawing 27 .

[0168] [process-L1] - the solid sphere of plurality [ top / base material 10 ] first —

180 is arranged. Specifically, the same process as [process-K1] in the

production process of the crater mold field emission component -3 is performed.

[0169] it surrounds after that [ [process-L2] ] to two or more ridge 111A which

emits an electron, and each ridge 1 1 1A — having — and a solid sphere — crevice

111B reflecting a part of configuration of 180 — having - each ridge 111 A — a

solid sphere — the cathode electrode 111 formed in the perimeter of 180 is

formed on a base material 10. Specifically, the same process as [process-K2] in

the production process of the crater mold field emission component -3 is

performed.

[0170] [Process-L3], next the insulating layer 12 by which opening 14A was

formed in the spherical upper part are formed on the cathode electrode 111 and

a base material 10. Specifically, a glass paste is screen-stenciled in thickness of



about 5 micrometers on the whole surface, since the front face of solid sphere

180 takes on hydrophobicity by surface treatment layer 180B - a solid sphere -

the glass paste screen-stenciled on 180 is flipped immediately — having - falling

— one's surface tension — the solid sphere of an insulating layer 12 — the part on

180 is contracted, consequently, a solid sphere — the crowning of 180 is

exposed in opening 14A, without being covered with an insulating layer 12. This

condition is shown in (A) of drawing 26 . the illustrated example the diameter

of the upper limit section of opening 14A - a solid sphere -- although it is larger

than the diameter of 180, when the boundary tension of surface treatment layer

180B is smaller than the boundary tension of a glass paste, it is in the inclination

for the diameter of opening 14A to become small. On the contrary, when the

boundary, tension of surface treatment layer 180B is more remarkable than the

boundary tension of a glass paste and large, the diameter of opening 14A tends

to become large. Then, an insulating layer 12 is dried for example, in

150-degreeC.

[0171] The gate electrode 13 which has [process-L4], next opening 14A and

opening 14B open for free passage is formed on an insulating layer 12.

Specifically, a paste is screen-stenciled in the shape of a stripe, since the front



face of solid sphere 180 takes on hydrophobicity by surface treatment layer

180B — a solid sphere — it is flipped immediately, and contracts with its surface

tension, and the paste screen-stenciled on 180 will be in the condition of having

adhered only to the front face of an insulating layer 12. At this time, the gate

electrode 13 may be formed so that it may illustrate, and it may turn a little into

opening 14A from the open end of an insulating layer 12. Then, the gate

electrode 13 is dried for example, in 150-degreeC. The condition that the

process so far was completed is shown in (B) of drawing 26 . In addition, when

the boundary tension of surface treatment layer 180B is smaller than the

boundary tension of a paste, it is in the inclination for the diameter of opening

14A to become small. On the contrary, when the boundary tension of surface

treatment layer 180B is more remarkable than the boundary tension of a paste

and large, the diameter of opening 14A tends to become large.

[0172] the solid sphere exposed to [process-L5], next the pars basilaris ossis

occipitalis of Openings 14B and 14A — 180 is removed, serving as baking with

the cathode electrode 111 and an insulating layer 12, and specifically heating in

about 530-degreeC which is a typical burning temperature of a glass paste - a

solid sphere — 180 is burned, since Openings 14A and 14B are formed in the



insulating layer 12 and the gate electrode 13 from the beginning at this time

unlike the crater mold field emission component -1, some of cathode electrodes

111, and insulating layers 12 and the gate electrodes 13 disperse — there is

nothing -- a solid sphere — 180 is removed promptly, in addition, the diameter of

the upper limit section of Openings 14A and 14B — a solid sphere - case it is

larger than the diameter of 180 - a solid sphere - even if it does not burn 180 —

for example, external force, such as washing and spraying of a squeezing gas, —

a solid sphere - it is possible to remove 180. The condition that the process so

far was completed is shown in (A) of drawing 27 .

[0173] If a part of insulating layer 12 equivalent to the side-attachment-wall side

of opening 14A is etched isotropic after that
[
[process-L6] ], the field emission

component shown in (B) of drawing 27 can be completed. Here, although the

edge of the gate electrode 13 has turned to the lower part, this is desirable when

raising the field strength in opening 14.

[0174] a part of typical [edge mold field emission component] edge mold field

emission component - a sectional view is shown in (A) of drawing 28 . This edge

mold field emission component consists of gate electrodes 13 of the shape of a

stripe formed on the insulating layer 12 formed on the cathode electrode 211 of



the shape of a stripe formed on the base material 10, and a base material 1 0 and

the cathode electrode 21 1 , and the insulating layer 12, and opening 14 is formed

in the gate electrode 13 and the insulating layer 12. Edge section 211A of the

cathode electrode 211 is exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of

opening 14. By impressing an electrical potential difference to the cathode

electrode 211 and the gate electrode 13, an electron is emitted from edge

section 21 1A of the cathode electrode 211.

[0175] In addition, as shown in (B) of drawing 28 , crevice 10A may be formed in

the base material 10 under the cathode electrode 21 1 in opening 14. Or 1st gate

electrode 13A typical again formed on the base material 10 in the sectional view

as a part was shown in (C) of drawing 28 , Layer insulation layer 12A formed on

a base material 10 and 1st gate electrode 13A, It can also constitute from

insulating-layer 12B formed in the cathode electrode 211 formed on layer

insulation layer 12A, and layer insulation layer 12A and the cathode electrode

211, and the 2nd gate electrode 13B formed on insulating-layer 12B. And

opening 14 is formed in 2nd gate electrode 13B, insulating-layer 12B, the

cathode electrode 21 1 , and layer insulation layer 12A, and edge section 21 1A of

the cathode electrode 21 1 is exposed to the side attachment wall of opening 14.



An electron is emitted from edge section 211A of the cathode electrode 211

equivalent to the electron emission section by impressing an electrical potential

difference to cathode electrode 211 list at 1st gate electrode 13A and 2nd gate

electrode 13B.

[0176] For example, the manufacture approach of the edge mold field emission

component shown in (C) of drawing 28 is hereafter explained with reference to

typical drawing 29 which is end view a part, such as a base material.

[0177] [Process-M1] First, on the base material 10 which consists of glass, the

tungsten film with a thickness of about 0.2 micrometers is formed by the

sputtering method, patterning of this tungsten film is carried out with a

photolithography technique and a dry etching technique according to the usual

procedure, and 1st gate electrode 13A is formed. Next, after forming in the

whole surface with a thickness of 0.3 micrometers which consists of Si02 layer

insulation layer 12A, the cathode electrode 211 of the shape of a stripe which

consists of a tungsten is formed on layer insulation layer 12A (refer to (A) of

drawing 29 ).

[0178] All over after that
[
[process-M2] ], with a thickness of 0.7 micrometers

which consists of Si02 insulating-layer 12B is formed, and, subsequently to an



insulating-layer 12B top, 2nd stripe-like gate electrode 13B is formed (refer to (B)

of drawing 29 ).

[0179] Based on [process-M3], next the same approach as [process-A2], 2nd

gate electrode 13B is etched in different direction for example, by the RIE

method, and opening is formed. Next, insulating-layer 12B exposed to the base

of opening is etched isotropic, and a pore is formed. Since insulating-layer 12B

is formed using Si02, wet etching using a buffer-ized fluoric acid water solution

is performed. Although the wall surface of the pore formed in insulating-layer

12B retreats rather than the opening end face of opening formed in 2nd gate

electrode 13B, the amount of retreat at this time is controllable by the merits and

demerits of etching time. Here, wet etching is performed until the lower limit of

the pore formed in insulating-layer 12B retreats rather than the opening end face

of opening formed in 2nd gate electrode 1 3B.

[0180] Next, dry etching of the cathode electrode 211 exposed to the base of a

pore is carried out according to the conditions which use ion as the main etching

kind. In the dry etching which uses ion as the main etching kind, since the ion

which is a charged particle is accelerable using impression of the bias voltage to

an etching substance, or the interaction of the plasma and a field, generally



anisotropic etching advances and the processing side of an etching substance

serves as a perpendicular wall. However, at this process, that the incidence

component which has include angles other than a perpendicular exists a little

also in the main etching kind in the plasma, and when this oblique-incidence

component arises also by dispersion in the edge of opening, the main etching

kind carries out incidence also to the field at which it is covered by opening and

ion should not arrive in the exposure of the cathode electrode 21 1 if it is original

by a certain amount of probability. At this time, an incidence probability is high

and an incidence probability is as low as the main etching kind with a large angle

of incidence as the main etching kind with a small angle of incidence over the

normal of a base material 1 0.

[0181] Therefore, although the location of the upper limit section of the pore

formed in the cathode electrode 211 is mostly equal to the lower limit section of

the pore formed in insulating-layer 12B, the location of the lower limit section of

the pore formed in the cathode electrode 211 will be in the condition of having

projected rather than the upper limit section. That is, the thickness of edge

section 21 1A of the cathode electrode 21 1 becomes thin towards the point of the

protrusion direction, and edge section 211A is radicalized. For example, good



processing of the cathode electrode 21 1 can be performed by using SF6 as

etching gas.

[0182] Next, layer insulation layer 12A exposed to the base of the pore formed in

the cathode electrode 21 1 is etched isotropic, a pore is formed in layer insulation

layer 12A, and opening 14 is completed. Here, wet etching which used the

buffer-ized fluoric acid water solution is performed. The wall surface of the pore

formed in layer insulation layer 12A retreats rather than the lower limit section of

the pore formed in the cathode electrode 21 1 . The amount of retreat at this time

is controllable by the merits and demerits of etching time. If the 1st resist layer is

removed after completion of opening 14, the configuration shown in (C) of

drawing 28 can be obtained.

[0183] Although the modification of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold

field emission component explained with [the deformation -1 of the manufacture

approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] and the [Spindt mold

field emission component] is hereafter explained with reference to typical

drawing 30 which is end view a part, such as a base material, - drawing 33 ,

fundamentally, this Spindt mold field emission component is produced based on

the following processes, that is (a) On a base material 10, the stripe-like cathode



electrode 11 The opening 14 which the cathode electrode 11 exposed to the

process (d) pars basilaris ossis occipitalis which forms the stripe-like gate

electrode 13 on the process (c) insulating layer 12 which forms an insulating

layer 12 on the base material 10 including (Process b) cathode electrode 11 top

to form So that the field of the electrical conducting material layer 91 located in

the center section of the process (f) opening 14 which forms the electrical

conducting material layer 91 for electron emission section formation in the whole

surface including the inside of the process (e) opening 14 formed in the gate

electrode 13 and an insulating layer 12 may be covered As opposed to the base

material 10 of (Process g) electrical conducting material layer 91 which forms the

mask ingredient layer 92 on the electrical conducting material layer 91 By

etching the electrical conducting material layer 91 and the mask ingredient layer

92 under the anisotropic etching conditions to which the etch rate in a

perpendicular direction becomes quicker than the etch rate in a perpendicular

direction to the base material of the mask ingredient layer 92 The process at

which it consists of the electrical conducting material layer 91, and a point forms

electron emission section 15E which has a drill-like configuration on the cathode

electrode 11 exposed in opening 14 [0184] [Process-N1] The cathode electrode



1 1 which consists of chromium (Cr) is first formed on the base material 10 which

forms SiO two-layer with a thickness of about 0.6 micrometers, and changes on

a glass substrate. Two or more cathode electrodes 1 1 can be formed by making

the electrical conducting material layer for cathode electrodes which consists of

chromium with for example, the sputtering method or a CVD method specifically

deposit on a base material 10, and carrying out patterning of this electrical

conducting material layer for cathode electrodes. 50 micrometers and a cathode

inter-electrode tooth space are set to 30 micrometers for the width of face of the

cathode electrode 11. Then, the insulating layer 12 which consists of Si02 by

the plasma-CVD method which uses TEOS (tetra-ethoxy silane) as material gas

is formed on the base material 10 including the cathode electrode 11 top.

Thickness of an insulating layer 12 is set to about 1 micrometer. Next, the gate

electrode 13 of the shape of a stripe prolonged the whole surface on an

insulating layer 12 in parallel with the direction which intersects perpendicularly

with the cathode electrode 1 1 is formed.

[0185] Next, in the electron emission field which is a duplication field of the

cathode electrode 11 and the gate electrode 13, i.e., a 1-pixel field, the opening

14 which penetrated the gate electrode 13 and the insulating layer 12 is formed



based on the same approach as [process-A2] (refer to (A) of drawing 30 ). The

flat-surface configuration of opening 14 is a round shape with a diameter of 0.3

micrometers, opening 14 - usually - a 1 -pixel field — hundreds - or about 1000

pieces are formed.

[0186] The adhesion layer 90 is formed by the sputtering method all over

[process-N2] next (refer to (B) of drawing 30 ). This adhesion layer 90 is a layer

prepared in order to raise the adhesion between the insulating layer 12 exposed

to the exposure of an insulating layer 12 and the side-attachment-wall side of

opening 14 in which the gate electrode 13 is not formed, and the electrical

conducting material layer 91 extensively formed at the following process. The

adhesion layer 90 which consists of a tungsten on the assumption that the

electrical conducting material layer 91 is formed with a tungsten is formed in the

thickness of 0.07 micrometers by the DC sputtering method.

[0187] The electrical conducting material layer 91 for electron emission section

formation which consists of a tungsten with a thickness of about 0.6 micrometers

is formed with a hydrogen reduction reduced pressure CVD method all over

including the inside of [process-N3], next opening 14 (refer to (A) of drawing 31 ).

Crevice 91A reflecting the level difference between the upper limit side of



opening 14 and a base is formed in the front face of the formed electrical

conducting material layer 91

.

[0188] The mask ingredient layer 92 is formed so that the field (specifically

crevice 91A) of [process-N4], next the electrical conducting material layer 91

located in the center section of opening 14 may be covered. Specifically, it forms

on the electrical conducting material layer 91 with a spin coat method first by

using a resist ingredient with a thickness of 0.35 micrometers as the mask

ingredient layer 92 (refer to (B) of drawing 31 ). The mask ingredient layer 92

absorbs crevice 91A of the electrical conducting material layer 91, and serves as

an almost flat front face. Next, the mask ingredient layer 92 is etched by the RIE

method using oxygen system gas. This etching is ended when the flat side of the

electrical conducting material layer 91 is exposed. Thereby, the mask ingredient

layer 92 remains so that crevice 91A of the electrical conducting material layer

91 may be embedded evenly (refer to (A) of drawing 32 ).

[0189] [Process-N5] next the electrical conducting material layer 91 and the

mask ingredient layer 92, and the adhesion layer 90 are etched, and electron

emission section 15E of a cone configuration is formed (refer to (B) of drawing

32 ). Etching of these layers is performed under the anisotropic etching



conditions to which the etch rate of the electrical conducting material layer 91

becomes quicker than the etch rate of the mask ingredient layer 92. Etching

conditions are illustrated to the following table 2.

[0190] [Table 2]

[The etching conditions of electrical conducting material layer 91 grade]

SF6 flow rate : 150SCCMO2 flow rate : 30SCCMAr flow rate : 90SCCM

pressure : 35PaRF power: 0.7kW (13.56MHz)

[0191] [Process-N6] If the side-attachment-wall side of opening 14 established in

the insulating layer 12 in the interior of opening 14 after that on isotropic etching

conditions is retreated, the field emission component shown in drawing 33 will be

completed. Isotropic etching is good similarly [ explained / [process-A5] ] then.

[0192] Here, in [process-N5], the device in which electron emission section 15E

is formed is explained with reference to drawing 34 . (A) of drawing 34 is the

mimetic diagram showing how the surface profile of an etching substance

changes for every fixed time amount with advance of etching, and (B) of drawing

34 is a graph which shows the relation between etching time and the thickness

of the etching substance in the core of opening 14. The height of electron

emission section 15E [ in / for the thickness of the mask ingredient layer in the



core of opening 14 / the core of hp and opening 14 ] is set to he.

[0193] Naturally the etch rate of the electrical conducting material layer 91 is

quicker than the etch rate of the mask ingredient layer 92 which consists of a

resist ingredient on the etching conditions shown in Table 2. In the field in which

the mask ingredient layer 92 does not exist, the electrical conducting material

layer 91 begins to be etched immediately, and the front face of an etching

substance descends promptly, on the other hand, in the field in which the mask

ingredient layer 92 exists Since etching of the electrical conducting material

layer 91 under it does not start unless the mask ingredient layer 92 is removed

first While the mask ingredient layer 92 is etched, when the mask ingredient

layer 92 disappears, as for the reduction rate of the thickness of an etching

substance, the reduction rate of the thickness of an etching substance becomes

quick for the first time late (hp reduction section) like the field where the mask

ingredient layer 92 does not exist (he reduction section). The mask ingredient

layer 92 of thickness is the latest at the core of the opening 14 used as max, and

the initiation stage of he reduction section becomes early toward the

circumference of the thin opening 14 of the mask ingredient layer 92. Thus,

electron emission section 15E of a cone configuration is formed.



[0194] The ratio of the etch rate of the electrical conducting material layer 91 to

the etch rate of the mask ingredient layer 92 which consists of a resist ingredient

is made to call a "pair resist selection ratio." This selection ratio for a resist

explains that it is the important factor which determines a configuration as the

height of electron emission section 15E with reference to drawing 35 . (C) of

drawing 35 shows the configuration of electron emission section 15E in case (B

of (A) of drawing 35 ) of drawing 35 is these middle when the selection ratio for a

resist is relatively small, and the selection ratio for a resist is relatively large.

Since film decrease of the electrical conducting material layer 91 becomes

intense compared with film decrease of the mask ingredient layer 92 so that the

selection ratio for a resist is large, it turns out that electron emission section 15E

becomes more highly and sharp. The selection ratio for a resist will fall, if the rate

of 02 flow rate to SF6 flow rate is raised. Moreover, when using the etching

system which substrate bias is used together and can change the incidence

energy of ion, RF bias power can be raised or the selection ratio for a resist can

be lowered by lowering the frequency of the AC power supply for bias

impression. The value of the selection ratio for a resist is more preferably chosen

or more as three two or more 1 .5 or more.



[0195] In addition, although it is naturally necessary to secure a high selection

ratio to the gate electrode 13 or the cathode electrode 11 in the

above-mentioned etching, it is completely satisfactory on the conditions shown

in Table 2. The ingredient which constitutes the gate electrode 13 and the

cathode electrode 1 1 is because it is hardly etched, but ten or more etch

selectivity will be obtained in general by the etching species of a fluorine system

if it is the above-mentioned conditions.

[0196] The manufacture approach of [the deformation -2 of the manufacture

approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] and the [deformation -2

of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] is

deformation of the manufacture approach of [the deformation -1 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component]. In this

manufacture approach, narrowing is more possible rather than it can set the field

of the electrical conducting material layer covered by the mask ingredient layer

to the manufacture approach in [the deformation -1 of the manufacture approach

of the Spindt mold field emission component]. Namely, it sets to the manufacture

approach of the Spindt mold field emission component in [the deformation -2 of

the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component]. Make



the front face of an electrical conducting material layer generate the crevice of

the shape of an abbreviation funnel which consists of the pillar-shaped section

and the limb which is open for free passage to the upper limit of this

pillar-shaped section reflecting the level difference between the upper limit side

of opening, and a base, and it sets at a process (f). After forming a mask

ingredient layer all over an electrical conducting material layer, it leaves a mask

ingredient layer to the pillar-shaped section by removing a mask ingredient layer

and an electrical conducting material layer in an parallel field to the front face of

a base material.

[0197] Hereafter, the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission

component in [the deformation -2 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt

mold field emission component] is explained with reference to typical drawing 36

which is end view a part, such as a base material, - drawing 38 .

[0198] [Process-P1] The cathode electrode 11 is first formed on a base material

10. For example, by the DC sputtering method, the cathode electrode 11 carries

out the laminating of a TiN layer (0.1 micrometers in thickness), Ti layer (5nm in

thickness), an aluminum-Cu layer (0.4 micrometers in thickness), Ti layer (5nm

in thickness), a TiN layer (0.02 micrometers in thickness), and the Ti layer (0.02



micrometers) to this order, forms a cascade screen, continuously, can carry out

patterning of this cascade screen, and can form it. In addition, the cathode

electrode 11 was expressed with the monolayer by a diagram. Next, the

insulating layer 12 with a thickness of 0.7 micrometers is formed on a base

material 10 and the cathode electrode 11 based on the plasma-CVD method

which makes TEOS (tetra-ethoxy silane) material gas. Subsequently, the gate

electrode 13 is formed on an insulating layer 12.

[0199] furthermore, the whole surface - for example, — The etching halt layer 93

with a thickness of 0.2 micrometers which consists of Si02 is formed. The

etching halt layer 93 plays the role from which the gate electrode 13 is protected

at the time of etching of the electrical conducting material layer 91 instead of a

member with the indispensable function top of a field emission component

performed at a back process. In addition, when the gate electrode 13 can have

etching resistance high enough to the etching conditions of the electrical

conducting material layer 91, the etching halt layer 93 may be omitted. Then, by

the RIE method, the etching halt layer 93, the gate electrode 13, and an

insulating layer 12 are penetrated, and the opening 14 which the cathode

electrode 1 1 exposed to the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis is formed based on



the same approach as [process-A2]. Thus, the condition which shows in (A) of

drawing 36 is acquired.

[0200] The adhesion layer 90 which consists of a tungsten with a thickness of

0.03 micrometers is formed all over including the inside of [process-P2], next

opening 14. Subsequently, the electrical conducting material layer 91 for

electron emission section formation is formed in the whole surface including the

inside of opening 14 (refer to (B) of drawing 36 ). However, the electrical

conducting material layer 91 in [the deformation -2 of the manufacture approach

of the Spindt mold field emission component] chooses the thickness of the

electrical conducting material layer 91 so that crevice 91A deeper than crevice

91A stated by the manufacture approach of [the deformation -1 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] may be

generated by the front face. That is, the front face of the electrical conducting

material layer 91 can be made to generate crevice 91A of the shape of an

abbreviation funnel which consists of limb 91 C which is open for free passage to

the upper limit of pillar-shaped section 91 B and this pillar-shaped section 91 B by

setting up the thickness of the electrical conducting material layer 91

appropriately reflecting the level difference between the upper limit side of



opening 14, and a base.

[0201] The mask ingredient layer 92 which consists of copper (Cu) with a

thickness of about 0.5 micrometers is formed by the electroless deposition

method all over [process-P3], next the electrical conducting material layer 91

(refer to (A) of drawing 37 ). Electroless deposition conditions are illustrated to

the following table 3.

[0202]

[Table 3]

Plating liquid : Copper sulfate (CuS04and5H20) 7g/l. Formalin (37%HCHO)

20ml/l. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 10g/l. Potassium sodium tartrate Whenever

[ 20g III I plating bath temperature ]: 50-degreeC [0203] It leaves the mask

ingredient layer 92 to pillar-shaped section 91 B by removing the mask ingredient

layer 92 and the electrical conducting material layer 91 in an parallel field to the

front face of a base material 1 0 after that [ [process-P4] ] (refer to (B) of drawing

37 ). This removal can be performed for example, by the chemical mechanical

grinding method (the CMP method).

[0204] The electrical conducting material layer 91, the mask ingredient layer 92,

and the adhesion layer 90 are etched under the anisotropic etching conditions to



which the etch rate of [process-P5], next the electrical conducting material layer

91 and the adhesion layer 90 becomes quicker than the etch rate of the mask

ingredient layer 92. Consequently, electron emission section 15E which has a

drill-like configuration is formed in opening 14 (refer to (A) of drawing 38 ). In

addition, when the mask ingredient layer 92 remains in the point of electron

emission section 15E, the wet etching which used the rare fluoric acid water

solution can remove the mask ingredient layer 92.

[0205] If [process-P6], next the side-attachment-wall side of opening 14

established in the insulating layer 12 in the interior of opening 14 on isotropic

etching conditions are retreated, the field emission component shown in (B) of

drawing 38 will be completed. About isotropic etching, it is good similarly

[
explained / by the manufacture approach of [the deformation -1 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] ] then.

[0206] By the way, in electron emission section 15E formed by the manufacture

approach of [the deformation -2 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold

field emission component], the sharper drill-like configuration is attained

compared with electron emission section 15E formed by the manufacture

approach of [the deformation -1 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold



field emission component]. This originates in the difference in the ratio of the

etch rate of the electrical conducting material layer 91 to the configuration of the

mask ingredient layer 92, and the etch rate of the mask ingredient layer 92. This

difference is explained referring to drawing 39 . Drawing 39 is drawing showing

how the surface profile of an etching substance changes for every fixed time

amount, and (A) of drawing 39 shows the case where (B) of drawing 39 uses the

mask ingredient layer 92 which consists of a resist ingredient, respectively, when

the mask ingredient layer 92 which consists of copper is used. In addition, the

etch rate of the electrical conducting material layer 91 and the etch rate of the

adhesion layer 90 are assumed to be equals, respectively for simplification, and

illustration of the adhesion layer 90 is omitted in drawing 39 .

[0207] When the mask ingredient layer 92 which consists of copper is used

(refer to (A) of drawing 39 ), since it is late enough compared with the etch rate

of the electrical conducting material layer 91, the mask ingredient layer 92

cannot disappear during etching, therefore the etch rate of the mask ingredient

layer 92 can form electron emission section 15E with a sharp point. On the other

hand, when the mask ingredient layer 92 which consists of a resist ingredient is

used (refer to (B) of drawing 39 ), there is an inclination for the mask ingredient



layer 92 to tend to disappear [ the etch rate of the mask ingredient layer 92 ]

during etching since it is not so late compared with the etch rate of the electrical

conducting material layer 91, therefore for the drill-like configuration of electron

emission section 15E after mask ingredient layer disappearance to become slow.

[0208] Moreover, even if the depth of pillar-shaped section 91 B changes

somewhat, the configuration of electron emission section 15E also has the merit

of being hard to change in the mask ingredient layer 92 which remains in

pillar-shaped section 91 B. namely, by not basing the width of face of

pillar-shaped section 91 B on the depth, although the depth of pillar-shaped

section 91 B may change with the thickness of the electrical conducting material

layer 91 , or dispersion of step coverage, since it is about 1 law, the width of face

of the mask ingredient layer 92 also serves as about 1 law, and great difference

does not arise in the configuration of electron emission section 15E finally

formed. On the other hand, in the mask ingredient layer 92 which remains in

crevice 91 A, since the width of face of a mask ingredient layer also changes

[ crevice 91A ] by the case of being shallow, and the case of being deep,

slowdown of the drill-like configuration of electron emission section 15E starts

[ crevice 91A ] at an early stage more [ case / shallow / where the thickness of



the mask ingredient layer 92 is thinner ]. The electron emission effectiveness of

a field emission component changes also with the configurations of the point of

the electron emission section besides the work function of the potential

difference between a gate electrode and a cathode electrode, the distance

between a gate electrode and a cathode electrode, and the component of the

electron emission section. For this reason, it is desirable to choose the

configuration and etch rate of a mask ingredient layer as mentioned above if

needed.

[0209] The manufacture approach of [the deformation -3 of the manufacture

approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] and the [deformation -3

of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] is

deformation of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission

component [the deformation -2 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold

field emission component]. In the manufacture approach of [the deformation -3

of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] Make

the front face of an electrical conducting material layer generate the crevice of

the shape of an abbreviation funnel which consists of the pillar-shaped section

and the limb which is open for free passage to the upper limit of this



pillar-shaped section in a process (e) reflecting the level difference between the

upper limit side of opening, and a base, and it sets at a process (f). After forming

a mask ingredient layer all over an electrical conducting material layer, it leaves

a mask ingredient layer to the pillar-shaped section by removing the mask

ingredient layer of expansion circles an electrical conducting material layer top.

Hereafter, the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission

component in [the deformation -3 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt

mold field emission component] is explained with reference to typical drawing 40

and typical drawing 41 which are end view a part, such as a base material.

[0210] [Process-Q1] After performing first even formation of the mask ingredient

layer 92 shown in (A) of drawing 37 like [process-P1] - [process-P3] of the

manufacture approach of [the deformation -2 of the manufacture approach of the

Spindt mold field emission component], By removing only the mask ingredient

layer 92 the electrical conducting material layer 91 top and in limb 91 C, it leaves

the mask ingredient layer 92 to pillar-shaped section 91 B (refer to (A) of drawing

40 ). Only the mask ingredient layer 92 which consists of copper can be removed

alternatively, without removing the electrical conducting material layer 91 which

consists of a tungsten by performing wet etching which used at this time, for



example, a rare fluoric acid water solution. Although it depends on etching time

for the height of the mask ingredient layer 92 which remains in pillar-shaped

section 91 B, this etching time does not require such strictness, as long as the

part of the mask ingredient layer 92 embedded at limb 91 C is fully removed. It is

because the argument on the height of the mask ingredient layer 92 is

substantially [ as the argument on the depth of pillar-shaped section 91

B

mentioned above while referring to (A) of drawing 39 ] the same and the height

of the mask ingredient layer 92 does not have big effect on the configuration of

electron emission section 15E finally formed.

[0211] Etching of [process-Q2] next the electrical conducting material layer 91

and the mask ingredient layer 92, and the adhesion layer 90 is performed like

the manufacture approach of [the deformation -2 of the manufacture approach of

the Spindt mold field emission component], and electron emission section 15E

as shown in (B) of drawing 40 is formed. Although this electron emission section

15E was not cared about, of course even if the whole had the drill-like

configuration, as shown in (A) of drawing 38 , it showed the modification in which

only a point has a drill-like configuration to (B) of drawing. 40 . Although this

configuration has the low height of the mask ingredient layer 92 embedded at



pillar-shaped section 91 B, or it may be generated when the etch rate of the mask

ingredient layer 92 is comparatively quick, it is convenient to the function as

electron emission section 15E in any way.

[0212] [Process-Q3] If the side-attachment-wall side of opening 14 established in

the insulating layer 12 in the interior of opening 14 after that on isotropic etching

conditions is retreated, the field emission component shown in drawing 41 will be

completed. About isotropic etching, it is good similarly [ explained / by the

production approach of [the deformation -1 of the manufacture approach of the

Spindt mold field emission component] ] then.

[0213] The manufacture approach of [the deformation -4 of the manufacture

approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] and the [deformation -4

of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] is

deformation of the manufacture approach of [the deformation -1 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component], a part of

typical [deformation -4 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field

emission component] - end view is shown in drawing 42 . The point that [the

deformation -4 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission

component] differs from [the deformation -1 of the manufacture approach of the



Spindt mold field emission component] has the electron emission section in the

point which consists of a base 94 and electron emission section 15E of the

shape of a drill by which the laminating was carried out on the base 94. Here, it

consists of different electrical conducting materials from a base 94 and electron

emission section 15E. A base 94 is a member for adjusting the distance between

electron emission section 15E and the open end of the gate electrode 13, and

has a function as a resistor layer, and, specifically, consists of polish recon

layers containing an impurity. Electron emission section 15E consists of

tungstens, and has a cone configuration on a drill-like configuration and a twist

concrete target. In addition, between a base 94 and electron emission section

15E, the adhesion layer 90 which consists of TiN is formed. In addition, the

adhesion layer 90 is formed not by the component with the indispensable

function top of the electron emission section but by the reasons of manufacture.

Opening 14 is formed by an insulating layer 12 being missing from the upper

limit section of a base 94, and scooping it out of directly under [ of the gate

electrode 13 ].

[0214] Hereafter, the manufacture approach of [the deformation -4 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] is



explained with reference to typical drawing 43 which is end view a part, such as

a base material, - drawing 45 .

[0215] [Process-R1] Even formation of opening 14 is first performed like

[process-N1] of the manufacture approach of [the deformation -1 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component]. Then,

electrical conducting material layer 94Afor base formation is formed in the whole

surface including the inside of opening 14. Electrical conducting material layer

94A functions also as a resistor layer, consists of polish recon layers, and can be

formed by the plasma-CVD method. Subsequently, the flattening layer 95 which

consists of a resist ingredient with a spin coat method is formed in the whole

surface so that a front face may serve as abbreviation flatness (refer to drawing

43 (A)). Next, both the etch rates of the flattening layer 95 and electrical

conducting material layer 94A etch both layers on the becoming conditions

which spread abbreviation etc., and embed the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of

opening 14 in the base 94 where a top face is flat (refer to (B) of drawing 43 ).

Etching can be performed by the RIE method using the etching gas containing

chlorine-based gas and oxygen system gas. Since it is etching once it carries out

flattening of the front face of electrical conducting material layer 94A in the



flattening layer 95, the top face of a base 94 becomes flat.

[0216] The adhesion layer 90 is formed all over [process-R2], next the remainder

of opening 14 being included, the electrical conducting material layer 91 for

electron emission section formation is further formed on the whole surface

containing the remainder of opening 14, and the remainder of opening 14 is

embedded in the electrical conducting material layer 91 (refer to (A) of drawing

44 ). The adhesion layer 90 is a TiN layer with a thickness of 0.07 micrometers

formed by the sputtering method, and the electrical conducting material layer 91

is a tungsten layer with a thickness of 0.6 micrometers formed by the reduced

pressure CVD method. Crevice 91A is formed in the front face of the electrical

conducting material layer 91 reflecting the level difference between the upper

limit side of opening 14, and a base.

[0217] All over [process-R3], next the electrical conducting material layer 91 , the

mask ingredient layer 92 which consists of a resist ingredient with a spin coat

method is formed so that a front face may serve as abbreviation flatness (refer to

(B) of drawing 44 ). The mask ingredient layer 92 absorbs crevice 91A of the

front face of the electrical conducting material layer 91, and serves as a flat front

face. Next, the mask ingredient layer 92 is etched by the RIE method using



oxygen system gas (refer to (A) of drawing 45 ). This etching is ended when the

flat side of the electrical conducting material layer 91 is exposed. Thereby, the

mask ingredient layer 92 is evenly left behind to crevice 91A of the electrical

conducting material layer 91, and the mask ingredient layer 92 is formed so that

the field of the electrical conducting material layer 91 located in the center

section of opening 14 may be covered.

[0218] It is made to be the same as that of [process-N5] of [process-R4], next the

manufacture approach of [the deformation -1 of the manufacture approach of the

Spindt mold field emission component]. If both the electrical conducting material

layer 91, the mask ingredient layer 92, and the adhesion layer 90 are etched,

electron emission section 15E which has a cone configuration according to the

magnitude of the selection ratio for a resist based on the above-mentioned

device, and the adhesion layer 90 will be formed, and the electron emission

section will be completed (refer to (B) of drawing 45 ). Then, if the

side-attachment-wall side of opening 14 established in the insulating layer 12 in

the interior of opening 14 is retreated, the field emission component shown in

drawing 42 can be obtained.

[0219] The manufacture approach of [the deformation -5 of the manufacture



approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] and the [deformation -5

of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] is

deformation of the manufacture approach of [the deformation -2 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component], a part of

typical [deformation -5 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field

emission component] — end view is shown in (B) of drawing 47 . The point that

[the deformation -5 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field

emission component] differs from [the deformation -2 of the manufacture

approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] has the electron

emission section in the point which consists of a base 94 and electron emission

section 15E of the shape of a drill by which the laminating was carried out on the

base 94 like [the deformation -4 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold

field emission component]. Here, it consists of different electrical conducting

materials from a base 94 and electron emission section 15E. A base 94 is a

member for adjusting the distance between electron emission section 15E and

the open end of the gate electrode 13, and has a function as a resistor layer, and,

specifically, consists of polish recon layers containing an impurity. Electron

emission section 15E consists of tungstens, and has a cone configuration on a



drill-like configuration and a twist concrete target. In addition, between a base 94

and electron emission section 15E, the adhesion layer 90 which consists of TiN

is formed. In addition, the adhesion layer 90 is formed not by the component with

the indispensable function top of the electron emission section but by the

reasons of manufacture. Opening 14 is formed by an insulating layer 12 being

missing from the upper limit section of a base 94, and scooping it out of directly

under [ of the gate electrode 13 ].

[0220] Hereafter, the manufacture approach of [the deformation -5 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] is

explained with reference to typical drawing 46 and typical drawing 47 which are

end view a part, such as a base material.

[0221] [Process-S1] Even formation of opening 14 is first performed like

[process-N1] of the manufacture approach of [the deformation -1 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component]. Next, the

base 94 which embeds the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 can be

formed by forming the electrical conducting material layer for base formation in

the whole surface including the inside of opening 14, and etching an electrical

conducting material layer. In addition, the front face may become depressed



although the base 94 illustrated has the front face by which flattening was

carried out. In addition, the base 94 which has the front face by which flattening

was carried out can be formed according to the same process as [process-R1] of

the manufacture approach of [the deformation -4 of the manufacture approach of

the Spindt mold field emission component]. Furthermore, sequential formation of

the adhesion layer 90 and the electrical conducting material layer 91 for electron

emission section formation is carried out all over the remainder of opening 14

being included. At this time, the thickness of the electrical conducting material

layer 91 is chosen so that crevice 91A of the shape of an abbreviation funnel

which consists of limb 91 C which is open for free passage to the upper limit of

pillar-shaped section 91 B reflecting the level difference between the upper limit

side of the remainder of opening 14 and a base and this pillar-shaped section

91 B may be generated by the front face of the electrical conducting material

layer 91. Next, the mask ingredient layer 92 is formed on the electrical

conducting material layer 91. This mask ingredient layer 92 is formed using

copper. (A) of drawing 46 shows the condition that the process so far was

completed.

[0222] It leaves the mask ingredient layer 92 to pillar-shaped section 91 B by



removing [process-S2], next the mask ingredient layer 92 and the electrical

conducting material layer 91 in an parallel field to the front face of a base

material 10 (refer to (B) of drawing 46 ). This removal can be performed by the

chemical mechanical grinding method (the CMP method) like [process-P4].

[0223] Etching of [process-S3] next the electrical conducting material layer 91

and the mask ingredient layer 92, and the adhesion layer 90 forms electron

emission section 15E which has a cone configuration according to the

magnitude of the selection ratio for a resist based on the above-mentioned

device. Etching of these layers can be performed like [process-P5] of the

manufacture approach of [the deformation -2 of the manufacture approach of the

Spindt mold field emission component]. The electron emission section is formed

of the adhesion layer 90 which remains between electron emission section 15E,

a base 94, and electron emission section 15E and a base 94. Although the

electron emission section was not cared about, of course even if the whole had

the drill-like configuration, it showed the condition of having remained so that a

part of base 94 might embed the pars basilaris ossis occipitalis of opening 14 at

(A) of drawing 47 . Although this configuration has the low height of the mask

ingredient layer 92 embedded at pillar-shaped section 91 B, or it may be



generated when the etch rate of the mask ingredient layer 92 is comparatively

quick, it is convenient to the function as the electron emission section in any way.

[0224] [Process-S4] If the side-attachment-wall side of an insulating layer 12 is

retreated in the interior of opening 14 after that on isotropic etching conditions,

the field emission component shown in (B) of drawing 47 will be completed.

Isotropic etching conditions are good similarly [ explained / by the manufacture

approach of [the deformation -1 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold

field emission component] ] then.

[0225] The manufacture approach of [the deformation -6 of the manufacture

approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] and the [deformation -6

of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component] is

deformation of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission

component [the deformation -3 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold

field emission component]. The point that deformation-6] of the manufacture

approach of [Spindt mold field emission component differs from deformation-3]

of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component has

the electron emission section in the point which consists of a base 94 and

electron emission section 15E of the shape of a drill by which the laminating was



carried out on the base 94 like [the deformation -4 of the manufacture approach

of the Spindt mold field emission component]. Hereafter, the manufacture

approach of the [deformation -6 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold

field emission component] which is the Spindt mold field emission component is

explained with reference to typical drawing 48 which is end view a part, such as

a base material.

[0226] Even formation of the [process-T1] mask ingredient layer 92 is performed

like [process-S1] of the manufacture approach of [the deformation -5 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component]. Then, it

leaves the mask ingredient layer 92 to pillar-shaped section 91 B by removing

only the mask ingredient layer 92 the electrical conducting material layer 91 top

and in limb 91C (refer to drawing 48 ). For example, wet etching using a rare

fluoric acid water solution is performed, and only the mask ingredient layer 92

which consists of copper can be removed alternatively, without removing the

electrical conducting material layer 91 which consists of a tungsten. All

processes, such as etching of the next electrical conducting material layer 91

and the mask ingredient layer 92 and isotropic etching of an insulating layer 12,

can be performed like the manufacture approach of [the deformation -5 of the



manufacture approach of the Spindt mold field emission component].

[0227] As mentioned above, although this invention was explained based on the

gestalt of operation, this invention is not limited to these. The details of the

structure of the panel for a display explained with the gestalt of implementation

of invention and the details of the structure of the display which applied this

panel for a display are instantiation, and modification, selection, and combination

are possible for them suitably. Moreover, modification, selection, and

combination are possible suitably also about the component and the formation

approach which were used for the panel for a display.

[0228] Furthermore, the various ingredients used in manufacture of the field

emission component which constitutes an electron emission object are also

instantiation, and can be changed suitably. In a field emission component,

although the one electron emission section explained the gestalt corresponding

to one opening chiefly, if it depends on the structure of a field emission

component, it can also consider as the gestalt to which two or more electron

emission sections corresponded to one opening, or the gestalt corresponding to

two or more openings in the one electron emission section.

[0229] It can also consider as the structure which forms a convergence electrode



above a gate electrode. A convergence electrode is an electrode for completing

the orbit of the emission electron which is emitted from opening and faces to an

anode electrode, with enabling improvement in brightness, and prevention of the

color muddiness between contiguity pixels, and is order whose potential

difference between an anode electrode and a cathode electrode is several

kilovolts here, and when the distance between a cathode panel and an anode

panel assumes the so-called high-voltage type of comparatively long flat-surface

mold display, it is an especially effective member. A relative negative electrical

potential difference is impressed to a convergence electrode from a

convergence power source. A convergence electrode can also do a funneling

effect common to two or more field emission components by necessarily not

being prepared for every field emission component, for example, making it

extend along the predetermined array direction of a field emission component.

[0230] In a display, when joining a back panel (cathode panel CP) and the panel

for a display (anode panel AP) in the periphery section, you may carry out by

using together the frame and glue line which may perform junction using a glue

line or consist of insulating rigidity ingredients, such as glass and ceramics.

When using a frame and a glue line together, compared with the case where



only a glue line is used, it is possible by choosing the height of a frame suitably

to set up the opposite distance between the cathode panel CP and the anode

panel AP for a long time. In addition, as a component of a glue line, although frit

glass is common, the melting point may use the so-called 120-400-degree

low-melt point point metallic material it is [ metallic material ] about C. As this

low-melt point point metallic material, low-melting-alloys;Sn80Ag20 (the melting

point C of 220-370 degrees) of an Indium: Melting point (C) ln[ of 157 degrees ];

indium-golden system, (Tin Sn) system elevated-temperature solder, such as

Sn95Cu5 (the melting point C of 227-370 degrees) ;P b97.5Ag2.5 (the melting

point C of 304 degrees), (Zinc Zn) system elevated-temperature

solder;Sn5Pb(s)95 (the melting point C of 300-314 degrees), such as lead (Pb)

system elevated-temperature solder;Zn95aluminum5 (the melting point C of 380

degrees), such as Pb94.5Ag5.5 (the melting point C of 304-365 degrees), and

Pb97.5Ag1.5Sn1.0 (the melting point C of 309 degrees), Tin-lead system

standard solder, such as Sn2Pb98 (the melting point C of 316-322 degrees);

wax material (all the above subscripts express atomic %), such as Au88Ga12

(the melting point C of 381 degrees), can be illustrated.

[0231] In a display, when joining three persons of a frame to the cathode panel



CP and the anode panel AP, three persons may be joined to coincidence, or

either and the frame of the cathode panel CP or the anode panel AP may be

joined in the 1st step, and another side and the frame of the cathode panel CP or

the anode panel AP may be joined in the 2nd step. If 3 person coincidence

junction and junction in the 2nd step are performed in a high vacuum ambient

atmosphere, the space surrounded by the cathode panel CP, the anode panel

AP, the frame, and the glue line will serve as a vacuum at junction and

coincidence. Or the space surrounded by the cathode panel CP, the anode

panel AP, the frame, and the glue line can be exhausted after three persons 1

junction termination, and it can also consider as a vacuum. When exhausting

after junction, the pressures of the ambient atmosphere at the time of junction

may be any of ordinary pressure/reduced pressure, and the gas which

constitutes an ambient atmosphere may be inert gas containing the gas (for

example, Ar gas) belonging to nitrogen gas or periodic table 0 group, even if it is

atmospheric air.

[0232] When exhausting after junction, exhaust air can be performed through

chip tubing beforehand connected to the cathode panel CP and/or the anode

panel AP. Chip tubing is typically constituted using a glass tube, and after using



frit glass or an above-mentioned low-melt point point metallic material, being

joined and space's reaching a predetermined degree of vacuum, it has been

confined in the perimeter of a through tube established in the invalid field of the

cathode panel CP and/or the anode panel AP by thermal melting arrival. In

addition, if the temperature is made to lower before performing the stop end

once it heats the whole display, since residual gas can be made to be able to

emit to space and exhaust air can remove this residual gas out of space, it is

suitable.

[0233] In a display, it can also only consider as the structure which prepared the

electron emission section on the cathode electrode depending on the

configuration of a field emission component, without preparing an insulating

layer and a gate electrode (for example, when it constitutes the electron

emission section from a carbon thin film). In such structure, it is a 1 -pixel (1

subpixel) unit, and the electrical potential difference impressed to a cathode

electrode is controlled. The flat-surface configuration of a cathode electrode is

made into an abbreviation rectangle, and each cathode electrode is connected

to a cathode electrode drive circuit through the switching element which consists

of wiring and a transistor. If the electrical potential difference more than



threshold voltage is impressed to each cathode electrode, based on the electric

field formed with an anode electrode, based on the quantum tunnel effect, an

electron will be emitted from the electron emission section, and it will be drawn

by this electron to an anode electrode, and will collide with a unit fluorescent

substance layer. Brightness is controlled by the electrical potential difference

impressed to a cathode electrode.

[0234] It can also consider as the configuration across which the metallic foil was

laid [ firmly ] so that a gate electrode may be constituted from a metallic foil of the

shape of band-like [ in which opening was formed ], or a sheet, a gate electrode

supporter may be formed on a base material and the top face of the gate

electrode supporter which requires a metallic foil may be touched, and so that

opening may be located above the electron emission section, in addition, one

opening of two or more openings formed in the metallic foil in this case which the

one electron emission section may be formed caudad and formed in the metallic

foil — the one electron emission section may be formed caudad.

[0235] A gate electrode can be constituted from a sheet-like electrical

conducting material of one sheet, and it can also consider as the configuration

which controls the electrical potential difference impressed to a cathode



electrode per 1 pixel (1 subpixel). In this case, what is necessary is to make the

flat-surface configuration of a cathode electrode into an abbreviation rectangle,

and just to connect each cathode electrode to a cathode electrode drive circuit

through the switching element which consists of wiring and a transistor. Or a

cathode electrode can be constituted from a sheet-like electrical conducting

material of one sheet, and it can also consider as the configuration which

controls the electrical potential difference impressed to a gate electrode per 1

pixel (1 subpixel) again. In this case, what is necessary is to make the

flat-surface configuration of a gate electrode into an abbreviation rectangle, and

just to connect each gate electrode to a gate electrode drive circuit through the

switching element which consists of wiring and a transistor.

[0236] The component called the surface conduction mold electron emission

component other than each above-mentioned form as a field emission

component is also known, and it can apply to the display of this invention. In a

surface conduction mold electron emission component, on the substrate which

consists, for example of glass, tin oxide (Sn02), Gold (Au), indium oxide (In

203)/tin oxide (Sn02), It consists of ingredients, such as carbon and oxidization

palladium (PdO), and the thin film which has minute area is formed in the shape



of a matrix, each thin film consists of two pieces of a thin film, and the direction

wiring of a train is connected to one piece of a thin film at line writing direction

wiring and the piece of a thin film of another side. The gap of several nm is

prepared between one piece of a thin film, and the piece of a thin film of another

side. In the thin film chosen with line writing direction wiring and the direction

wiring of a train, an electron is emitted from a thin film through a gap. When the

1st electrode group is line writing direction wiring, the 2nd electrode group is the

direction wiring of a train. Moreover, when the 1st electrode group is the

direction wiring of a train, the 2nd electrode group is line writing direction wiring.

[0237]

[Effect of the Invention] In this invention, since it does not depend on the

selection number of the electrode by which a video signal is inputted into a back

panel side but a voltage drop can be suppressed within fixed limits, it becomes

possible to control brightness fluctuation of the display screen, and the display

which the brightness of the display screen stabilized can be obtained. And the

electrostatic capacity between an anode electrode unit and a cathode electrode

can be reduced, and it becomes possible to prevent spark discharge effectively.

Therefore, the gap between the panel for a display and a back panel becomes



possible [
stabilizing and impressing the high voltage to an anode electrode also

in the so-called, comparatively small low-battery type of display ], and as it is, the

original advantage of the simplicity of panel structure and the display of a

low-battery type called low cost can conquer the conventional demerit, and can

offer the display in which the daylight display always stabilized with the low

power is possible. Furthermore, since the edge of an anode electrode unit is

covered with the discharge prevention layer at least, it is hard to produce

discharge between adjoining anode electrode units. As the above result, it has

high display quality and the stable display engine performance, and, moreover,

the long lasting panel for a display or a long lasting display can be offered.



DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] the panel for a display of the gestalt 1 of implementation of invention

is typical » it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 2] the panel for a display of the gestalt 1 of implementation of invention

is typical — it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 3] It is the typical plot plan of the anode electrode unit in the panel for a

display of the gestalt 1 of implementation of invention.

[Drawing 4] It is the typical plot plan of the anode electrode unit in the panel for a

display of the gestalt 1 of implementation of invention.

[Drawing 5] typical [ substrate / for explaining the manufacture approach of the

panel for a display of the gestalt 1 implementation invention ]
-- it is a sectional



view a part.

[Drawing 6] the display (specifically cold cathode field-electron-emission display)

of the gestalt 1 of implementation of invention is typical - it is end view a part.

[Drawing 7] It is the typical perspective view of the panel for a display (anode

panel), and a back panel (cathode panel).

[Drawing 8] A feeder is prepared and anode electrode units are a cathode

electrode, the typical top view of the panel for a display by which it has been

arranged at abbreviation parallel, and the typical top view of the back panel by

which opposite arrangement is carried out with this panel for a display.

[Drawing 9] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

the Spindt mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component ]
- it is end

view a part.

[Drawing 10] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 9 and explaining

the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component ]
— it is end view a part.

[Drawing 11] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

a crown mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component ] - it is end view a

part.



[Drawing 12] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 1

1

and explaining

the manufacture approach of a crown mold cold cathode field-electron-emission

component ]
— it is end view a part.

[Drawing 13] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

the flat mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component -1 ]
-- it is a

sectional view a part.

[Drawing 14] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

the flat mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component -2 ] - it is a

sectional view a part.

[Drawing 15] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

the flat mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component -3 ]
-- it is end view

a part.

[Drawing 16] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 16 and explaining

the manufacture approach of the flat mold cold cathode field-electron-emission

component -3 ]
— it is end view a part.

[Drawing 17] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

the flat-surface mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component -1 ]
- it is

a sectional view a part.



[Drawing 18] the flat-surface mold cold cathode field-electron-emission

component -2 is typical it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 19] the flat-surface mold cold cathode field-electron-emission

component -2 is typical - it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 20] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

the crater mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component -1 ] - they are

end view and a partial perspective view a part.

[Drawing 21] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 20 and explaining

the manufacture approach of the crater mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component -1 ] - they are end view and a partial

perspective view a part.

[Drawing 22] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 22 and explaining

the manufacture approach of the crater mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component -1 ]
- they are end view and a partial

perspective view a part.

[Drawing 23] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 23 and explaining

the manufacture approach of the crater mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component -1 ]
— it is a sectional view a part.



[Drawing 24] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

the crater mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component -2 ] — it is a

sectional view a part.

[Drawing 25] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

the crater mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component -3 ] — it is end

view a part.

[Drawing 26] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

the crater mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component -4 ] - it is end

view a part.

[Drawing 27] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 26 and explaining

the manufacture approach of the crater mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component -4 ]
- it is end view a part.

[Drawing 28] an edge mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component is

typical - it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 29] typical [ base material / for explaining the manufacture approach of

an edge mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component ]
- it is end view

a part.

[Drawing 30] typical [ base material / for explaining [the deformation -1 of the



manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode field-electron-emission

component] ]
— it is end view a part.

[Drawing 31] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 30 and explaining

[the deformation -1 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component] ] — it is end view a part.

[Drawing 32] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 31 and explaining

[the deformation -1 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component] ] - it is end view a part.

[Drawing 33] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 32 and explaining

[the deformation -1 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component] ] — it is end view a part.

[Drawing 34] It is drawing for explaining the device in which the electron

emission section of a cone configuration is formed.

[Drawing 35] It is drawing showing typically the selection ratio for a resist, the

height of the electron emission section, and the relation of a configuration.

[Drawing 36] typical [ base material / for explaining [the deformation -2 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode field-electron-emission

component] ] - it is end view a part.



[Drawing 37] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 36 and explaining

[the deformation -2 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component] ] - it is end view a part.

[Drawing 38] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 37 and explaining

[the deformation -2 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component] ] - it is end view a part.

[Drawing 39] It is drawing showing how the surface profile of an etching

substance changes for every fixed time amount.

[Drawing 40] typical [ base material / for explaining [the deformation -3 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode field-electron-emission

component] ] — it is end view a part.

[Drawing 41] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 40 and explaining

[the deformation -3 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component] ] - it is end view a part.

[Drawing 42] the Spindt mold cold cathode field-electron-emission component

obtained by [the deformation -4of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold

cold cathode field-electron-emission component] is typical — it is end view a part.

[Drawing 43] typical [ base material / for explaining [the deformation -4 of the



manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode field-electron-emission

component] ]
- it is end view a part.

[Drawing 44] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 43 and explaining

[the deformation -4 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component] ]
- it is end view a part.

[Drawing 45] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 44 and explaining

[the deformation -4 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component] ]
— it is end view a part.

[Drawing 46] typical [ base material / for explaining [the deformation -5 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode field-electron-emission

component] ]
- it is end view a part.

[Drawing 47] typical [ base material / for continuing at drawing 46 and explaining

[the deformation -5 of the manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode

field-electron-emission component] ] - it is end view a part.

[Drawing 48] typical [ base material / for explaining [the deformation -6 of the

manufacture approach of the Spindt mold cold cathode field-electron-emission

component] ] - it is end view a part.

[Drawing 49] It is the conceptual diagram of the conventional display equipped



with the cold cathode field-electron-emission component.

[Drawing 50] the typical top view of the conventional panel for a display by which

the fluorescent substance layer has been arranged in the shape of a matrix -

and typical - it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 51] the typical top view of the conventional panel for a display by which

the fluorescent substance layer has been arranged in the shape of a stripe — and

typical — it is a sectional view a part.

[Drawing 52] It is the typical top view of the panel for a display for explaining

fluctuation of the acceleration voltage by the difference in the number of

selections of a cathode electrode.

[Description of Notations]

AP ... An anode panel (panel for a display), CP ... Cathode panel (back panel),

R ... A red stripe-like fluorescent substance group, G ... Green stripe-like

fluorescent substance group, B ... A blue stripe-like fluorescent substance group,

10 ... A base material, 11,111,211 ... Cathode electrode (the 2nd electrode

group), 111A ... A ridge, 111B ... A crevice, 111C ... Point, 11A ... Minute

concave heights, 11B ... An enveloping layer, 12, 12A, 12B ... Layer insulation

layer, 13, 13A, 13B ... A gate electrode (the 1st electrode group), 14, 14A, 14B ...



Opening, 15, 15A, 15B, 15C, 15D, 15E ... Electron emission section, 16 ... A

resist layer, 17 ... Stratum disjunctum, 18 ... Electrical conducting material layer,

20 ... A substrate, 21 ... A unit fluorescent substance layer, 22 ... Black matrix,

23 ... An anode electrode unit, 24 ... A discharge prevention layer, 25 ... Feeder,

30 ... A cathode electrode drive circuit, 31 ... Gate electrode drive circuit, 32 ...

An acceleration power source (anode electrode drive circuit), 40 ... A

photosensitive coat, 41 ... A sensitization field, 42 ... The remainder

(photosensitive coat after exposure and development) of a photosensitive coat,

43 [ ... Conductive constituent layer, ] ... A mask, 44 ... Opening, 51 ... Stratum

disjunctum, 52 60 ... A resistor layer, 70 ... A carbon thin film selective growth

field, 71 ... Mask layer, 72 ... Metal particles, 73 ... A carbon thin film, 80,180 ...

Solid sphere, 81 ... A constituent layer, 81A ... A dispersion medium, 81 B ...

Cathode electrode material, 180A ... A core material, 180B ... A surface

treatment layer, 90 ... Adhesion layer, 91 [ ... A limb, 92 / ... A mask ingredient

layer, 93 / ... An etching halt layer, 94 / ... A base, 94A / ... An electrical

conducting material layer, 95 / ... Flattening layer ] ... An electrical conducting

material layer, 91A ... A crevice, 91 B ... Pillar-shaped section and 91C
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ffiSa.- >y F 2 3 2 4 (iSBfcii

[0 0 3 2] 2 1 3WE5>JStlTV>*«

«^i^gli LT©*ffi±©WJ6**fcfSJ»«ttT
SO, 7 7- Klftu >y F 2 3 ©fl^fi)cfl^(4 C <D%m

aLTt^*o W5aj^©MIH{4, ^ffllElgS

©iRS^S^®®©^«W5^H, ft^ttOttftESS
»-r*«t^«T**S. 77-F«Sa- >y F 2 3*00
x. (4* 5 *a F ©ijaiiWi® (0 6 Oh\MM 3 2^#
fig) tc8S!f3 fcAOl&Wa 2 5 (0 3^^0 4 #fii)

St52 0±»C»tte.nrf5. f^, 03Rt/04tC
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*5VT\ Witt 2 SfcEHHWSfci&lc:, l&iS2 5t
*M8£tt Lfc. $ fe, fitiHIK 3 2 £77- Fffifiga-

7h2 3 fc©Bfc«\ i&Wti&WM*&5±+%rz
VXDt&fflm (mtf, SSniffll 0 0 M Q ©jgirlgl) if

EKSttT^S. c©£lngBttf4, SSMcESSnT
y>S 0

[0 0 3 3] gjj?ffl'<*/l> (7/-K/^;l/AP) CDS

iS^ffiO-fM*» UT, H5*#j»LTttl«^«. ft

f\ SKtffiBStt^fflricKll^ilSi-rs. *©£«>£, 0g

*14\ tt*fc#fflSW*#ft£-ti\ fcffli^T 10

3 0 0 0 r pmfCT 1 «#*f?3. »Jttt

•9—%^T5 00 0 r pmtCT5^H, Jg#%fr-5o

*©&. #lx.l4\ #V\£-)l7)\s^-;lRtfn5uL>W.

[0034] ry— hv^i/APosuttfe^Tti, $1

*.tf#5Xfr5jai£S«2 0±©^iBtfS5ttt«|ll4 o

*&& mm ?z>o ?lt> j»t^ai (0^-e-f) ^
^ifmstu vx^4 3fc^te»n/cP^n4 4£jIj§l

4 0£SttLT«tt6i«4 (05© (A)

4 2*g«2 0±fcgf (05© (B) #M) o #tfC,

2&tf ;e©±©*-^y^^s-r§ii<ttc <:s;oT, b

7^X2 2«iU flf*T, flK3tt*Sflii03SSP 4 2

^ras-rs (0 5© (o mm) . smi^s 30

* (0 5© CD) #M) . Hftftfcf4, &&m&$&L

£®£M*PU Bft> SHrf*u4<fci/\> #i^T\ ffil
Jtfom 2 1 &tf7*7 7^vbij7^X2 2 ±{CX/Vy * 40

U>7*ffi(CT)?^^)0. 0 7 junOr/PS—tfASIB*
fiEKLfe^, /^-rymciiciot^ 77-F
ffia-y h2 3«#5ilt^f5o ^©^ */<*y

* U >71£}CT C r Ox ^P>^S3»mK±l 2 4 £\ 0J

[0035] mm<omm 1 ©g^sii ^

eicTjkto %rc, m^m^^ (7/— F/<*;pap) 50

2 0 0 2- 1 75764
12

RXf%m'**fl' (*y-K/<*;l/CP) ©«3Wfc&£
0?:, B7fc^T. ilOg^gK^ 01~0 4^TBJ
KLfc«IJfi**"r*«*ffl/^*;l' (7/- K/U^A
p) IMfto^ttitifrSS-rsflfiB/^*;!/ G&v-

tlTfig§ 0 7/- F/**/VA P fc*V- F^*;vc P

«, ©iilig|5{C*5</^T0^ bT5t>

LTs Rii^©a?jK(±sgi5 1 5**-rs; mux try f

(S p i n d t) SMIHiftfflSfr?**"*. xtf>h§y«

1 it, *y-K«ii i&tf£i#f*i o±fcjgj«*n

^jimtBtui 2£, mmeitMii 2±tjB«sn^y
- FSffi 1 3 fc, y- F«ffi 1 3 StfiiFBl^iSl 1 2 (c

5*^ #fe^^S2 ioiote»*swt6tirv*.
[0 0 3 6] «?^tHg|3 1 5 (cti, y- KWHBHiIbI

B3 03&»6*y-FWB1 1 (^2«SP) ^SDTffl
WWtc^*BE (b'x^-fs^) ^EPiP^n, y-F«ffil
3 cm i tt±y- bmmmmm® 3

1

[0 0 3 7] 08© (A) (C, 7y-F/Uv;l/AP©tl
SMft^fflH^f. C07y-K/^^APfci3^
T> 7/-Ffi^7 F 2 3(4. ^©#fi^f*l
^5.^^n/cxFv-ry^s^spfc*ffSLTxh
^yy«{cgEH^n, mmm 5*ftLrijumnm (7

y-K«ttB»iHie) 3 2fc»«i«nrv»*. ft> 08
© (A) T'14, B^6lfb©rc46(c, 7y-F«ffia-«yh
2 3{CM»v^^^S!6U KflPA±il2 4©H^**IS
bfco 0*t/c7y- F«ffii-y F 2 3« 1 6*T'S

z(D*mt®mcm€fo\ tj- fv^;i/ap

ttiji«B3 2fc»«s*nr^s. coj:3K7y-K*

^sct^Tts. s*e«tt2 hmmm
2 tcrt«snfc*K*^mtf 5 *p#;I/ F©iE«E^

[0038] 08© (B) (Ct4, ±!2©7y-F^;M/
A P fcJiawg|HI**A,1?itiaiE««tl*, «RO*?tt
tU{***rr**y- F/U^uc p©^w*¥ffi0 ;&^
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tcmimmm (fttwfctt*»©y-h««i 3) a,

eTXimwxfi-snzmfifaimmcm 2 cm
fW9fc«»H»©*y-K«ii 1) tcom&mmwc

*tt*y-KWHBftiltt3 0fr5>Uj£tlSo 08©
(A) tC^Lfe7/-Kllffia- >y h 2 3ti, £2«S

Tl>3 0 dClT'ti, 7/-F«Ia-7 F 2 3©#lfcii 10

*y- f«s 1 1 ©#tfc£|S] u i: Lfctf , }fifc#©#

V

- FSffi l 1 1 1 #©7y- h 2 3

[0 0 3 9] 08© (B) t&I^Tti, BJM{fc©fc46

*aS3ttHO*V-K«il 1 C&y-KMEft
@Sg3 0<kD + 5 0#;l/F©WEE&aiibn) *»vvvyf-

«R««o*y-Fiii 1 (rau<o*
/l/F©«ffi&0Hra) ^jH/vvy^y^-eatt-o iitKttlt 20

©*y-K«ai 1 icBPisafEti^T^mt, PgiSt

jsdt 0 f&±> +50 h5m<D\m tomz

mm) w#e»nso*;i/hiiLT#ASo -77, y-h

3 1 «kOO*;i/h©«E3&aiin) SBSi*T?3i^U s
(HC< + 5O#;Ph©*E*0iin) ^A>yfy

^T-^-To *V- Kttffi 1 l tf- hWM 1 3 ©!*»«
CBttfRK) t4. 1 ffl

it 1 o©saiR«t, «»©«ffi*u*?3WE*n, m

iii 1 hgftsnfty-hWii 3fc©igwi,

ft, *y-K«ffil li:7/-Fiia-7h2 3a£
5) fc'sjgfc^ n ?ij £:Wf& C t lc

t

So

[0 0 4 0] 08© (B) lCfjk?£5lC, m2ft
©y-bttftl 3©aJRfc*fLT, W*fcflB2 5tJ, HI 6

m 9 mi 1 watf& 1 4 yy© 5 y- k* 40

nmtzmzvu mm. mwi mi im&tf&i 4

?ij© 5*©7y-F®@a--y F2 3<D&4frt>7>lV&

UlB^c 1 M A©«JtKflli[n*i:"r*fc, MEEPITfi 1 jt

AX100MQ = 0. 1 *n;JOl/F££5o IP^, if©

Bl©*V- F«ffi 1 1 7 7- F«ffia-7F23t©
Hfcfe^Tfe, ina«Ett5-0. 1 = 4. 9*d4?;1/

T\ *E»Tt>0. l+Ptf'/l/F^D'J^&So t^-f

tlfcLTfex 7y-F«ffitffflS©77-F»ffi:i-'y 50

ftM 2 0 0 2 - 1 75764
14

fil 1 ©*ftfctt6"*\ «EB"F3VHrte-©KHrt (±
E©WT*tt 0 . 1 *n#;l/ F) t Lfrige <9 < &
0. cntio TS^Hffi©J¥filtf£3£<fc-fSo Lfr

fitfUftikJI 2 4 < t %>7J- Kfla- >y

h2 3©itgB£&?ILT^S©T\ R»-rS7y-F*
>y h 2 3©HT©fiM©»£*JmJM"f*c i:^T-

7^- Ftia-f h 2 3 S^- >Si 1

[0041] (mrnmm 2 ) mmmm 2 ios^t

[0042] mnmttim?^ ycfm-Dommtcftm

samts (p) i»#±fc»»t6nfexh
9>r^K©*y-K«Si:, (^) 5*«*Rtf*y-H
w±fc#«snfctt«ifc, (-) «s»i±fcRtt6
nrc^h9>ry«©y-h«ffc^ (*) y-F*s^

btc^t. (ro ?L»©jata5fctta"rs*y-K«i

[0043] c©«t5*m 1 ©«Bi«wr*«»ttai6
-?£ LTs xtryhM (R«JB©«?»ffi»^ ?Lg^©

jsepKffiH-rsay- K«fi±K»»* snrcM^tttb*
?) s ^^^y§y (iatt©«?ttHi«^ M©jggi3

. S¥§y (BS¥ffi©«?^!±ig|5^. ?L§l5©lSg^c{i

[ 0 0 4 4 ] m 2 om&emm.mnt^iA, w) 5^
f*£, (d) s»(*±fc»tt6nfex f << y

nrciessi:, (-) «wi±icBwt6nfezF5-fy
tt©y-F«itx (*) y-h«f*JCibfcMP

y-F«a^atHLfc?Laj. *»6*t>, ?L«©tt»te«

[0045] c©«fe3am2©«ig«#-rs«ffttHi*

(Hifl^ffM^tifc*y-F«ii

©«iB©i!!i»^6«:F*!S[Ujr*f u-*gs«»»tfi*

[ 0 0 4 6 ] m 3 ©^C0®W^t±3lg?ti. (-0

(p) 5^i*©±^^^^6>n> X7^^st
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L < (ilHSicStti LfctiV- KSffi©x*y SWIftt

asefiiw^rswsittHjjR^ttxy y§riw$

[00 4 7] xeyhSMflttajfcflCfcoTtt* W? 10

y£&, x*y, x*7-a-#, *y*/k *y*rt/£

[0 0 4 8] *7*yf!tB?»ttl* ;?fc&o-0±, *f 20

«ia»%flijac-r**mi:bT, arattta^ &sw*.

»«4*flfffcbT, JSWHSo*-*y|R»»

:

x> (W) , (Nb) , *y*/l/ (Ta) ,

y (T i ) , €'J^fy (Mo) » ^DA (C r) H©
ffiiHj£&Ji ; fcsw* i to (y>y^A • mmitw

sck*<TfrSo iftffl«fl§i:bT, *{fci£;i/i/jR«HB,

#y*U7-ryiMM& #U75FIMMIB» -b^o-X 30

iXf/HSl, 7-y*£W!l^©&^ffitt*llJi\ x

(o$m<t&mm*Mvi*zz. £&xzz 0 m^nk^mm

«««4, » ^fflfck «4t §ttt ^fef&m,

&Dt#§£9&fl2tfT*&3c£#$?i:bv\ rfffi-'WBtt

[0049] my-mm.fi-wi.&mi-fc&ixte,

£©£5&#ft£3IfflT5frte, *

y- Fmn^©^©'B(uM^ K3fc*n*tttti*?tt8Hfi

ictsifztiv- FnmzMf&tzttmwftttnt lx. so

1$|Jfl2 002-175764
16

^y^Xfy ($=4. 5 5 e V) „ x^-7 (0 = 4.

0 2-4. 8 7 e V) , t'J7f> (0 = 4. 5 3-
4. 9 5 e V) , 7;V5-^A (0=4. 2 8 e V) ,

(0=4. 6 e VK fyZJl (0=4. 3 e V) »

^7PA (0=4. 5eV),yj3y(0=4. 9e
v) *M7nt%zttfr*%5 0 m?miti$m, cne>©

fr&tmtLx, mm (o<i e v> % -ty^A (o=
2. 14eV), LaBi (0=2. 6 6-2. 7 6 e

V), Ba0(O=l. 6-2. 7 e VK SrO(0
= 1. 25—1. 6eV) , Y 2 0 3 (0=2. Oe
V), C a 0 (0 = 1 . 6—1. 86eVK BaS
(0=2. 05eVKTiN(O=2. 9 2 e VK
ZrN(0=2. 9 2 e V) fcfll^-fSC ttfXZZo
{±*W&0tf 2 e V &TX2r>5timfrt>n?1iklti$mm

[0 0 5 0] Wfc»Sbl^«?ttHja5©«li«tt»fct

t, mm, jiOftfrWfctt^-vtyKx ^-etr^v

STt^yX^ftyK^SiitS^ 5xi

m:?mffi.®m*nzz£tfx*2% 0 %tz. 7^v7rx

^SBrt©8e#x©^*yte£Sx>w*ftfflfc»b

[0 0 5 1] S5V>«X, *^jKtlig|5^1ifi!c-r^TOi:

LT, *^*»*#fi© 2 ^flt^Jfll (5 7- F«ffi%«

«T*»«tt*m© 2 35«I?5PJS 5 J: 0 fe** < £3 «fc

5*»»*(»&aaW?LT«.J:^o BP'S, S(Ag),
7;l/$x7A (Al)^(Au), 3^;l/h (C

o),«(Cu), t'J7x> (Mo) , (N

b) . x<y-r;l/ (N i) , S^(Pt), $y$)l (T

a) , *y?7s7-y (W) , (Zr)fO
; -yuny (SO, (g e)

; KSR^^+^y Kssofttfli** ; msmcrfr
(A laO,) , Mit'^JVl* (BaO), Wit

^'J U 7A (BeO), SftA^y^A (CaO), i
fkV^y^A (MgOK mitm (SnOO , 7>y

{t/Sy<7A (B a Fi) , 7yft*;l/y7A (C a F 2 )

[0052] mzom&zm-rznnwimm? wmm



(10)

17

aim?) ic&ixit, «?»maptcfflii-s*v-K«
«**i#r*tmfcLT, zvyxf-y (w) ^£y*
/I/ (Ta) , x*y (Nb) , f-^y (Ti) > ^z x)~T

(Mo) , ^Di* (C r) , 7)1^-^1* (A

IK * (C uK & (A uK « (A g) H©£J1 ;

cti5©£-&Jf>fb£4& T i N«©SHt»*\ w
Sii, MoSiz, TlSi:, TaSi 2 H©$/'J1M
F) ;->'j3> (S i) fC^lSSWi^tt

-F*ffi©»Sti* *3;t3<fc^O. 05-0. 5 lira, Iff

£L<tiO. 1-0. 3 nmOlffimt-fZCtftMlzL

-ext. ztv-ywmm. *y*mm*mf&z.£ff-e

3o 20

[0 0 5 3] fcSWiX. !fl2©#§}g (^mmmnnm

(is H^smwamsR^^fiRsiiicpji^wrs*

tt-I^L/c^77r^ h©
*;gfg, 'jy, FU7!/-;i/SS?o^«»*^ 30

€y*V^yFS?x&2V-^yF5yy • #-#y
: *-#y • ^y • ^i-yt»* ; (Sr, Ba,

Ca) C OjD* ; ->U 3> • A-^U F«i^t
scorns. »«c, mn&mtLTtL?77774

IHi^«?#Ctflg|5©j¥£ <*-y««TT fcfttf <fc

if C £i?XZZ>t>\ ft**) 'hSiiff5> *y-

T\ »$L^aS©«Httfete<fe^0. 0 1-4. 0/x

tefcxy?-yy&tfi©i§*£ta-a-te«fc9, fl^tttbffii: 50

#12002-1 7 5 764
18

[0 0 5 4] xeyMfMffllf^^^^y
awfffta*?3&»5j«** i ©^is^w^^^w^tij^

yfTsT-y (w) x x*y (Nb) „ *y2;b (t

a) , ^')7fy (Mo) , tuh (C r) „

<>a (a i ) , »(cu) ^©£B ; iin5>©^JiTc^

Jf\ W S i 2 , M o S i 2 , TiSi 2 . T a S i 2 H© 5"

F) ; y u 3 y ( s i ) ^©^w* ; ito w
yyt>L> mmtwa) zmmtzc ttfr-zzo t>y-

y^v^yhmmmt^-Dtcmmm. x>^y*vy<7
C VDSWt^U-f^ ^ffifcxyfV^ffi

fc*<Tfr5o x^';-y9iB'Jj*j
f,^>y+iit«tn(^ a

[ o o 5 5 ] m i 3 ©«it*w-r**»»tti

©Bflnsp&^asrtic 1 o©*?aifiaj^#ftLT«> *
i^U y-F«K&tfiB»ifcfi^6tifc l ^©Mnffi

- hWte«»©IJSn«*«W\ *»ftV5Hn«fc*il ,f
3 l ^>©?L95£*6SJlfc:K«\ tt»ifcRtt5ftfc 1 o
©TLgPrtE l XttlKRCW^ttttJWA^LTfei^o
[ 0 0 5 6 ] $ 1 ©4i3£~fl 3 ©ffijg^WT SttWfifctti

frasuttTtxt^o &&</H4x> *y-F«ffi©^®
ssvHifoxy ^asj&wttHiaptcffla tresis

fcffi^f«* :?iscttis©3a«fietLTfe«fet\

m^ttUiWHt©^—fb*H*cfc^T?t*. ^Sftii^
mmtZtifttLX, i/'Jay*-;WH (S i C) t
i/^fc*-^y^M^ S i N, 7t;l/777x->')3y

H<D^a9^TO, lEfbl/xX^A (Ru0 2 ) , ^{b^

zt&XZZo fflfifcS<D&f£?5tetLX. X^vZV
y^m*. CVDSW'J-yWMi^t^iii:

fi*ifi|{4, ^ita 1 x 1 o
5 ~ 1 x 1 o

7

Q> Iff

[0057] *a©«isitttH3R?tei5W*y- h«@j&
«ja"r*»«tt»»i: LT, *y97srv (W) , x^-

7 (Nb) , *y$)l (Ta) , €'J^f> (Mo) ,

^nA (C r) , 7;l^x?A (Al),«(Cu)f
©^M ; cm 5>(D£M7tM%-£ts-&&& Z>Wi.it-&fy>

(WittfT i N^©gfb^, WSi2sMoSi 2 > T

iSi 2 , Ta S i 2 H©-yIHM F) ;SSUi->'j3
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y (s i) fo^i^^ttvK, i t

o uywh-msum) *«w-r*cttfi***.
[0 0 5 8], *frilJi©^$MP£:LT, SiOz, Si
N, S ION, SOG Uk'yty^X)

* v - ymm&&<D'jkto© -fp -tx^fyffl t? fr*

.

[0059] j^t, ^aomffaaiR^&if^oaii^

[0 0 6 0] [*e:/hawifttttfi#y] hi o© 10

W:Xh7^y«©Ay-Ktil 1 t, 0

3fttf*v-F«ii i ±icmmttircmmm 1 «s

5*^*?^»ai*ns«!ji*wrso d©7.t?;/F§y

S«ftH*JKBHT?*SH9RtfHl 0««HbTKW

[0061] [is- a i ] ft-f, mjf^^e.«
0±ML-*7 (Nb) frSfiScSZhv-rytf

«bi 3*te»ai 2±{c^-r§„ y-h«@i 3©
«*tf, ^^'jym UV^77^gi 30

Rtf F^xyf-l/^Sffilca^SrfTd C fctfT?* §c
[0 0 6 2] [IS- A 2] y— h«113Rtf
iSIl 2fc % Xy?-yYEVX*fcLT*Mg"r£US?
XHl 6*VV? :774fflfttC&vTJ&m*Z (09
© (A) #BS)

„ *©& x R I E (SJS14^^y -x>y

t, tettff 1 2 lc7LgP£JM-f3c WTOSWifcfe

MPffil 4tgat5„ BBP9S1 4 (7L95) ©UsSMc*
y-Fmni l^stbLT^a. u^xmi 40

6*7'v»^affiicj:oTi»5e-rso £?lt, 09
©(b) tc7jk+mm*&&z &o

[0 0 6 3] [IS- A 3] HfMl 4©Jgg|S{C

Rttitfcay-Kittti i±(c, m-tm^ 1 5*©j«

dt{ci«fco, hjbjh 7*«#r*. c©fc#*

tR-rscfcfc«fc!K fflp$i 4©jggp{c7;l/^x-i/^

2±fcfHJ«S 1 7*«rit-rSCfc3b^t-5. C©iiJ«S 50

«fM2 002-1 75764
20

1 7ti, MPSPi 4 0MP*lia5*»6jffittKaDtHLT*
*k cnt<fcop^pgi3i ttfmnmcifa&ztiz (09
© (C) #BS)

„

[0 0 6 4] [IS- A 4 ] *fc, ZmicWmf*: U 7*

f> (Mo) ^rS@^S-r§o C©tt, Hi 0©
(a) icTn-rx^ic mmm 1 7±t*-a-m>^
«^i-§ ;e';yry^6fi)c§jS*M»Si stfttfi-r

§©t% mpspi 4©)gai5t*5^Ti««(c^4-r3^«
tt?tt, ^tciPSi 4©i*>&ttjfi£ilil-f§t>©fc

R^©«Sffl9jWBJ«Stu c ©RtS^©^ 'J 7-r yfr

[0 0 6 5] [IS- A 5 ] *^{t^&*J7°n-fe

xRi>*MS7'n-tx(c <fcoTiijits i ittmmm 1 2&
t>*y-h*Hl 3©£B5ft*6*lliU IBttffl 2&tfY
- h«g 1 3 ©±77©««toi 1 8 *aswfci«tir
5o 010© (B) fc3V$\J:$fc x MPSPl
4 0fi»fcffi*r**y-F«ii i±tRiBBo«?

H^Wtx-yf-^YU Y-h«il 3©B8Pffl54Sai5*

MtU^-&Sci:AW*U> (01 0© (C) #ra) „ m
^W^x >y ^y Yii, y^MK^xyfyyoi^

f>y, a&sfti, x<y^yY?i^?ijffl-rs r>x>y hx
<y^yY(C<k t» t79 d t ^T'fSo X >y^> Yfflt

L

t, M^.^4 9%7-y^7l<?§?gi:^7j<©l : 1 0 0 (S

[0066] [^^oymm^nkiamT] t^vymm

«B1 2© (A) {CtSU
2© (b) fc^i-o ^v<^y^«^tetB^?

it. 5^i*i o±t»i«*nfc*y-F«ii 1

5

^ 1 oatfTjy- k«« 1 i Jitc&titetntimm i

2t, IS^ll 2±tCjgfiR«tlfcy-h*ffil 3fc, y
-HI13 RrfMMMI l 2 ^Kil LfcMP» l 4 fc %

ppgpi 4 (?L8P) ©fia5jcffiH-rs*y-F«ffii i

Itc^ten/c^^yy (is) §y©«?$iijg|5 1 5 a

[oo6 7] wt. *7yy§yttimmi^?©iai#8;

1 2*#jSlLTKWr*.
[0068] [is-b i] $t-r\ mif*7^si«
«iS#io±K, 7.h5^7°t»c©*y-FffiSi i*
s^-r^o i& *y-F«si itt, 0®©ifi®**f7a
[p]^EOrTV^ 0 Xh?-C7Vi(DiiV-vnffil lit.

muttfttoi o±tc i Toi*^7*'jyyaic±
*5^0. 2/tm©|??k:^ffi{i:SoTJ«ISLrc^ IT
0 Wktt> --yYf5 d «fc o TffMt3 C t WT*

*y-F«8il Hi, f-<Dt}8lT'SoTtJ:



(12)
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©«?ifti±!i$i4©{£e>ot£OTji-3fc4Mc, *y-K
mH l l ©HHg|5£S§9$cfc 0 t««SStt*o*t^fiTf

tttxz 5o *ic, £&i*i 0Rtf*y-KWii i±

h 3 /i m©J¥£ £7. * U-yWJ"T
§o tsftffi 2fc£3ms*#^igjw*i$£u 10

C, l OftMOftftdL Rtf5 0 0° C, 2 0^IHO*

7^XvC VDj£(C tfc') S iOzIWJLTtJ:^
[0 0 6 9] Jfcfc, tttfUl 2±fc, Xh7l'7tf©Y
-httSl 3 ft, y-h«ffil 31±, Elffi

1 <OM&®L<Dm$%l5\p\ t 9 0 ®£fitt 0 20

[00 7 0] [Ig-B2]&fc. [IS- A 2] fcH

mcLT> y-h«ffil 3&lfMdMl 2fcR I ESfc
I^fxyfy^U 1 3&tft68Si 2fc

rsipasi 4*jbjSu mpsbi 4 cjlsd ois»t*y
-K*S1 l^Sa^-dr-So IHPapi 4©H@£|<J2~
5 OjiraitSo
[0 0 7 1] [IS-B3] *fc> y-hitflil 3±,
IfeSAl 2±, RtfWPflSl 4 ©fl|gffi±fcHJSUg 5 l

*&fc?2> (ill© (A) #P.S) o frfrSiJSijl 5 1

*B&?z>ia^ mz.if, 7*hu^xh^*xe> 30

©-&#©#*&£?-£<* 3'fc^*--yy*fT*.tf«i:

v. <:©i$j5T\ BgpfiPi 4 ©^HW&g&fi, 3^i~
2 0 pmfcHi@*nSo
[0 0 7 2] [Ig-B4] ^IC, 11 1(D (B) (C^

mn&n? t Lxw-mmm o . i /* m©jti,w£ 6

os»%, /wy^tT4^ozk^x*4 oaa%
C©»£»&£, ®mf 1 4 0 0 r pm> 10 40

0> Bflpau 4©<*>&g|fo:fafroT'sit?o *©&,

WAtf^rfR*, 4 0 0° CT'3 0^Hff-5.

[00 7 3] fiaftWSfcfel^T* /Uyflt* (1)

(2) w*eta :?*tsaiLTt>Tt<fcv>L» (3)

%®micftWi$>z>\,^mMztiz><itic£?x, mm®. 50

ftffl 2 0 0 2 - 1 7 5 7 6 4

22

&?0$ra£%«$LTt»«fct\, (3) ©^-X©*^
P{±7j<**9XT'^0^ 0*IH«« (J I S) K 1 4 0

ffl-f scfctf-esrSo i^71jS4^ti, 7j<#5x©*g$

jStfT'&SlfKb^hU^A (Na 2 0) 1 t;KcMt§
KfbS^ (S 10:) ©*rt/» («2~4€;W ©£v
tgox 4gpgo^«Ta5D. ^n^nttfi^t < s

#WS, tiJgl/S 5 1 MPfl'l 4©7X^

[0074] /wy^J4HRKW*ec**o-e» *M

mftzm^zt, i 5A©mmjg

»J£t±, *^SS?mgi5 1 5A©*S«fflnfiI.

ttfi, £«3:«?ll±©»ll14^©1$te*#«U Mte

3 0~9 5ffll%©«HKa»?'r*ir:fc3V»SU\ *

fc^o, f^^nss^tbgpi 5 k<DW.%mm*-\-
»KW5i:ftlc, A-^yJKWRIl?W±OSaitt*
^fcfiocfc^Rrtlfc^So fit, #*1t&?£LT

tfctf#$L<, 6 0fifi%J^±i:-r

^o^a-KHs-esfbs-B-sfcfto^sstfpj^x pHpg

t>j:i/\ aiwtts^^fs^'j ouvtn <Dtmx

[0 0 7 5] -CTfcLTx iS^©*?]Kttiai5 1 5 A©
l ~2 0 /jmiU LT*-#

ZtlC&Q, 3EStt©*?»tilg|5 1 5AOttBfc+»fc
Kl^WaifflWHitoO, Mo, *y-F«f 1 lKJt

[0 0 7 6] [Ig-B 5] 0 1 1© (C) tea*

?j<^bf- h u •>i±7kmmwc 3 o fwfflgatffsctc
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±©»«ttaa*ji5 2©aiK)'tfi»afe«tu ranan 4

(7L8P) ©JgWfcStBUfeay-Ffcffil l±©*«tt
IM^l 5 2 ©»#©«MW8Sft*. £ ©8e# Lfcgp^

tf*?tta»i 5At%z>o vfsttian 5A©fg«

£:&3 0 [IS-B 5] #87LfcB#j6fcfctt*tttt

01 2tc^-r 0 01 2© (b) «w$wst?©
-»*s-r«s«fttBHiH"e*9, 01 2© (a) {±0

1 2© (B) ©*A-Afc»ofe«=SWaHB«BiiiH -P
01 2© (B) T-(i, 5AO^ 10

Ji*.S«fc3fc* IfelMl 2fcy-F«il 3 *:©-»*
tt9fcv»TV*o lo©®7SXt±i^tti: v 5-1
0 0ffl8g©*?JfcttlWl 5A*»*t«cl:i»+^T*
So iiSfix IWtttt^tfWytttW 1 5A©SfflfcUSIIfc:

Rtti-rS-fedK, *?]RtH95i 5A©gffifcBajLfc/<

[0 0 7 7] [Ig-B6] fcT-ftttiBPl 5A©
tt«*ff5. «EBK«. KSycftWU 4 0 0° C, 30»

>fy#tf7joff7X©J:3fcM^m?fcSi§£fc:H\ ft*

Ltfsiaa-ejiMaaiftfTAtfAv^ fit, mmm^m

v^-rn©-'W>^fflvsfcLTt>, ftMa&ift

hma-f*y- K«i©««asts»*«fkfc:j:oT±# 30

[0 0 7 8] [H^SSfftttHSfrf- 1 ]

tarn?- 1 swttux^oflKWfc-awffiiiH
^ in© (o izmto mw-mm^mmm?- 1

y-Kttffii 1, £&f*i oRtfay-Fftffii i±fc

^js^n^tutii 2, tfittvi 2±icjBja*nfcy- 40

Kffiffi 1 3, y-hftffil 3MI11 2*HiILfc
MPSP1 4, tftffc, P^pgfll 4 (7L0B) ©JSSPlcffiH

f5*y-K*ffii i±fct8tt5ftfcB¥©* :?ttitia&

1 5BWSi, cCT% fB^fttiJSBl 5B«\ 013
© (C) ©*fiffilB#fo£&07c*h^ytt©#y-
FBfil 1 ±KffM£ftT^S 0 3

li, 01 3© (O ©*Sffifc&£iS)fc:ffitm''S. *y
-F«l lRD*y-htt<Sl 3ti^DA (Cr) fr£>

fr?tttfJSU 5B(i, ^7r^h

ftPI 2002-175764
24

y- F*I l 1 fcWyfifctilSB 1 5 B i:©|g|{«: S iC*>5

!*5JfflKtMl6 0 3WRtt5tlTV'»*. 01 3© (C) Ic

TnLfcm^mnni&mm?- 1 ic&^Tit. tiv-m
m 1 1 ©8ffi©£«lc£oT\ JfflK#Ji6 0Rtf*?tt
fflgpi 5 BjW&JSSntvsa^ c©<fc-5fc«iifclE£

fSt>©T*ti5S:<,.Sti, fctmPWl 4©JSgP

fc«?&tH.ap 1 5 B*Ktt.nt^n(fj;t\
[0 0 7 9] J-XT, $#f*^©a£W&-ffl»rffiB-?fc

§0 1 3*#b8lt, mw-mm^mmm?- 1 ©«&£

[0 0 8 0] [Ig-C 1] $Kr#l 0±fc, *
DA (Cr) ft»5J«**y-F«iffl*«*mJl*^/^
7 * u yfmzxwM LTcm. v y ?5 7 ^ &t5&tf f

7^rx >y *>?fflmc&zf%*y- kwaftttmi

y-F«Sl 1 1 0±.lc&f&t%C£tfT°%Z
(013© (A) #PJ „ fgfi, *y-F«Si ltt, 0
1 3©iffiffiMit^|fiiIfcffitfTV»So

[0 0 8 1] [XS-C 2] *y-F«fi 1±

^ffilCX^y ^Uy^StCTS' i Cfr5j£*ft*tf*S6

0WU Sir[fr)i6 0©±tc^v7r-l'

h

m^m^fiScSS^jKHigPl 5 BSXlfyn—r-fy
yStTffMt, «7)Kaia5l 5B^IE^$-a-§o *©
^ «?S5tUJg|5l 5B&tfffitrL(*H6 0*^a©*tefc

(0i 3© (B) #M) o *?
ssfttigp 1 5 B^B^wtttt^n*.
[0 0 8 2] [XS-C 3] ^IBictfiiM 1 2>&

«rirr*. R^wtcfi, ft^wapi sBatfsawn

2£ffM-r&<, lentil 2*,
-Zr-^X^U-yQlffiiJTS^ffi^ SiOzl^CV

*©» % xh^y«©y- f«s 1

3

zmrnm 1 2

±

[0 0 8 3] [II-C4] ^t, [IS- A 2] fcR

«©»}iKar5t. y-F«ii 3&t«ea«i 2tcr»i

pgpi 4£flMU MPSI5 1 4 (?L«) ©JS«5K:*?»
ttiffil 5B^i§tB^-&§o ^©»% «7KtHS|5l 5B*
©W«MSffJ*l^*-rSfc46fc:, 4 0 0° C, 3 0^©^

*U\ 013© (C) fc^Lfc«^ttWJR
7- 1 s^acii^-etSo
[0084] [s¥iy«w»tB^?- 2 ] s¥§y«W)K
(WR?-2©«S«4-aMffiBBi*, 01 4© (C) fc

01 4© (o ts-riBTSHtffttai*?-

2

k:

fet^Ttt. Vr-ttfflSUl 5B©fflii3&V 01 3© (C)



(14)
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[0 0 8 5] [Ig-Dl] 5tf, ^<tlOJ:E*V

*y- vmrnztiMt^^fttDuvx httnm*
»*T*. *©^ ^ffitcypi* (C r) ft»6JSS*V
- F«ffiffl*«*mBfcx/<»y * 'J y^SiciMt
£>o Mfc, iffifc^^injyyatTS i Cfre>$£ 10

fflftfttl6 0*}Bj«U *v>-p, JgfctWf 6 0©±{c^

ii*nrc«ijfi*»*cttfT** (01 4© (a) #
jSD o .

20

[oo8 6] [ii-D2] me ^mimmmi
mmvrc^ wmm\ 2±£xh^7,tf©Y-h«®
1 3*«*f* (01 4© (B) #M) o *©«, [I

s-A2] tmm<Dj5mcm-32. ?-hwmi 3&t>*

t&gsi 2»cMpa5i 4^js-rscfcKij:oTv ran

951 4 GLS) O/Sapt*?tttHap l 5B£fitB£-£3
(01 4© (o #bs) „ *<d'&, mm\ z*mi?m

- F*I 1 1 ©^ffitC^tf 1 5 Bfr 5> 30

[00 8 7] GS¥$!«#&m 3 ] B¥Si*Wj&

(B) K^-r0 c©B¥S«flSfct!Hiep-3K*3V>T

14. *?ttiti«i sea, c v D&fcg^tffM^ti/c

[0088] *?«aa5*K*wiifr6«ja-r*{:t
(4, mm (o <7>tt*MiJt*Mg < > K^ttam^ttai*

(4, i o
6 #;i/h/mgg©?^^w-r?»a^) tftii

[0 0 8 9] fc<l3T\ U^htfflSXy^yiffflV

©£ 5 ft^JRSBioy^X717 ^v ^*fifo

H.) (CF.) JR*OK*3R#U^-«<itil

C0it^14t)M{4-Y*yAlt6S*©^^^X htm© 50

tfM 2 0 0 2- 1 75764
26

S2rttinxfcfflB*«tetf£v\

[0 0 9 0] c©J:SfcRM*IIPBW-*fcAfcM:» fll*.

aa$«jgj«"r*«ijSi:-rtitfj:w\ bps.

W)ftHilg7-3©l^c4ot>Tti, $»f*±fc*y- F

ti^lilfti, ay- K«ff©&iS£ttftffnft

y- F«fio«i&tKlKmffiRj£51itf%^i£'rsx

[0 0 9 1] CCT\ KKl»ffliafi^RSfM«tt. s®t
^sew^tfc^y-Faffioap^ sto*. $
ffittiii^M^nft* y- F«eioa5i)-e*s c

«HH?«ftiW*o*iStett, UN (S) , (B)

X(4'Jy (P) jWillytVSCfctfSSIX* ens
©1MUi-«©*!i«k LT©flUS**fc"r*:#*.6n,

tt95fcttB*s#y-K*s©»#©*ffite^j***i"c
t^ntf£ < » Bgpffiojsastcfiii-r* *y- FMffioas

^^MPSROKSPW^^y-F^SOW^OSiBfi:

att&ftffitta. rapasojssptcffiBfs*y- f«s

[0 0 9 2] KiK}WKffiRf£ft1H«^JSXSid:. KIRW
jssw«s^«*«rii"r^fr*y- K««©as»©*iii
(OT. *ic*y-H«i©aiii:"f*»^a***)

< SBBt^K»iiw«issnfc* y- F«a©gp»

H©S^S%-«fii*%t»©i:-r§fci6^,
il^fifl^SffitC, (S) , (B) X(4
'jy (p) *(5fa?-&5Ck3b^*L<, cftic&i
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7x-;i/#-7>%^-r5ci^-ets 0 uyfc^tyffc 10

^SliLT, M>7x-/U7*X7>C y%097jVf £

[0 0 9 3] **^(iX* K«WiaH3J«fi1B«fc*tt

fix &*HMB*JBl8Lfcfk £JSfe?©MgL<{i£
SSHO^ffiO^JiiWkHS (mil, g^KfUR)
nc^AUU\ &Bliff©gig:gL<H:£JSS§t
©£E©&jii&{bft©i**^ mm, ymij^nmm.
fcfettS vM^n&y^Xv?^ F^yx^gyy^X 20

7-?Xvj£, r f 7^Xv?£^cg^< 75X^JijcSa
7;l/rfy^X#HM{c*5^§X/^^y^ffia SIX
^x.(3:7 7^<DK^S^ffl^fc!!ft^«lIltcio

ffitcsan. *»>*xtiuy*#as-&sig, ssw*
X, £K&?©3!ffig L < fck&Si»*t©Sffi©&Jil*{t

[0 0 9 4] Kjg»«a«l«S®«*f#*fe«6f«:*V-
•F*ffi©^ffifc&JS*i?*ttgSH**73}£fcL-t\ flj*

SJ&lffl (W*tf, vx^/f) T»L/iKlT\ £H
tt^swars&njH^^tr&JiMt^ifctt^ftAy-

mmzBi&t^ tiy- K*@©gp»©ssfcff^ l

-racifc^T'tSo &«{L-&tt«:?tt* so

2 0 0 2 — 1 7 5 7 6 4

28

1-«^B©/Nnyyfb«j (0J*^ 3 7fb^. mtm,

r% K*»S!atRj«sfi«*^"r^t*y-Ft8ffi©
i»*cw©«!«*«aiLfetts tx^jr «

[0095] R*wia!S?«fifii**»*fe»i>»c*y-
K«i©aiBt^i|»il*fl5J«fS^ffiilLT, 01*.

tr, «*««a»?iafiiR«*»jai-^**y-F«f©

^•y+ffi. MOCVDffi^tJCVD
ffi (fb^wmffl^ffi) , mmmmfcrnz (pvd

Physical Vapor Deposition j£) §©^©73^^

(a) ft?tr-AftlJ»ffis gStlinJfeffix 777'>ali
^©ftass^ssjsfex (b) 7^xv^sa, ( c ) 2

HX^y^Uy^Sk BiffiX^y^yyy"}*, ear^
* h n yx^-y * U yy*&, KH»X/*y * Uy^
v^fnyx^'^'J yyl£, *ytT-AX^*y £
u yy"i£, /U7xx^7 * 'J y?i£#©&ffix^>y *

Uyyfes (d) D C (direct current)}** RFffi. ^

-TVym E*Stt-f*y7u—r-r y^JiH©*®
^*y7^-r-f y^i£*#tf5CfctfT?£So
[0 0 9 6] ££T\ ^Mti?fe«V»«^JS»K«. t
U7xy (Mo) , ->y^r;l/ (N i ) , ^*y (T

i) % ^7 DA (C r) , (C o) , ^y^xf
y (W) , ^Vn-^A (Z r) , ^y^;l/ (T a) ,

R(Fe),i(Cu)/S4(Pt) aaag» (z

[0 0 9 7] m*5iMtLT, ^77^hj?H> 7^6

*»l«©JB«73ffifcLT. V^^D^X^
^^fd y«Rg75X^a, r

f

f^x^mm^m-^
<CVDS, 3pff¥«S!CVD»«*ffl^feCVDffi*

tfcit), «3B©">-fx*-, ^©T^/^^-y

[0 0 9 8] DSfi. *y-F*ffi©«iii4:bTW\
»S©l®«!fi8t^Si:^tT*#SU T1^'®TO

±ic^$tirc±i^«TOJi© 3 jMuat-r§ c i: t
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[0 0 9 9] fiTF, 3af*M5oflKWa-aa*iiiiaT*
§01 5&i;igi 6^#mlt, s^s^tttH*?-

[oioo] [xs-e i ] 9tt, wmfjfvxfrztii

or, ^h9>r^Ro*y-K«ii i*$«f*io±

©ISEfe&tffRjfcgtfT^So *V-F«ffil lit, ffl 10

mO^nA (C r) B*^^So
[oioi] [xs-e 2] *-©&% ^ffifc, mmx.

Sfffti o±&tf*y-F«ii i±Kie«wi 2

[0 10 2] [X@-E 3] #l/^T\ XF^7°tf©y
-h«f 1 3*«Wil 2±tJplSLfe«x [18-

A

2] £H#©2f&K:g-3t, y-MtSl 3&tf»»i
1 2fcMpapi 4«u wpspi 4 (jLao ©jgais

fcfcy-FSffil lZmttiZ-GZ (01 5© (A) # 20

ffl) „ ^h7^^«©y-h*Sl 3(i0®©*K®SiI

Si /im~3 0^mOP3^a6S. MPSP 1 4 £\ fi&J*

tf, 1 iB3g«-OSI« Ot^tttfiiB*) fc 1 f@~ 3 0 0 0

[0 10 3] [IS- E 4] HflPgB 1 4 C0JSg|3(C

3#y- F*ffi 1 1 <DmmfcM*t#Wl£Mi&&ffl& 7 0

ZOtciblC, ftf, ^PgPl 4©jgaP©* 30

*i5tC*y-F*ffil 1 ©SffitfffiHJL£-77.^17 1

%Jg^t5 (015© (B)W 0 J|(W5tJ4, US*

xFTOS^xtrya-x^y^jifcr^papi 4ft£

pgc 1 4 ojitWo^^spttiBfs i^* humm^ii

eta. vx^H7 it*, r^pspi 4 <oiggi5(c{is-r?.

*y-F««ii i©-ai%\ mpsbi 4©dijg, y-F
mil 3Rtfi68wi 2*»wtT^So cntc^o
t, #©xst% p»ipgi5 1 4 ©jeauo^awcffiflM"* 40

ay- VMM i i ©£ffi£&*S§BSiRiSSffi8*J&j«

•rsa^ *y-F*si i tv-bmmi 3ttt&mn

[0 10 4] #tc, iSttJLfc^y-F'Hil 1 ©^ffi£

-7^ (N i) fStt^^y^n^-y-^JStt*

JRJWKHRftftfHtt 7 0 ^JgjS-r^tAV- KttS 1 l

WfM2 0 0 2- 1 7 5 7 6 4

30

V7>y)i7 l^su 4 0 0° csstcin^

i lo^Bfc^jitt?? 2^-r<ii:T\ mmmmmiR
iSSIiS7 04i5i:J:tfTf*S (01 6© (A) #
M) o f& ^»J->n+-y-y«> RtHbfc*y-F*ffii

mm) **rr«„
[0 10 5] [XS-E 5] KiflSJIilliRfiSlfi

U «?&Hiapi 5 c*H5. <:ottl8*Hl 6©
(B) tc^-To v^a&y^XvC VDfefc»3<tK

fg?i§i7 3©«&ft^ ttTO*lfc«St*.
[0106] Ggl]

[K«l*Jl©^M^ffl
ffiffltf* :CH,/H 2 = 100/10SCCM
BiJ : 1 . 3 x 1 0

3

P a

: 5 0 0W (1 3. 56MHz)
tiffiBA : 5 00° C

[0107] wwmnnmmm1?- 1 ] ¥M39*f?«
a*?- 1 o«s»a-aB»iSH*, 01 7© (o ic

Kir, zo^mmnni&mmT-iit. m*.i£#yx&

k«si k ^f*i oRtf*y-K*si i±im&
ztirzmmmi 2, ^11 2±tM?n/cxh7^
y^©y- h«ii3, mdic y- hsu 1 3 atwe
Mil 2^KjIL, fiajK^y-FSIi ltffWbfe
PJpaiSl 4^6«*o AV-K1S1 017©
(o ©;ffiffiStt^[Rifc®t>\ y-hmni 01
7© (o ©Jiftffifc&^fSttcjgtm^o *y-K«s
1 1 ti^PA (C r) ^5>^t»> 1 2(JS iOz

a* 5 j**. ci<it\ ffintti 4©)sai5tcBtBbfc*y-

H«i 1 1 ©aKj-tf*?aa» 1 5 Dtffl^-rso

[0 10 8] 3d«(**o«K«a-swfiBHT*
§017 *#R8LT. ¥ffi§yttW^ffi*^- 1 ©S3i^

[0 109] [Ig-Fl] 5fet\ S}l#10±(Cif
Kmapi 5DtLTiiffi-r«*y-K«flii \

§ c RiW^fctt, 3^#{*i 0±tc, ^OA (C r) frS

§ 0 cntioT, xF7-ry^©*y-Ftt®i 1*
0±tJB«-r5Ci:^T**S (017© (A)

#M) o ^ *y-F«f 1 nix 01 7©»Sit^

[0 110] [IS-F2] ^JC, GHAfcfCVDffitCT

s i o>^e>i£siet»fii 2*^ ostf*y-

-y9i«Si:I-5ti)7X^-7, F*^Jgrit-rsc t
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[0 1 1 1] [IS-F3] *<D&, Xbv'f'fW)?
-MBSl 3£l6iUf 1 2±£.&f&t& (HI 7©
(b) mm o issu ?-vnM\ z\t, hi latemtz

[0112] [IS-F4] :AtC, [IS- A 2] £H

ttigp 1 5DfcLT«^"rs*y-F«ii io

§ (HI 7<D (C) #B3) 0 tfiftlf 1 2£H7a

[0 113] [¥ffi§y«W)Kt±i*?-2] HI 8©
(a) icm^m^-^mmm^ir^mmm^nmm^
- 1 OteWTfftSTiSSMflltta*?- 2 H 1 7 ©
(o tmLftvmsmmsimx?- 1 fctas-rsj^

tt, BBPaJ 1 4 coigg[5(cEtti Lfe*V- K«S 1

1

[0 114] M- G 1 ] ftf\ [IS-F1] ~
[ia-F3] tmmmicLT, 5if*io±cxh7

1 X^2Uy^?£{C<fc9*£$J0. 2/xm

*y^x-fyJl^xF^ytfic/^-xy^u *v
-f*ii £8f*i o&tf*y- 30

K«ffi i i ±icmmm 1 2*»j«-r*. ibim 1 2 a,

teos (fh7xh^>->7» zmfctixtLxm
l^CVDSlU^Mt^ut^ttSo Mt, CCD

ttttJIl 2<D±K, Y-bUMl 3*&tfLTZo CCS
•e®ya-fe^»7Lrc«istt, nnmc hi 70
(b) t^LfcfcniaT»**d
[0 115] [II-G2] [!S-F4]fcBI
8k lt, f- hmm 1 3&t>i§iuf 1 2 tcr^pgi3 1

4

range 1 4oat«t*y-F«ii l^ntH
1 4 OJK»tBttLfe*V- F 40

mmi ivmtttc. wmaui 1 A^m^-r^o
Hflffil 1 A©^lStelSbT«» Xyr/^kLT
SFi*fllV\ *y-K«Sl lft«HS-r**yyXr

43 ,1:3 LTR I Effifcg-3<

B
B
Bl5^I%(i{^SB*Lrc^^^1-§'#/J^IHldig|3l 1 A£

[Oil 6].cc9«kd^¥ffi^SW)KHi^7— 2(0mm
Kfcvvtti, AV-FW1 l©a/MHfl8Pl l A, «fc 50

Wffl 2 0 0 2-1 75764
32

sim, *y-K«si 1 o*®*<¥»T?**a^KJt

«?^^m<S5ttil^n-So ffot, MPaPl 4£Ddg[5

o»soiRi±*^-etSo ^n&. Hi 8<D (A) K
^tfc¥ffi§y«W)Ktti*?- 2 fc,tnt& y- h«i 1

3 t*y- F«S i i fcoBBoBffiMtfJtRW'hS < t

[0117]^ IMMl 2*x^^y^-r«c4:K«fc

g-3t*y-F«ffii ittt/Mao»i lA^mLfc
tf, P^Pgl5l 4*Jgric-r«fe*OXyf-y^CioT^
«/MaeiSi5i i A*raB*fc««rscfcfcwea*o

X7f^Ii1"5i:h!a^ MPffii 4©ici5K:

aim tfc*y- f«s i i ogBStens/MHCiap 1 ias

[oils] tft, [xs-g i] tmmcoxmc^

Mmm9tmm*x>iv * v yrmicx&f&brm. u

y^77 f swat; K9>rxy f-yp&ffiicm-izij v

- F*ffiffl$S#ft»0^ffite«'hHiS8P 1 1A5:M
tfdt, [xs-F2] ~ [is-F4] tramoxs
^frtSCtKiotx Hi 8C0 (A) tC^LfcfclS]

«©*^»m*?=&ff»-r§ c £ t, r** s o

[0 119] **V>(4X, [Xg-G 1] ^^]1iOX@

- mmmmn^Hm^^y $ u yrmcxB&Lrc
*y-F«Bffl8»«*»aio«Sfcf»'Maia»i 1

AWL, Uy^77-fSfBRtf F7^X7
f-y^Sfl5tS-cJt*y- F«Sffl»«ttfiJi*/^*-
-^im [IS-F2] ~ [XS-F4]
<DXm*nfit5Z£lZ£?X, HI 8£D (A) IC^L

[0 1 2 0] H 1 8<D (B) tct±. H18C (A) ICtH

LrcxnmmmTQ&mMZisito hi 8<d (b) tc^

r«»JS[W«?K*t>Ttt. ^/J>Hflg|5l lA©^4Sg|5

0¥l^lSStaB^ KStM 1 2 ©TffifuBJ: t) tX^(*

ttWH^J&JBfiK-rsta:, [IS-G2] t*»«F5



(18)
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Jxy?y7<DWMS$m*M&ttil$&\<\ Z.<D&o&

[o 1 2 1] 01 9fc&, mTmttimcmmtzxv-

oasi i a±) {c^asi i B«$nti^¥ffii

[0122] C <D^S1 1 1 B AV- Km® 1 1 £

1 3i:^v-F«®i i tcomomiiL^ n^n^m.

rx^^y F^ffl^T^L/cif^ti, 5X10

[0 12 3] ttMl 1 B<DJ?£fi, ^/hHflgM 1 A
iinit soti 1 bjc 20

an 1 A(D^mic$>&2>ti\ &mswma^i 1 a#

ti\ MSIl 1 1 B<Di?££«*a3 0-10 Onmfgt
iI#?-f3;ii:*)W£U\, £fc, $'HH]flg|5l lA(Dft

s$glWi^i2{£K£*&lUi 1 2 OTffi&BJ: 0 t~Ftf

^^{cti. mmiciz, wmmi 1 B<D^gi5o¥^ii

[0 12 4] HftlftKlfct [I1-F2] £ffifc

c v Detecto/wrx^tty Ffre>$

§Mii i B^ffM-rntfctv\ nammi 1 b

y-F«fr5i zjktimmmi 2co±.icm^tirc\y

T7^/l>7 7X#V^e>FfrP>fi)c3«I 1 1 B#®

[0 12 5] &3i^iX, [18- F i] ^iiuioxg

- FS@ffl#*vmJl£X/W * 'J y^&fcTJMLfc
tt, U v^77 -fSffiRtf F^x^^&ffiKg-^

@-F2] ~ [xs-F4] mmoxnttmntzc so

KFH2002-175764
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[0 12 6] fc§l,>fej:X, [Xg-F 1] £|s]1f<DXg

i3v-vnM%m9tt®m<Dimic%k'bBa&i 1

A^MU #^T\ &ffljf 1 1 B%JFMLfd£, uv

1 1 b n iiy-h*mM®mwtfnmz^z--y7Lrc
M-F2] ~ [xs-F4] tnm<oxm^%

[0127] &z>iH3.x, wmm^mm^mhL

[0 1 2 8] |& m 1 7© (C) fcjSLfc^FBSISFMft

U*? iStiiSR 1 5 D (#V- F*ffi 1 1 OSS)
fc«IM*Jg«LTtJ:v\ co«^Kli, [Ig-F
4 ] BflPSP 1 4 OESPtBW LfcTJV- h*«ffi 1

\<Dmmfowmm\ 1 B?:lgfi!trtl^fJ;<^ fe^^a
[xs-f i] tcfe^T, «*tf, %m^\ 0±tc

73v- F«isffl#a^*4g^ffM l rem, t> v- h«s

[0 12 9] [fU-*It»ttUi«?-l] f U-jf

s«#tttn«?- 1 ©iiswft-8P»fBBia^ m 2 3 0
(B) K^To ^U-^S«ffttW*?-lfcfe^T

(i> «?^m-r^«^(Dlliag|5 1 1 1 At, #P§iaas

1 1 1 AtCH^tlfcHgPl 1 lBt*tt5*V-K«

n 1 2 Rtfy- h«s 1 3 0 Mti''fctti£n&ft&H

^T02 20 (B) {C^to

[0130] caasojgttiiWKHsEsnft^^,

^©Sit^ffiKfet^r^ft^^ffl^^ cagpi 1 1 b

951 1 1 B«HcrKesi 1 1 Aimmvitftt), ceo

«^OiaSPl 1 1 BtP§i£gi5l 1 1 Ailfi, Ikfat LT

gi5i 1 1 Att*?*»a'r*aj»T*«fc*,
^tDrc^SPl l l Ctfft&T-

a6«cfc*^tcj?su\ n^gpi 1 1 Ao^gpi 1

g)5l 1 1 A©EHt±MaiJ«T*oTt7>'^T**oT
/a, cagpi 11 B(±, caepi 1 1 BvmJifaic

»oT3i£?LfcPligg|$l 1 1 AtC±0H*tlTl/^Tt<fc
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t^U Jf-&{C«fcoT«, Hffil 1 1 BOl^lSlti&ot
l l Alc,J:»JB8:n-CVTt><fcv\,

[0 13 1] c©«fcdfc*U-*S«#ttlHSt& ;f©8!iS

£&fcfc^T\ £8H*±fc:X h :/#©£ V- F«H
^/s-rsistt, it)fti*wt(±,

*y-FWffi©3P#fclifc£U WT, «?*ttWr**

-»*K«Lfcia»fc** ,r**y-H«i*jBjjE'r* io

[0 13 2] #{*©:K!Bg{fc;fttf/X(i{t^g{fcfc£o

T, SI^IIISt«ci:iWff*U\ ££T\ J${*©tt

«SfbRtf/X»{fc^«fl:i:tt» »3L JI£K IKS* #

eiLK ^ »#©i»*i:«f**a« ,rs*y-K«

v\ flUtf, ^{*^ffl-rs*y-Ftt@Og|5^ltS 20

[0 13 3] ftfc, Sf**^«t*»*^«**^

*#5S«fO*y-H«ittrt*WBEH»*jBAfcl«

5* y- F*»©a5#tfRiftU seffiRtfcaaiu^<£

w*tf«tts**fc» ra*©«wifc»tj*, fiv-vn. 30

*««*BBEiBff*iHAfei«jS[T?«aa'r*. c©$ssi©

fwaot, ^(*:*ttffl-r«*y- k*k©»##jr
ttu i*ea5RtfiHi»trai^K:?LasjWB**tu b#»

*y- Ywmc&w»&&&tf. mfo<o®i&cft^T

U\ 40

[0 13 4] »3^a*U-*fflttJ*jiCffllg ;?-3fcS

*y-F*ffi©wa*fft>4^©^ ft*>

£&X»i*S14;«rx©ift{tttE^ ft#$©ift

ttttE*k ««R5I*, »«SttK jSM>**0«a«ft

"raw#©*y- F«@ftfRit?-*-s^s*^i/^©T% 50

#M2 002-175764
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*y- FWffi©g!£tff8£ LIfl> ^-5 fUjS^fe § o

[0 13 5] m$T5*b-*§MWJ»tHlt?-3;&S

< fc taiB^ * y- Kma*****-stm©#ws
cassia) tetter, ^tfti^gss^ftwratt

-r§d©^ftji/cLT^n^j;i\ *y-F

«\ 5${*©Sffi©^?&oTk£{£T&oT&<fc<, $

3wi* u-^SMfittm*?- 4 Kfc^T* * y- f

©gffltett S i -0S3^©^y^U y^ • FfciR*

i: fc**-T5 *«StffiFffi b, H*tt©«^#ttfc
*a©*^ii"pa&s. fifoT, s&ktt©$i&ftiayi«?r

i^7)<tt©gffi®aiftW-r§±iB-, H7j<tt©gs©ii/i

©F*3fi©g^fts»tw-rseitK-rsi:, ^©«j£

[0 1 3 6] «ft*«ijsr*w»H«w:«FfcHS?na
^t>\ mwi&tttm&itm-e&Zo feu m&mtf

igL< tiKfb$-^§ c i: BTIffiaflE^ttWBaJR-r

HS«ftjffi«}Sfitit«I5 3 0* C*©T% frfrSffi^

tmottHAfiAti: 3 5 0-500° CSST'^SCi:^

b^y^ TtvfrJk. if-/^, -ye-^y-ify

©*t#U v-Xti«S^#«*tf5 c i:^T*#So ^5

SvtiXx ^4:bTs ^f*±T©6S^*ESftBSfS

[0137] s-avHix, ^{kif-Uxy • 7
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7x7£J^£LT{5gffl-f&c2:tf?t3o *b-2§y

LT^4{g@ffi<DK3$0*£ft^$£n3 o ^©SS

ft, mmi&m-v{tux7xT<Di)umic£z>

[oi3 8] ^u-^mm^iktam^- 1 las^Tit,

^m*±.\m®L<»m**wm l reft, mfottmm-tz*

zcttf-v^Zo Sterna*. j±wm.fo~C't$fo*S7;)i>

So ft, ${*£/X;l/fr£«*hr?>|gl, I*f*£}f#g14©

%%fo±ic%t.ifiiEns i^tft^MfctfiRtfum

[0139] ftzmt, 'im?z>ti<-'?mm?m&m 40

^ftji^S-rscfcfeTtSo IUSft©1£Ri:bT
ti, x^u—f'^-xh tfwj&re&D, ensoma©

mat, ^mwc&vzrmmmt>m&&r>t>m^w 50

WfBB 2 0 0 2 - 1 7 5 7 6 4
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fcmtLTs ^'J7A, Xhny^7A, ft

**tfScttf-T*t«o bfc&, ftBEft

ft. s^EisnstttK, *y-F«»»«^6ia
say- K*ff-e»#***«*fts*ft» iMtiiioffM

[0140] &5<wi, flarr*^u-*ffi«^tttti*

[0141] tczx\ y-h«ifc*y-F«i«s

mmt* h =7-<^<Dtsy- K«ffiow»« £ jb^-r

BfiWfrsm^ttaisn*. for, h^spm^ ntg

fct Lit, co«t5*Bifia5Stfiagi5««sssfc««

lot, i*»*^iBtE«bTtfir6iaiH«4*i:

[0 14 2] cnfcWLTx bfe*y-K«

coffin i: ^-it-tt^js-rsfcif), «:F»m«*(a

a*W)TR«fc»j«*nsiJi!ipap« rjngawpasj

t>\ «?ttHlfc*#'r***olllP»4:Kgy-r*.

tiEffiiclSjeffi&tflHIflWBffi bT^Tt, «0ftMPfflO

T^TfeJtE^lCBfiSK&tflHiaPtfaiUbTt^V^V
Si/Hi, JftS»raP8R©£ffifcl£ggRRtfHffiffBHJ bT
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[0 14 3] s*f*©E&«:, »fa©HPffoilS, Hp(5

dW^tMisitttiiifFofflfttiSUTaiR'r* c tan?
0. 1-1 OMmOffiH-eSSft-rSCfctfjffS: io

V\ £#f*±fcliJS#* 1 0 0-500 0fi/mm
2 @

1 0 0 0{I/mm
2

©&fiT3:&tt±fcEB-f3£:, W
^iM^W.tamM'D^m^mcO. 5mmX0. 2mm

(xtii-y-yey-tr/w afcD©]Ktbtt?mi!g®

[0144] ^u-^swff»ta*?-i**vtta5E
f b-^§u«wKi±im?- 2 ~? u-^mm^mm

4 tfcv>T{4, ^©©^©-ap^m^ttiuap*

uyr^Mt. ^miHUMhttLX^X^ fcS^tt 30

ff^ftttl*?- 1 -^V-^Sfcffttffl*?- 4 tcts^?

©«^©caaJfc»fiiB5i:ti, £fctLT'?ls—?&%\,>
(±£;l/x^©<fc9«i*£M-f£ 0 40

[0145] $jt#±tcfettsiaeg|5©EHttjgiijwe

sts, ±a©«Sffi**^ttSSji%SfflLrc«^

[0146] yiy-^mm^wnam^- \ -tv-zm

fm. «awi*ffioi»<*fiitfrscfct,T-t*o km

ttfffi 2002-175764
40

[0 14 7] «Tn 02 0-02 3£#!®LT,
*ffl«»ttW3lt?- 1 ©«Bfi*ffi«KWr«^ 02 0

© (A) , 02 1 © (A) ,02 2© (A)

«ffi0T'i&9, 0 2 3© (A) RU (B)

-glM0T£9. 02 0© (B) ,021© (B) R
002 2© (B) «, 02 0© (A) ,021© (A)

Rtf02 2© (A) ,fc0fcj£^«lffl*St^fc**-»

£4*i0T&5 o

[0 14 8] M-Hl] $fc*x *ft©BM*8 0*»
«Lfc*y-F®ffil 1 1%£&{*1 0±KJBriW« o

Hft&tyCfi, 9ct, £$££J#f* 1 0±
©£ffi£, i*f*8 O^iitSo E*f*8 0fi, flUteM?

u * f -

u

vxomfrptmfr 5 ^

>%ffo\ 1 0±tC*5*5<t ;e 1 0 0 0i/mm !

©ffig-e^y^ixKEH'TSo

«/^it»*ttn© £ £ / X)ifr zmmt5#^©i^-r
t<tt\ Efi£nfd*f*8ot±, mmma-esaff* 1 0

±»c«if«tir^*. c©mi^02o© (a) stf
(B) fc^-To

[0 14 9] [IS-H2] #fc, $#8 ORtfXi**
1 o±tc*v-F«ii 1 1 *y-F«s
1 1 1 £j£fiScb/cW&, 02 1© (A) RU (B) (C

^•f0 *y-F*ai 1 i&, WAtf*—

h

^xh^^tx^u- yawn*§ c t <t -3 TffM
r*Cfc*^tSo £©£:£, «ft:8 0tt^l*»l 0±
©^B^EB5tlTl^©T\ ^f*8 0©^{c(i, 02
1© (B) K7ji?&5lC, *y-F«ffil 1 IT'lK
n4^fe©fea«s#ft-r«. *y-F««i 1

1

1 1 ^afb-rsfefefcs MAfcfi 50° ctcT^y-
FSffii 1 l^KjSS-TS. c©iggT'fi, «i*8 0«M

©<t-5**-*y^-xh^ffli^cx^u-yffiBijtg
x.t, *y-F«ai 1 1 zmfctzfiv-vwrnmrn
mt&m*£Mtc&& l, d©a y- Ftiiittm

1 i*jB«-r*c^tT*s. uy^7i'S'*^3iffl

0<Dmmtf5 0 0 r pm^S, m«^Mtfft&NS£

[0 15 0] [XS-H3] ^C, £jc{*8 0*&£?5
ctia^t «#8o*«HLfc*'y-K«ii 1 1

©sp#*i»*u j-^t, «?%»ni-rsaa©Bifig*j 1

l lAi:, ^KSi'l l lAtcHSti, Mo, ^8 0
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©^©-ffifcEWLfciawi i i Bt*irr**y-
Ffcffil 1 l£flMTT3o £©mi£> 11 2 2 CO (A)

&tf (b) (c^fo Mfomat, *v-F«ii 1 1©
j&£*«fax Iti 5 3 0° c teran&fcfif -3 cfc

o*««"rs*y-F*si i i ©iJ^ggsBEiaw
*jB*fci«jSi-e«a!ibT»56«n*. *©*ss, £8f*
i o±t»i«*nfe*v-K«ii i lo-awj-t, n
Sgpi l l ARtfHSPl 1 1 BjWBj*S*i*. ^ 10

[0 15 1] [I8-H4] *-©&, *y-KlIl 1

o±tcie«wi 2 mmic

fc, WAtf l 5 0° CKTt&Bff 1 2*«ai"r*. ±*E
©<fc aft^x^h^fex^ U —yBWcfla. 20

[0 15 2] [IS-H5] 2±fC, X
F^^ttoy-MtSl 3*^"T* (023©
(A) mm o ^h7-T^K©y-F*ffil 3<DM&m

©5£y-'?>77|p]f£v Xh^yttOAV-KtlSl 1 1©
W»«©MEtf*^lfiHt9 0«©ftS*jaLTV»*.
[0153]. [I8-H6] *©&, y-Fttffil 3©
mmtiov-mmi 1 i©aae«£:tf®£-f3*?
»WtB«fci3^T, [IS- A 2] fcRI«©^rJ56lca^ 30

t > y- h«H3Rummm 1 2 kmpw 1

4

u wt, nflnsp 1 4 gpl«o ©i£*tnaR©iift©ia
SgPl 1 1 ARXfwmi 1 1 B£Btii£-ti:3o tsV

-Fttffil 1 lfcttLT+tfteffiVVLy^yysftJttf

SVMiXx ^iESPl 1 lA5:ML/ci, Witfcf,

23© (b) jc^tfc^atH^^scfc^-ptr
&o 40

[0154] ^u-*$!«ffawjR?- 1 ©ta§#
ffiOfflBWfcbT, [IS-H2] ©ft, [IS-H
4] ~ [18- H 6] fcHfirU #V>T\ [18-

H

3] *&frLTfc«fcl\, C©«^ $&©$$£y-h

[0 15 5] [18- H 2] ©ft, [18
-H4] *£frU Hte, [I8-H5] fc|3|«l©18

fcfcVT, BSPffi%*LT^4^7.h7l'ytt©y-h
«si«m«-r«ji«ttiM±ic«aL^ cis-h 50

if!2 0 0 2-l 7 5 7 6 4

42

3] *m?t&o ctiicx-ox, mwso^imLrci}
y-Km 111, jcmm 1 2 y- 1

3

zimmm 1 2 *jtiiLfcranw 1 4 w^BEsti* t«
tB^ttw-rssfiapi 1 1 At, gsan 1 1 a

ica^n, so, ^8 o©j&tf©-ap*5»LfciHSP
1 1 1 Bfc*»6/a*«?tttB«J*, MPSPl 4©Jgg|5(c

BPS, «ft8 0©«S«EtffoT«fl£8 0^BHi;j&«)5tl

*y-Fiii

1

itmmmi ztv-hm&i 3*m

wiii A&t?iaaji 1 1 BtrcnsfcHpasi 4^ffM
L^t>, «»8o*^i«n*. mnmi 4«,

y-h«Sl 3Rtf«5»«l 2£K§U IO, £*{*8

0©Jg«©-SP*RI«tTl/'»So IJHPSP 1 4 ©l£
9Hc& «?*ttm-r*i*e» 1 1 1 a. &t>\ new
1 1 1 AKBSn, fiO, J*f*8 0©fl£K©-95%KI!fc

LfcHWl 1 1 BjWBS,
[0156] [^b-*S«l?»ai3R?-2]
iwisitttti*?- 2 ©s^3g^?£©ia 2 4 zimLxmm
rz>t>\ o±tc*«©*ft8o*Eiwais

&T«*fflj«tti*^*«fflfi8aS8 l^^ftl 0±tc

Jg/SU WT, 0±fc*R©BP#8 0*E«
u *y-K«itJ»3^6rii«*y-F«ii 1 it-is

©Mjg^ffiiifflsl-ao

[0 15 7] [18- J 1] fc-f, $#^1 0±tC^S(
©«{*8 o^iHH-r^o nfwsfctt, «{*8ot*y-

fi«»*^«sffiis«i«8 is3t«F#i o±tc&m?

lA^uffflU ¥^iIS^5 /im©^y^^ixy^
©k»?»»35p5j«*«#8 ot, yzmmio. 0 5

/i m©*—^ytft? y- F«tt«fi. 8 1 Bi LT^
ft£8 1 AfffciMft«-ti:TB8*fil*»*3a«H 0±ft
Xh7^ 7°«{cx^ u-yBUMU IM^l 8 l £flM
1-§o 02 4© (A) tcti, SJS1IM8 i©m^ilft©

[0 15 8] [X8-J 2] Sfifttl 0fc««r«tlfeti

1 0±lcEBSn*i:«fc, SS*8 0^t,^l 0±
KIoT*y-KtBffl8 1 BA'»U *y-F«
®TO8 1 Bfr5J«**y-F«il 1

§ 0 cntc^oT, ^#i*i o±tc«a©«f*8o*E
EL, *y- F«ttWBrt»&jS**y- F«S l l it*

«#8 o^tta-rsct^t 5o c©«sg*, 024
© (B) tc^-r o
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[0 15 9] [IS-J 3] #»»8 1 A£0!l

*tf«»s#stfcteJ:oTi*i-r*. co«i8*, s
2 4© (C) (C^-fo

[0 16 0] [IS-J 4] #^T\
m*?- i© [I8-H3] ~ [ie-H6] tmmo
IS, &§W4, ^b-^§y«W^tBJS?- 1 ©§£l7a

SOfPMfitSCttioT, 02 3© (B) E

[oi6i] [^-^swwaajffrf-s] c©*u
-*M9¥mmtt-3<Dmmi5&tci3^?. £&&± io

% Sfc, tffWBfekttoaffifflUiJifcW*-*. WT,
^^^•ffttitiis^oaji^rffi*^ H2 5*#jhltw
H^-T^o 20

[0 16 2] [IS-K 1 ] ftf\ 38$** 1 0±fc«tt
©££t*l 8 0^E«-ri> o ^v7.^5>fig§

C<0«#1 8 (Hi, fiaj^ff^lf^yl/^VHfy^Oig^
8 0A^'Jf h77;WPXfU

1 8 0 B^SSl/riSD,
5/im. 1 %*®T$.«. 0 1 8

o£, £}ftti olfcfcfc^i
0 o of@/mm

2

©^g-e^y^AtciaH-r^o seb$
ftfcSjcftl 8 0ti, #*^WjT*£fttt 1 OliCtiJtl 30

Tl/^o CC£?©7n*X#»7Lfc:KI6fc, 02 5

© (A) IC^fo
[0163] [is-k 2] «?*»urt-*a«
©Higgin i i At, £i&gau i i Atasn, a
O, J$ftl 8 0©Jgt*c©-gP^SIftLfctHlg|5l 1 1 Bt
**ru &R£tti i i A*n*f*i 8 o©/iiati:«fiSt$

e, (?ijK.(f*-#y^-xh^7.h5-r7pWcx^u-

1 8 OOaffi^SffiSaa® 1 8 0 Bfc: J: 9«zM4*#tf
T^5fe*fc, 8 0<D±lC7>irV— yQlfflZtltc

*i-$>^-xhim%icm"ftTmTL, so
©JMcift*»LTIliS£g|$l 1 1 A*^«*ns. H^SB
1 1 1 A(D«gPl 1 1 Cfi, ^U-^fcJMfcttitfr?

i o tomicxo^tctiv-h'mmi 1 iosm
HSBl 1 lBtft^ 02 5© (B) -£(4, *y— F*
Hi l l l 8 0t(DmicffiMtfift:&t%&5lc®l
^£ftTi^5tf, *y--F«ffil 1 1 fcS&ttl 8 0i:(4 50

#IJB2 002-1 75764
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jgflSLTV^tf^tS^o ^©f£, *V-K«ffil 1 1

*W*tfi 5 0° CETKJS£-e<5o ccs-eo^nt
XJb^TbfettH*, 02 5© (B) C^-fo

[0 16 4] [Ig-K3] W18 0(^M
^xSdttCtoT, XJSttl 0_b&>5£(*"l 8 0*|«&

£"T3 0 J|<W£|&£7?i£tL.T{4, iftit^BEW^M*©

Tbfctttt*. 0 2 5© (C) icmto l*k #f*©l»£

[oi6 5] [is-k 4] toft, ^w^sm?^
flUff-i© [is— h 4 ] ~ [is-H6]
5ci:{:4oT, 02 3© (B) fc^bfctttraai©*

[0 16 6] ft, ^U-^§y«^]Ktli*?-3©Sii^
ffiOgfBWfcLT, [IS-K 2] ©&,
IMttti*?- lfcfctt* [IS-H4] ~ [IS-H
6] ^RU #^T\ [IS-K3] *^ffLTtxk

[0167] [tu-zmmnmmm?- 4] tu-z
mm^miam^- 4 ©sii^SEfc^-c, $itt±tx
F^7«©#y-F*i£ffM-f3l8f4, iOUtt

fcj&m-f£«&©lli£g|5£, »RieaJKiBStU

sis. *^«So ft, £ffifcieai*Kw-*iR,

fTO. ^l^-*SW»ttaif?-4 0«Jfi»ffit«:43^T

14, ^ftft^oSSOSSttOEHtt, «fc

wt, *i/-*swisitta*?-4©«jt*a*, 02
6St>"02 7*<WHLTKWT*.
[0168] [IS-L 1] 5fe"f, 3dWl 0±E«»
©«<*1 8 0^IEH-T-So *iW9fctt,

tttfj*?-3oHifiiafc*»Js [is-ki] fcpa
©is^tf-rso
[0 16 9] [IS-L 2] «?*tttHt*a
^©Hlggpi 1 1 At, ZtikSBl 1 1 Atcffltti, a

^ftl 8 0©^©-gl5^SWLfclHIgPl 1 1 Bt
£WU #Higg|5l 1 1 A^«*l 8 0©JIBKlflMS
n^^y-Ftt^i 1 1%, 5t#i*i o±fc»tts. n
ftWKtt, ^U-^Sffi^]Kai^-3©MiilSE*3
tt* [IS-K2] £ffl»V>xm*%ft+&o
[0 17 0] [IS-L 3] «ft©±^tcBBP«
i-4A*^flc?nfc«s»«i 2*, *v-K«ii 1 1

RVUftfcl 0±tSltSo Mf*WEt4, #5
X^-Xh££BE&5 fimOJPSfCX^U-yaigiJ-r
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?> 0 wfa i 8

o

commtmrn^mm i8 0BK«tD»*

©|gBS§I2lfc«fc DISSS 1 2©${* 1 8 0<D±<OBftlt

wmtZo *©e£* mwi 8 o (ommmmm 1 2^

81*02 6© (A) fcjj?*. HwbfcW-ett, MPffii

*\ Sffi^aSl 1 8 0 B©W®3Sft#x #^7.^-7. h

<D?m&t}& 0 fc'J^V^fctt* ffiPSP 1 4 A©E@ 10

tf/j^<**«iftfci6*. mmmmi sob©
ffBSffl*^ #57^-7h©IM3g*J<fct> i&;iL<*

*©8L WBM \ 2*«*tf 1 5 0° CtTaJiSti:

So

[0171] [ig- l 4 ] #&c, rapgp 1 4 A fcjlil

rarapspi 4B*frr«y-h«ii 3 steam 2

1 8 0©±{C7.7 ,J-yWJ$nfc^-7,h{iII*1 {C§¥

frtvt, ie>©£®3g£fc<J:»)JK8U ttMUii 2©g
iii©*fctt*Lfc«IBfcJ8:S. c©fc£, y-h*ffil
3«\ 0jjVfS<fc-5£. liil 2©BBPtt!ap*»6MP

gfll 4 Art^THD^Cy^d^fig^n^ClttS
So *©&* 3*0J*«: 1 50° C(CT^
il£-eSo CCST©ie^»7LrcttHS, 02 6©
(B) ICTTsto SffiMil 8 0B©^ffi5g^
^-T^OWffiSrt.fcOfc/hSi^f'&KUu BflpflSi 4

A©Bs*w<&«^t*So ^emii 30

8 0B©WffiH^^ ^-xh©Wffl?i*J;9fe#L<

[0 17 2] [I@-L5] MPSBl 4 B. 14
A©£8M«:»ttLfcBM*l 8 0£fifcfefSo RftWfc

«, *y-F«il 1 1 £tHMi 2 fc©j&«£36tes

j777^-7.h©iftS^^igfiT'feS^5 3 0° C

1 1 2 Rtfy- h*i 1 3 fCtiUHPaJ 1 4 A, 14Btf 40

s^e>^fiE$nrv^©r\ av-Ksai 1 1^16

iii2, y-Mmi 3 o—SB^fRffc-r« c

t

<, Sflci 8 Otijg^jWcRfc&SnSo MPgRl 4

A , 1 4 B ©±iSig|5©SIS^W 1 8 0©KM* 9 fc*

Sttl 8 0 fiflRtf, ft

ffi** 02 7© (A) {C^fo
[0 17 3] [Ig-L 6] ^©ft, ISP»1 4 A©{!

SiBfcffis-rst§s«ji 1 20—as*ss35fWKxvf-^y 50

ISM 2 0 0 2 - 1 75764
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t%t, 027© (b) icTjktmffl&ttim?*™®.?*

fclRlvvtvStf, c©c£i±> FjflPa? 1 4 rt©«W3SJt

[0174] [x >y v?SJ«WS5ttB^7] X >y 5?SMJMJ[

tnm?<Dm3lw%-ffimmmttm2 8© (a) jc^-To

COXy^fc^ftttJIfrFMu Sftttl 0±KffM£tl
fc7h97:A»c©#y-F«l2 1 1 OR
tf*y-H*S2 1 1 ±K««*nfc»Wi 1 2 «s

Mil 2±fcJ&SSttfcXh7>f7tt©y-h*ffil 3

V-Kttffi2 1 l©X>yS>'g|52 1 1 AtfSttBLT^So
*y-K*ffi2 1 lfttfy—h«m 3 tcftjE^eniraf

ZCtlC&^X, *y-K*ffi2 1 l©X-y>fa52 1 1

Afr£«7-MKtti£tt3o
[0 17 5] ^ 02 8© (B) tgVf BflPSP

1 4rt©*y-F«ffi2 1 l©T©£lfftl OfcMffil

g|3»fffi0*0 2 8© (C) ICmt&olC HftWl 0±
CMStlf:^ 1 ©y- h*H 13At £J#f* 1 OR
xm i ©y- h«« 1 3 A±icBf&znrcmMtmm 1

2 a t. mmmmm 1 2 A±Kj&«2ftfc#y- f«s
2 11^ Iffl^HUi 1 2 ARtf*y-F«S2 1 1

jBjasnfcteHUi 1 2 b t> ienw 1 2 B±tcffM^n
feSU2©y-h«il 3B^?.^-r-5ili:*>T*t§o

* LTs Mpgp 14^ $ 2 ©y- hsffi 1 3 b , mm
mi 2 b, #y-F«H2 1 .1 R^JiF^^ji 1 2 a^
BWt5 tiTis *) , BBP» 1 4 ©IiJgtc (i ftV- F«S 2

1 l(DXy^8P2 1 1 A^RWLTV^. *y— F«ffi

2 1 i#tffc8n©y-h*ffii 3 a, m2©y-h«

ffia"TS*y-F«ffi2 1 l©X<y~y8P2 1 1 AfrZW
7^w^nSo
[0 17 6] mZ-lf, 02 8© (C) fc:S;LfcX-yv^

[0 17 7] [IS-M 1 ] $fcf\ tWAtf*7XA^I«'
S5«P<*10©±(C 7,^>y^uyystj:0i?$^
o. 2 /im©^yyxxyji^Mu iim©xiiii(cse

0T7 * h >j yy57 -r s^Ro*f^x^ yy&tfi

tciUco^yyxryffil^^^-xyyu ^i©y
3 A*Btftt%o %mic s i o 2 ^

&s HMIftlMl 2A©±tc*yyx-ry#»5j«3*h
577«©*y-F«1i2 1 l*&tfi-tZ (0 2 9©
(A) #HS) „

[0 17 8] [Xg-M2] *©&, ^iifc, S

1 Oi*^J«SJ??0. 7 //m©^H 2 B £f&£
^^7\ MSWH 2 B±tCXh^77«©^2©y
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-hWf 1 3B«®fiK-r« (02 9© (B) #M) o

[0 17 9] [I1-M3] *t, [IS-A2] fcH

8©£i£fCg-3SK i§2©y-h*gl 3B«(JR

SSfcxyf^L, TLSP^tf-rSo tttKll 2B£S
i 0 2 £fflt>TffMLTl^©T\ Wi{t7y»7WS«
*ffl^f:!)i7H7f^4fi% IftlfJIl 2BtcJ£

ztiimnw®mnWBu& o &'<mtz>t)\ c©^© io

«Baittxy^>yi^mioft)Sfcj: osuw-rs c t^?-
#a. iicT'ti, MdMi 2 b fc«j««nfe?L»oT*iii

*v, sg2©y-h«ii 3B»c*j«?nfciipffoHp
BHBiDtftJi-r**^ "7x<y hxyf-yyfcfi^o
[0 18 0] 3«t, ?L<W©fiiBfc«iabfc*y-"K«i

^xy^yyf5o ^t^±x7fy^itt5F
^xy^yyTti, Mx>y^yytK\©;W7X*EE
©OTP^X5 i:$W t ©ffi£ft ffl**J ffl LT#*S
?^&s^;i-y*taii*s<: —fistct± 20

S^ttx «y^yWJtffU Sx-yfyyftoiPIiBtt

ilitS^o LfrU coxgtffi, X^Xv^cDi
x >y ?•yyao^fc fe SifiUtt©ft f3AS^fig^
^SfiEtSct, RtflWP*o«S»tiBit*»afc

F«S2 1 i©Efflffi©*T% **T*titfMn»fc«k

l 0<D&Mlcft-?Z>Xttft<D'bZ^3iX.vi-y'?

aSHX»S»ttW<^ A£t£l©*£^±x<y^yyiffl 30

[0 1 8 1] ffioT. *V-H«fli2 1 Hcj^fig^tlfc

<DT$§iffltmm?T^2>t><D<D. *y-K«ffi2 1 1

K3JS£ftfcftas©T^©ttlItt*©±fl86B<}: 0 fc^

HJL7ctfjii:&5 0 *y-K«S2 l 1 ©xy
*jw>z 1 1 A<omzt>\ &miift<o9c&izmfrm<
18:0, Xy5^fc2 1 1 AtfftlBffcSftSo ffil^tf, X>y

K«ff 2 1 l (Dm&lmxttfio C ttfX'ZZo 40

[0 18 2] *y-K«i2 1 1 fcJBJ*Sttfc?L

spciiEiifcBHib/'cgiaasasi 2A^f»xyf
yyu iRmKiMi 2Afc?L«5««j«u mpsbi 4

^x-y h^v^yfteftSo mmwm\ 2acm?
ftfcflJB©gffiitt, *y-F*ffi2 l l fcj&*i£ftfc?L

atoT*MM:9fc«»r*. c©fcf©SHifi«xyf-
yyB#^©fi@ciO$iJfflnj^TS^o B8PSP1 4©^
^fc^i^^yxhg^i-rsi:, 028© co

f#M 2 0 0 2- 1 75764
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[0183] [7.¥ymmnwunm?(Dmjg.jj&(Dm
b-i] u^yhmmfmmm?'} K-cwiLitxv

«tl¥©«SWft-SP«Sffi0T'feS03 O~03 3^#i

Wfctt, WT©lSK:S-^tf^»2nSo HPS,

(a) $##1 o±*cxh5>rytto*y-F«ii 1

(b) *y-K«ii i±^#ty^{*i o±immm

(c) niMi 2±icxh7>f7,tt©y-h«ii 3^
IS

(d) Ilt*V-FlIl 1 tfSft LfeBBPflJ 1 4

y-h*Sl 3&tf*fiSJIl 2{:Mt5II
( e ) B8Pi5 1 4 rt*S&£iBfc«?ttttHJ^jSffl©W

s*m»9 i*^-rsis
(f) mpspi 4©**apfcffiB-rs»*$mJi9 1©

9 1 ±ejg«-s-*is
(g) #«*raa9 i©£#tti oic-ttLxmm%?5fa
fc&tfzs.vf-yfmmtf^xtttmm 9 2©^mc

»B9 2fc%X-yf->y-rS«:tfC<J:»)x 9

E*MPa5l 4F*i£imjLfc;&y-F«ffil l±icj£$
T*I6
[0 18 4] [Ig-Nl] ixtli)7Xlfi±
tcJp£*<J0. 6 |imOS i OzSSJgfilctTfigSSJtft

1 0±K, ^nA (C r) fr6j8S*y-FWIl 1*

u yy}* c v ds »ct ^ a a j«a* y- f affiffl

«*/^-xyy-rscfcfc<k^rx «HSo*y-F«
Hi i%^-r§dfc^r't§o *v-HtSi i©*i

5 *y- FMa^-Xfcfifllitlf 3

o/imtn. ^©^ *y-Fsai i±*$tr$M
ftl0±(C, Sfi^fcLTTEOS (fh7XF*">
->5» ^ffl-rsy^xvc vD&fcxs i o.*^

mtt%>o ^{C, *§iii«l 2±©^ffi(C, *y-Fttffi
l 1 i:H^1-575-|S]tcTOj:Et>*§Xhv^X«©y-

[oi8 5] ^tc, *y-F««ii i tf-hnmi 3

tCfcl/^T. y- h*g 1 3 ^Ulil 1 2 fc^Mjitfcra

P«14«, [IS-A2] fcra«©2ri£fc8"3*JBj8

T5 (03 0© (A) #M) 0 BBP3P1 4©¥ffi}gt»c

ago. 3/im©rare&5o nnati 4
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[0 18 6] [I8-N2] £ffiteffi*Ji9 0*
X^y^'jy^llCTMtS (13 0© (B) #
«0 0 C©fMIJi9 0tt, 3ima.ttix
^%^mmm i 2 ostujs^Mnas 1 4 ©issfciinj

DCX/<7*'J^ffifcJ;0 0. 0 7 fimOff^tC^JA 10

[0187] [IS-N 3] 35?fc, HQflSl 4

Affile, J¥£,ft)0. 6(imO^^'Xf^5Ilitf
amgpjgjsfflojimwsa 9 1 «7j<^3i^Mi±c v Dm
icz'oBdttz (S3 io (a) #bs) o i«iii*nrc»

ttTO/19 i©^ffi£(i, MpSPi 4©±i^ffli:^ffii:

©mioasi*Ri»bfeiaw9 1 Ajweissns.
[0 18 8] [IS-N4] Jfcfc, MPgPl 4©**gB
fctttt*-SWt#ttJl9 i ©Hii (j|<*Wtc««9 l

a) *MR-i-*j:dfcvz^*r«ji9 2*«ja-r«. n 20

Xtfyn-hStcfcD^O. 35m

9 1 0±fC^-TS (0 3 1 © (B) #M) o VX^tf
8S9 2«\ $18*^119 l©Ha$9 1 AfcKiRU (5

(3T¥fi&S®£:&3o ?X^ffll9 2^TO
7xX£rffll^/cR I ESti!3i7f>yt5„ C©i7

#«tf«S9 l©¥tHffi^S(±itfcB#^Tll

7-TSo cni-c^o, *mTOJi9 1 otagp 9 1 a#¥
ffi£S»&tNfc$te^x**mB9 2#g5 (03 2©
(a) mo c 30

[0189] [is-n 5] we mmttnm9 1

#C©«?JfttB.g|U 5 Efc^jSTS (03 2© (B) #
BS) e cn50JBOX'yf->^fi, a»«TOJS9 l©x

& 51 < &3 ft?j14x >y :fy^fcttTPfl 0 o X «y^y

^

SM^WFOS 2 fc So

[0 190] [*2]

OTTOS 9 ifoi7fy^ffl
S FogStl : 1 5 0 S C.CM 40

0 2 iJftffl : 3 0 S CCM
A r ift* : 90SCCM
mtl : 3 5 P a

RF^7-:0. 7kW (1 3. 56MHz)
[0 19 1] [IS-N 6] *©&, f»«ftX7f>

&nfcHip»i 4<Dmmm*'im-$itzt, 0331c*

lis- a 5] icxmmLrctmmt-rta£^\
[0 19 2] CCX\ [IS-N 5] {Cfc^T, 50

1$IJB 2002-175764
50

man 5E#«jasn*««ifcoi,vc % 03 4£#ml
TKWr*. 03 4© (A) Xyf-VdfOJtffKff
oT, Mx>y^yyti©SS^P7r-r;W-^B#^«
tCif<D<t-5ti:S{bfS*^-TfiiS0"P*t), 03 4©
(B) tt % x>y^yyB#^^HP0|5l 4 0ifi«K^«
Sx >y ^y^tj©J?2 i: ©M&fcjjVr77 5„ H
PS51 4©*^*JlJ§V7s^TOl©J¥$^hp, Hfl

P351 4©«t>jWc*ttS*?ttHJSBJl 5E©«££hc

[0 19 3] ^2£^LfcX-yf-;y7^#THi % b^X

V7n7TO19 2tf#£L&l^$T*fi, WTOS9
1 tfE^fcX-yf-y^ftJfiik gX-yf^^CiS

9 2^#&-T5^1iTti, IS)tVX^M9 2*^
*2ft*v^*0T©#«*raB9 loi^f^^te

§ug««x -y f-yptows<ow.'>mmm< (

h

Pm

ix7fy7%©J¥2©M^jIS*^x 7TOJf 9 2 ©
#aELftv>«l«i:ra«ta<*« (heM'>EH) o he

a'>EF^Pff̂ 8f«tt> 7X7U8I9 2

fcfcSBSPan 4©4>'L>T'«tji<, vt.^TO/19 2

©Sv^PgPl 4©SiafPRl3b^T#<&So £©£5
CLT, P3*UBtt0*Pttffi» l 5EjWB«?n*o
[0 19 4] P->"y;FW5^X7M8l9 2(r)

x.yi-y^mm^nt^mwMnm9 i©x>y^yyjg

C0*H/S>Xh*RJt*fc *?fttfjan 5E©i^££:Jl5

t^jfc£-f"5fiM&B7-T'&5C££, H3 5£#H8L
T»T3o 03 5© (A) tt, ttU^Xhil&Jttfffl

03 5© (C) ti, WU^XhilS?
i±#ffl*h£Kc*t^i§3\ 035© (B) ticne.©^

©JIM 0 tCit^TaittTOJl 9 1 ©JIM »J *><» L < fc3

©T\ M^ttUigRl 5Eti«tO«<x M'OSfJ<^§ci«h

«<W«. Wb^hSRJtti. SF.Mi^tSO^

mLX4*yoxM^*)\<$-*mtz#%z.timm

»f-sc: tx\ hzmtZTifzc twx-it&o
WU^hajRJtOffittl. 5fcLh, $f$L<(i2«

[0 19 5] ift, ±ffi©X-y^y^«3^T{il^ y

*iR-r*iSIW**^ S 2 tjSLft*ft-p4 < Pp1®«



10

20

51

j-yfttif. ±Eo*fft?*ntf, ttfai o«±©x

[oi96] [x ify hmnnims&tiW&fi&vit

2] ©sit^aa, [xe>haht»ttHj*?©«jfis

©^«£, [x try h sw^sctH^©siit*}*©g#
-i] ic43tj*H3i^rffiK*ij*«t*)t»*<r*cfc^

IS (f) fcfci^T, gMttmSO^BSfcvx^jH -

[0197] WT, [X tf> h S»»ttffl*?OHifi*

urn*. $mre©«^fcH»OTHW5H3 6~

[0 19 8] [IS-P 1] $fe1% 0±tC*V
- K«i i i sjgfig-rso *y-k« i i it, mz.it

DCX/V^'Jy^liaO, TiNl (J??0. 1

m) , Til (f?5nm) , Al-Cul (¥2 0.

4/im) , T i M (ff?5nm) „ T i NS (J¥S0.

0 2 (im) RtfT i M (0. 0 2 (im) £ C ©Jlgfciiajf

fn&s-rscfctf-ets,, HT(i*y-F«ffii

l©±f£* mZO. 7 pmOli&WiMl 2*. TEOS

v Dj£fcs^*?Bj«-r*o ^v^\ «iu 2©±ty*
[S3]
;*-y*$ :B6iBB (CuSOi • 5H26)

(3 7%HCHO)
Ml*A (NaOH)

^y+7§rUS : 5 0° C

[0 2 0 3] [IS-P 4] *©&, VX*tmJl9 2

fc3§*tm«9 l ££$*tftl 0©£ffitc*tft¥?T&

j§9 2*mt (03 7© (b) #bs)
0 ccom&t, m

z.fflt¥mmsmmm& (cmps) tcj: vn?ct

&

[0 2 0 4] [IS- P 5] 3MC. £«ttttJI 9 1 tm
SJf 9 0©X^yy3Ifi#VX**fflJf 9 2©x-yf-

(27) #M 2002-175764
52

*-h*ffi 1 z^m^t^o
[0 19 9] Mfc, ^iBKffiliUf S i Oz^S^Sff?
0. 2 (imOX>yf>y*ffjtl9 3*f)St5, x-yf

T*&fc<, &IgT»frfcnS3MBmJB9 l©X<y^>
ywric, y-hssi 3*««"rsta*j**fc-r.

mtf^i 9 1 ©x>yf-y**&mc*ftry- h«n 1

I Emc&K), X>y^yyff±l9 3, y-F«ffil
3, mmmi zzmmu tt»fc*y-K*si i«i
fflffclSPgBl 4*. [IS- A 2] fcra«o^ttics

-3*J&£"tSo C©<fc3fcft, 03 6© (A) tC^-T

[0200] [ie-P2] nasi 4rt*$ty

«fB*S9 o^fig-TSo #^T\ range 1 4ft£#tf

(036© (B) #JSD o ffiU [x£yb§y«f?j&m
H?©lBI?3&©^-23 fc*5tt§J»«*mi9 1

14, [X fc°> h S*»tttH*FO«IJfi^ffiO«»- 1 ]

©§at;£i£-ri^rciH9S9 1 a £9 fe^i3gi$9 1 a#

tWot, Mntfl 4©±i$E£J6ffi£©fl9©&M£
SlftfC, tt^g|39 1 B^C©S^g|5 9 1 BO±«Hca
ai-§te7^g|59 1 Cfcfr6«S»»iM*©IHI»9 1 A£

[0 2 0 1] [IS-P 3] WStmif 9 1©£

(om (cu) ^6ritaTx*#»ji9 2*jBja^'s (0
3 7© (a) mm o i«s?^7**ftwo3t3ic

[0 2 0 2]

30

7 g/'J >y

2 0ral/'J7
lOg/'Jyb/V
2 0 g/U-y

«TOS9 1 £vX^7*mjf 9 2 fc^«J!9 0^?rX>y

f-^y-r So ^©^ Matti 4 rtfc««9g«**fr
Sm^lKtHSPl 5E*^«StlS (03 8© (A) #
f.b) 0 m^ssjuigpi 5 E©jass»Kvx^#»ji9
2 &m&+% ttx f77 IteKSa^ffl V

>> x -y

hX-y^yy(C<fc»?VX^^S9 Z^ifSCfcjb^

[0 2 0 5] [IS-P 6] ^WftX«yf->y
H 50 *ffT*fflPaPl 4©rt95K43l^T«S»Sl 2KR»t6tl
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imam

1

4©wgffi*igHis-&sfc* 0 3 8© cb)

[0 2 0 6] tC5T?, [Xk0

>hlMWJftJ±iig?©iy

2 ] ©Sijg#&TffM2ftft«?$tii3l5

i5Efc*5^T(i, [x£yhS«W$Hii!l?©SBg#
a©^-i] <D^}S7?a-(:«^nfc«?jKtb^ i 5

ii, -7X^^)19 2©ff^i:> ?X^^I9 2©x 10

<DitomwLigmf& a c<Dm^icD^x, 0 3 9£#

?m?&o. 03 9CD (a) imfrzmz^xtttnm
9 2^1^, 03 9© (B) ttUiSXhttm^

M£U 03 9{Cfcl/>T(i^*l9 (XDm^tt^m-t 20

-So

[0 2 0 7] S^P>/£3^X^*fflJf 9 Z^m^fcm^
(03 9© (A) (i, VX^7*ffijf 9 2©x<y^
y^M^lt«l^l9 1 <DX<y^y^igg(ci:b^T+
'Aizm^rc&bic, x.y?y>fwc-?7,?ttnm9 2 turn

tf*4fr5>$3VX^*fflJl9 2£ffll^fcif£- (03 9©
(B) #JSD it. •?7.2Wmm9 2<D3Lyl-yTMmtf
#i«8i9 i ©xy^y^gjgtcjt^T^neji^ a 30

<, i^T, 7Xf*mijfi*«Ot7»lU*l 5E©

[0208] $fc, s^gP9 1 Bim%-?7>tttnm9

EPS, tt«SP9 1 B«{i, $«tmff9 1©J¥£^

*£tfg|59 1 B©i|I}i&£(c££-f"(St£-£&©T\ VX

tt, EHJSP9 1 Aff&^&&t&^mGtWX*tt&m

as 9 2 ©»s#s^«£s if, <fc o ¥Wfcs^aa5

ttfc^oTfeSfb-rSo c ©re 46. &gfcj&i;T±i£© so

^12002-1 75764
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[0 2 0 9] [Xtf>h§y«W)^ttl*?©»3S73fficD^

3] ©sattfffiti, [^yhlMIMftfl*?©*!^

B-3] OHJi^ffifcfe^Ttt, IS (e) tc43^T,

#©ia«*IM*mM0*lite^«*» XS (f) fc

etic^o, sttasfc^x^3tm*«js-r. [x

«&HJMBiBH"P*SH4 ORtf0 4 l ^#hslt|^0J

[0 2 10] [Xg-Q 1] $fcf\ 03 7© (A) IZm

Lrc-?x?ttmm9 2<DBmx*% [xe^hswiMfc
mfS?©s^£©^m-2] ©siB^ffi© [xs-p
i] ~ [is-P3] i:ra«fcfT^fe», t»«*miB9
l±fcffcfc»9 1 Crt©TX^7*mJf 9 2fl)»«l8l4t

5^<tfcj;0, ftftgl$9 1 Bfc:-?X**m)l9 2£ge"t

(04 0© (A) #M) o £©££, 0IRtfft7'y|Mc

sttms, st»cgi39 1 Bpiicmz>-?x?ttnm9

9 2©g^+^citi$n§Pio^*3^T, ^n^©

tiia-rsaifttt, 039© (a) £#ml&#5>buj£l

k>s vx?ttnm9 2<Dm&mi&mmi£2ti%m.:¥

[0211] [XS-Q2] »**mji9 1 fcv

04 0© (B) {C^-T«fc 9 ^*?S5(tBg|5l

5E^ffM-r§ 0 covfttmasi 5Ett 038©
(a) t^ufci^tc^towiteetti^LT^rtAi
WPWattl^, 04 0© (B) fctt5t4SSSP©*tf«lttJg

«**-r*««ffii*^Lfe. frfr*j#Rtt, e#gi$9

1

B^«46iA$nfcVX^M^9 2©iS^^fgV^\ g
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[0 2 12] [IS-Q3] 9^WftX«yf->
if^vmnB 1 4 ©flffitefct^Tl&ISW 1 2 fcRttS

nfclWPSBi 4©llBiii*SBI*-&*fc, 0 4 Kc^-r

[0213] [x ey h S*f|ittttJ* ;FOH3EDK6©a5

4] ©SBt^ffitt, [XkTyhSB^UJIfrfCSlifc*

i*©««- 1] ©«jettFffi©sj^T?**. [xtryhs io

«IMftaj*?©«3fiatt©aBB-4] ©HSftft-gPiSi

ffi0£04 2 t^-r 0 [XfcT> KSWHUSffl*?©SBft
^a©^«-4] # [xif^hsmwjjcm*?©*!^
ffi©S«-l] i:g&*j£t±, *?)KtHgP*\ S0I59 4

4±tc«l^nfcfi«©«?)Kttig)5l 5 E£
^5M?nTt^^!:S^o <:<:T\ SSP9 4i:«7
ttmSPl 5Ettti|!a:4SI«tmfr6«l<a*tiTV'»*.

sgi59 4ti, m^nkta^i 5E£Y-vn

wrs^u^'ja^JB^&flUsEsnTvSo Sottas

]RtiJg|5l 5 E fc©Hfctt, T i N^^«'SI9 0^
J&SStlTVSo (ft, ii!9 0l^ «?»aigP©^Hg

T^Sc ttUll 2#y-h*«l 3©ET^6S»9
4©±»C3bHtTx.<-P>tiS(li:{c«fcO, PJPg&l 4

[0 2 14] WT, [Xli»SWffaa*?©«BEttF 30

ffi©^-4] ©S3i^ffi^, 3d*»*©«K«aH»
^ffi0T-£<g>04 3-04 5*#!SLTSiWrao
[0 2 15] [Ig-R 1] PwlPglH 4©^S

[xv;>hs«isitta*?©iijs^ji©««-
l] ©SfifitfSj© [I8-N1] fcPMKcfifS. *^
Ts nntti 4rt*^tr^fflfcaap»fi!cffl©«witt^ig

9 4 A^lS-TSo aS«fcm®9 4 Aii, ffinWi^L

VDjifC^Om^-rSdfc^T'tSo #^t\ Affile.

X£y:3-h£fcTU^Xh#**fr5#3¥iS{kJl9 5 40

*«ffia%¥fflfcfcSJ:9fc}M-r* (04 3 (A) #
M) o #fc» TOt/19 5.2:91^19 4AOl7f

u mpspi 4©Eap«r±®^3paasai59 4-es«>ia !

ty (0 4 3© (B) #BB) o X7fyyit &H&#X

fcJitJfTScfctf-e**. SMttmB9 4 A©Sffi£¥
mm 9 5 -e- b w-mit urfr e>x -y^y
2><OX\ S8P9 4©±jg3b<¥at45.
[0 2 16] [IS-R2] 2ttC. Bflpffil 4©8TO 50

ftffl 2 0 0 2-1 75764
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#«r^SlfclMWi9 0*jSIIU MpSIH 4©^
au*^tr^Bifc*?»aaj«jKffl©#»»»a 9

1

MU BBP«51 4 ©»»*»«**» 9 1

(04 4© (A) #M) o ^*S9 0ti, X/^^'Jy
^Ccfc^fiScStlSJPSO. 0 7 fimOT i NB?*

3f««SJB9 ltt*£CVDffifc*DJBJSStt3JP
SO. 6 /tm(0^>^fyltfe§. i**W&B9 1

©^ffitett* Bflpgpi 4©±4Sffiil£ffii:©S©SM%
SWLT[Hlg|?9 1 AtfMJtltl^o
[02 17] [18- R 3] *K, 9«tmB9 1©£

*tJfl*9 2*aiijW»¥Sfc4*J;5teJBJS'r* (0

4 4© (B) #03) o VX^tmJi9 2tt, SI«#**B
9 1 ©gB©Hg[59 1 A£®iRLT¥±§&a®£:&^T

I E?itCj;DX-yf-y^-r-S (04 5© (A) #M) .

tox7fy^i> 9B&&B9 i© 3Ffflffi^«WL/£

l*jj5T»»7-r«. cn£«fc»K *B*mB 9 l©D3fiB 9

1 AtCVX**m»9 2tf¥SfcBiStt. VX^OT
9 2ti, P*lPg|$l 4©*^fcfiWr*#*tt»B9 1

[02 18] [Ii-R4]*K, [XlfS'hSWWtt
tti*?©«Jfi*ffi©SSB- l ] ©S>jI7??*© [18-

N

5] i:H*${cbT, #*tmB9 K V7^WW 9 2

&tf£#Jl9 O^tttcx-yf-^'-f ffla£©flMI£

S-^tttU^X hBMt©**SKJSi;fcR*J£R**r
f «*7-ttma5 1 5 e i:m»H9 o t^isstu «t
ttw»^^rit«ns (045© (b) #id o *©sl
mpspi 4©rt«fc*vrieiwii 2tcs^e.nrcRip

8P1 4©ffl!lg®^ii*-l*Si:. 0 4 2fc^Lfc«W»

[0 2 19] [Xh°> h§y«WI&Hi^7©^ii^?i©^
©-5] [xe^hsw»tta*^©iat^rj*©^-
5] ©sifc&tttt, [xifyh§y«wiKffiii7-©»3i^

s©^-2] ©»ieDK*©aBgT*s. [xe>h§y
«fftta*?©HiB^ffi©««-5] ©«S«4-a5«B
S0%04 7© (B) {c^-r„ [xifyhSB^ftttljR

?©«Ji35rffi©SJB-5] ^ [xe>hiy«Wjfetti^7-

©«B6*tt©««-2] «?ttffl»^
[Xt:>haWISittHi3(6?©»3S^ffi©aS&-4] ills]

ttC Sg|39 4 i:, gg|59 4 ±tcffiBSnfcil«©«?
ffiffiffil 5E£frt>mf£2nX^5&lC&5o CCX\
S0I5 9 4 t«7^WgM 5 E£fcM&S««tmfr5«!

5 e ty- 1 3©Bap«ga5i:©w©ffipt*i5ifiis-r

*fc*©9JttT-*»3^ fio, SSt(i(*:«i:LT©««*W

L, T-mWZ^?5$V~> lJ3ymftz>mf£-$ftX^

Sg|59 4 tttWLttito 1 5 E fc©P^tCt±, T i NfrSl*
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2>®%M9 Otf^fiESnTi^So &8Jf9 0fi, IB

HTfr 9 4 ©±S»cjWtTx <* 5>tiS C tic <fc

[0220] wt> [x try h s^WfifetH^oSlifi^

[0 2 2 1] [Ig- S 1 ] 5t"f. NPffi 1 4 <D&&%

i] ©Kt^ffio [ie-Ni] fcra«ic(T5.

p^pgp 1 4 A«3tr£Sfc£fl^j£ffl0W*ttttJI&£

*. i«, H^«n*a»9 4ttJpafk«nfcaiB**L

affi^Wf§SgP9 4M\ [Xtf > hswusfcaj*?©
«Bto5fffi©£te-4] ©Hig^S© [iS-Ri] tlH

«©ss**rjbjb 9 1 ifew^a-rs . c©11 , Hnw
1 4osia5©±4SffiitjSB5top4ioaa*si!ftLrcatt

g|59 1 BtC©ttttgP9 1 BO±4JBfCjiffl
,

rSS£^:aP9

1 Ctfr5fi)t3l6»4tf<DI3SP9 1 Atf£«*mS9 1

sw*.. ^tc, grams 9 1 ±K-7**#3Bji9 2*

B&?5o 04 6© (A) fi, ccSfoyo''t^8

[0 2 2 2] [IS-S 2] VX^*fflJf9 2 t 30

itWl9 1 t££8ftl 0<Dg®tC#LT¥tT&ffl
rt7?l»it5Ctt±»). tt«g[59 1 Bf*X*tmS
9 2*mt (04 6© (B) #«0 . iOBlitt, [I

S-P4] tra«fc, ft^Wi^WWliS (CMPffi)

{C«fc0ft-5Ct^T't§o

[0 2 2 3] [I8-S3]^t, »«ttfil9 1k7
7^^819 2 tffi«B9 0 tSrX-y^y^&t, M

IBBtt^-ri^ttHiaJl 5E)WBfiESti*. Cti6.

©l©X>y^>^(i, [XevhiWffttaiJlS^OMJfi 40

^ffi©^«-2] ©lat^S© [XH-P5] tEIS»C

ffdCfctf-p* So tt?tttHai3l 5EtSg|59 4, R
Us wnmrn 1 5 e tsgP9 4 oM(cs#-r««*ji
9 0ttc<fcoT, «^ttliJ»^ia«n*o *?ftW»

4 7© (A) fc(igg|59 4 ©-SPtflHjPSB 1 4©&gl$£:

tt«g[59 1 Bfcaa6&3:ttfcVX?tt*4®9 2©iS2#

^JtKWav^t^U^S*^ «?$mg!$tLT©$S 50

KM 2 0 0 2 - 1 7 5 7 6 4
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[0 2 2 4] [IS-S 4] ^©m, §^WftX»yf-y
y*ffTWPW 1 4 ©rta5tc43V»T*§5»® 1 2 ©felgffi

£f£l£€3t> 04 7© (B) {CasLfcSJftfttHjfrp

[0225] txeyh^asaa*?©Sii7?a©^
©-6] [^tf>MHtiiittaj*?o»jfi^ffioffig-

6] commm*. ix^yhmmnmmm^mmu
»*©^-3] ©xtfyh§y«w^wm?©Mig^te©

6] x tr> h SWffttWJR?o«ifi^i*©s»-
3] tS*S^ili, S^fifcffiglW, [xtf^hSHtfMft

Wilf?oHJED5ifeoSBB-4] tEMfc, 3§&9 4t,

§04 8*#ibtiit§o
[0 2 2 6] CEB-T 1] -?X?tmm9 2<DB&£
x* [x tf> hiw^ttdi*?©aat^rft©^- 5 ]

©^ii^ffi© [IS-S l] trafcfcfrS. *©8t «
**mi9 l±t^g|59 1 Crt©VX^M*4l9 2©
**i»s-rsc ttc^o, ftttSP9 1 Btv^i'tmi
9 2«Sf (0 4 8#M) o W*tfft7vK*JS«*ffl

mimmm9 i*^s-rs«:t4<,
W^19 2©»i&S^W{Clt*-rSe ttfT#*o ^©
*©#«M^B9 l t-?x^*mi9 2©x>y^y^\

t\ [x^yhmmnmmm^<Dmmiim<D^-5]

[0 2 2 7] J-X±> i»o»l8K:»^#KW

0^©^SS©mgJc TiKHJ? L fcg^ffl/ <*;l/©«!ig©i|ffl

as, c:©g^ffl^^*/i/*afflLfcs^sii©«jB©ifflgp

[0 2 2 8] HtCfct tt?ttttii^«|j£-r««||ttttlX

l o©BBp»fc l oo*^»niaww*sr*^»*KW
Lfetf, «^JKtb*?©«ii{C'KoTt±, io©MPSP

Mpgpt i o(D«?]Kagi5*^jS'rs^s8t-r3<i 1 1,

[0229] y-h«i©±#fc«*««*jBjs-r**i
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«ff OlWCWffig****a h —9—X$>i
X, *y- K/^-;l/t7 J-Y> tQMOEBtfJ£

v\ mnm«E*yyo¥B®!a^t«*as t

*R&tztt>x*%% 0

/<*;1/CP) fcg^ffl/^^;!/ (7/-F/U/1/AP) i:

wwjtttraa*zi&mfotmmm t*m txn x

£fcjfr^ fsV-Yt^)\^c?t7J—Y^)Vk?t 20

<Dffi<DttftSggt^ J; DS < S£"T5 c t tMtfcXhS o

WTffcSftV Iftj&tf 1 2 0-4 0 0° Cgfi©ffilH6ia

Tii, In (-fys>#2» : Hu5l 5 7° C) I yyi^
A-&*©ffiit&£& i S nso A g» (i&,£2 2 0—3
7 0° C) , S n 95 C us (Bu62 2 7~3 7 0° C)

%r<DM (S n) ^iSSl±A,/c ; P b».5 A g« CRfeMC

304' C), Pbm Ags.5 0 4 — 3 6 5

' C) » Pbns Agi.5 Snio (li&3 0 9° C) H 30

©» (P b) &EigttA,/£ ; Z n 95 A 1 5 (Bi&3 8 0
° C) H^ffiia (Z n) $ftfi(2A/£ ; S no P b

« (1*3 0 0-3 1 4" C) % Sn 2 Pb98

1 6-3 2 2° o m<DW>-m*wtmth,t£ \ A u 88 G

a. 0H63 8 1° C) l£(D3dt* C«±©W?tt£T

[0 2 31] ^aStcfe^T, *y-F/^;l/CPi:

- K/**7l/C PX&77- FVUwl/A PO^-rnj^-^ 40

7/-hVUMP ©fl&7j £ LT& «fc V\

efT^tf, *y- f/<*>i>c p try- f/<*>ua p t

;i/C p try- Y'^frh p fcftttfcgfcJSfcfcj^T

«fB82 002-175764
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flefcjirstfx cmtfAr^x) %%ts^%&ifzx*

[0 2 3 2] aE^SHcfiMR*fi3«^ Sfflttt, *y-

*/l/C P&tf/X'iTy- F/U-;t/A POftgEtrfSttlcKl

aijxzymic j: d smiWNijt*"r§ c t ^t*#5 <dx
&mx3o% 0

[0233] m^mmias^x^ mnwna^<D^

, tmmw-hwmzmii'K.. *y

)V) m&x\ *y-F«ffitffiiin"r**ffioi|jiJ»*ff

5o *y-K«i©¥B««*«Me^fcu ^*y-K

^ff?«^LT?!)y-F«iWBliaBKc«!»E-r*.
y- K«SfcBMB«£EU±0«EEtfWinsn* fcx 7/

?#7y- F«Bfc5i##»6n, *&^)tt*etc«^
-r-So wgt±, *y-F*ffifcffltasni«Efc:«j:oT

[0234] y-h«s*. mp»3^»j««nfc*iftt*

oKistcSf'rs«t5fc, 10, «?am»o±»ii:Bi!in

mr
j
Lnmii&mMztix^x$>^\

[0 2 3 5] y- h-fflis^ 1 fto-y-hiM^e

§ 0 COi^, *y-K«ffiO¥ffl«tt*«)gmi:L,
y- Fm.mzmmRvmz.if h 5 y-yx^^^^s

xy v3-y?m=?ZftLX* y- K«SBii|a|K(<:ttMi

rntfj:v>. *y-K«s*i «[©->- f

ttWWBftj^e^iau inns (i-9-^tr^-t;u)
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[o 2 3.6] nnmmm^tLr. ±m<D&m£.<Dm

mwL±.\m\m (snoo , & cau) , bum*?
(I P2 Os) /UHfcii (S nOz) ,

ft^v^^A (Pdo) 5©tra*p&ja»), «'Jms»*

»«Utte5»J^ilRlEll3!««*tiT^* 0 -7?©i»t£

v^o fT35flftEI*fc5>J7SlftBllkfcJ:oTaiR«nfe»

W:5»J^riRlB»^**. * 1 «ff»*^J^E«T
^2*«gPti^iSiSBIi8'efeSo

[0 2 3 7]

7y-F*&a^<y HfcAV-KWffcOBIoaW

;1/ £ ©Hfl©** >y 7aUfciSEW/h£ ^BfSHWffi* 7©
a^BEBKiB^Tt, 7/-FWK:WlE*K£LT

J- Ktfci- y h M-ett^ft W±©*8£ £

[0H3©»SM] 40

[0 1 ] »w©^sfi©jgS8 1 (bwm'^wwmtz

[0 2 ] mn<Dmm<Dnm 1 oa^ffl^^ottawft

[03] %m<DM1&<D&M 1 ©^ffl/**/WC*5tf§7
/- Fttffia-v h©«SW&EllHT*ifeSo
[0 4] 58WO*»OJB*l oaa?ffl/<*;l/KH3tJ*7

[05] %m<o$m(DBM 1 ©^ffl^^;i/©saji^ffi

*si(fi"rsfci6©ssii©«sw«:-aJWrani2n?a&*o 50

«FlH2 002-1 75764
62

[0 6] mio&fca&toi ©S^Sfi (iwii,

[0 7] a^ffl/<*;l/ (7/-hV**;l/) Rtfff®^*

[08] teWHflRtf&n* htffi

&¥®0, &tfc©g^ffl/<*;i/fcttfaEHsns?¥®
;U-.;b©tISW=S:¥ffl0T-S5o

[0 9] xif^FS^WSWISiM^ttWlR^oHJEWife

[01 0] E99fc€l£tt#, xtri/hsysssMW?
)Ki±i^©iJig^ffi^^0S-r5/c46©^^©i:isw
&-«®0T*£5o
[011] z^ymftmmnm^immTvmMfi

-So

[01 2] 01 ik5I*»e#, ^s^gy^&ffimiMt

[013] B5ra!?&«wt»*?ttajR?- 1 ©«&#

-So

[014] H^?&i8aw« :Fttu*?-2©«jertr

[015] E¥§y^Pi1i*W«?jKtt)ll?-3©^7?

[01 6] 01 6tC§lf?&£, s¥§y^ffi«ws?»

[017] ^ffi^^BEffifltflW^&ffi*?- 1 ©SiST?

[018] spiB^ISffiSISitt^tta*?- 2 ©«s«
£-8B»rEBIT*fcSo
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